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Inventory of feasibility Studies 

Country »  Toso (TOG) 

Industrial Sector t Food Industry (31.7.C) 

Serial Number i   1 

Claoaification:  77/l/0l/T0G/31.7.C/i?/Solublo coffee 

Title of studyt  Usine de cafó-soluble au Togo - Etude de Faisabilité 
(IS/TOQ/71/300,  IMI DC document UHIDO/TCD.   21?) 

«S*BMB>       ^r 

Date of study :   24-7-1973 

Author of study : N. Demsic 

sponsoring agency t Uli I DO, Govornmsnt 

1. Description 

The study analyses the possibility of establishing a factory producing 
soluble coffee with a capacity of 900 t/y.   Raw materials are locally 
available and the study suggests to process the following varieties 
in the factory i 

(i)       Arabusta and/or Arabica (25 to 40/') 

(ii)      Robusta lliaouli  and/or new variety of robusta (50 to 'JO/o) 

(iii)    Broken and undamaged grains from previous harvest (15 to 20^) 

Total investment costs excluding working capital would amount to 
P CFA 578,100,000;   the latter was calculated to be about F CJI\  12^,774,000 
assuming an operational  cycle in which working capital recirculates of 
four months.  The bréale even point would be at 450 tons por year i.e.  at 
about 50?J of initial capacity of 900 t/y. 

2. Recommcndatio^Bc 

The soluble coffee  should be produced by atomization. 

Before implementing the project,  a further market study would be needed. 

The concurrence on aóluble coffee markets i3 very tough;   therefore 
a foreign investment participation should be assured. 

The export of soluble coffee should be organised with the co-oporation 
or noeociation of big companies which can guarantee otablc solos 
of the product. 

The factory should not bo built until  oufficient    sales in To~o and 
in the surrounding countries are guaranteed.  Therefore tito possibility 
of co-operation with other soluble ooffee factories is    advisable. 
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3»     Financial returns 

Kot annual  salon would amount *> P CFA 575,100,000,   annual production 
ooatti would be !•' Cr'A 460, 583,530 and not profit after tax would be 
f CM 7P, 144, 346.  Trie internal  rato of return would then bo 1?,...  The 
sensitivity anr.lyni3 shows that by a reduction of 10,' of tho nollin^ 
pricea,  the internal rate of return would drop to 6.0,'  rind that    an 
increase by  10,'!> of the investment coots would lower the internal rate 
of return to  11.3',''. 

4, economical benefits 

Tho export of soluble coffee will brins annual entries of about 
P CPA 749,700,000 ¿jroso.   These entries will come mainly from 
countries with which ?o£o shows now a nogative trade balance. 

-       Creation of new labour employmont and thus creation of additional 
inoorae will be another oocio-ooonomical benefit. 

5. Follow UP action» 

Lettor Ilanock/Res.Rep. dated 24-7-1973 « Three additional studios 
sii oui d be needed,  i.e. 

(à) study of actual and future possibilities for the factory in 
procuring of robusta and/or «rabica,  and of prioeo 

(b) siarketing study for soluble ooffeo bassd on samples of product. 

(e) Teohno-econorale feasibility study based essentially on preliminary 
»tudy of Mr.  Dswsic but incorporatine data given by (b) and (c). 

Letter Res.Rep./Houzer, UIICTAD dated 20-1-1975 *  R«Por* of IIr* ^""»i«3 

was transmitted to government in June 1974. Up to now (i.e.  20-1-197!?) 
the R«s. Hep. has received no comments of the government on it. 

Telephone conversation with Mr. Manning, Li^ht Industries Section 
dated 28-9-1977 t As per ¿4r. Manning no other follow up action was 
done since. 
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Inventory of feasibility studies 

Country t  Burundi (BDI) 

Industri cd Sector : Leather Mid Leather products industry (31.7.D) 

Serial Number t  2 

Claosificationi 77/2/01/BDI/31.7.VP 

Title of study: Etude de prófactibilité d'implantation d'uno tannerie de 
cuir de bovins,  de peaux d'ovins et caprins en République 
Burundi 

Date of study : November 1975 

Author of study : M. Milutin Djonovic 

Sponsoring agency» UNII>Ot Government 

1.     Description 

Burundi has exported 994 tons of dry hides and skins during the year 1974. 
This study analyses the possibility of processing those hides and skins 
in the country. The study analyzes the possibility of the establishment 
of a tannery processing oattle hides and sheep and goat skins mainly for 
exports. Until 1975 only the dry hides and skins were exported. The 
suggested tannery \*ould reach full capacity in the third year of production, 
processing then 60,000 cattle hides, 60,000 sheep skins and 300,000 goat 
skins per year to produce finished leather, WET BLUF,ncn-pigmented and 
pigmented skins. Tho total investment costs of the project would be 207.2 
million PBu including working capital in third year of 45 million iTOu. 
The break even point of the tannery would be at 49/*« 

2.   Rooommendati one 

Fellowship training in Europe is needed M there is ft Isole of technical 
skill in the country. 

Special attention should be given to a good quality of the products. 

The project should be tax privileged. 

Having until now no experience and no technically skilled labour in 
production of leather, the possibility must be analysed to furnish 
local rav/ matorials like chemical products to the tannery as theoo 
products are imported at 100> until now. 

Aid should be requested from UNDP, UNIDO,  ILO or other international 
organizations in the fiold of management,  production and commcrcidicatien. 

3,   Financial returns 

Annual sales revenues at full production will bo PBu 138,3511 «H),  tho 
corresponding production costs will bo ¡ñiu 112,734,950 end annual not 
benefit will bo FBM 22,0^9,050. Tho discounted rate of rotum will be 23/- 
did the rate of return on investment will be ITS'-»« 
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4*    Economical benefits 

- Tho project would create 9<S new employment creating an additional 
income of PBu 6,003,COO. 

The project would induce avalué added of FBu 51,998,000. 

The new tannery would have a positivo impact on the balance of 
payments of the country by generating net savings in foreign 
currency in the amount  of 51,998,000 FBu. 

- The new project would bring other Bocio-economical  advantages by 
training and specializing labour in this industrial branch. 

5«    Follow up action 

- Study completed. Agreement creating tho company (Tannery du Burundi) 
end defining the modalitieo of participation (initial subscription 
25 million FBu)  of the different groups was signed in Septembor 1976. 

- 4-5-1977 »  Managing Director and Chief Tannery Technician hove 
already been recruited and the recruitment of the other technician 
it underway. 

- Equipment selected (UlTIDO projeot RP/BBI/76/004) and delivered in 
May 1977. 

Installation of equipment is being dono (second phase of RP/BDI/76/004 ) 

Three fellows to Toe sent to Prance for training.  Project not yat approved 
(Memo Ï Ahmed/Vasoiliev dated 21-6-1977) and fellows not yet selected. 
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Inventory of Feasibility Studies 

Country : Señoril (S3N) ¡}¡)^   r- 

Indu3trial Sector : flight non-ferroua motáis (31»8A) 

Serial llumber :  3 

CI aoBi fi cation: 77/3/Ol/SOT/31.8.À/p/ilmenite sands 

Title of study: Etude de faisubilité technico-econonique pour lo 
traitement des sables d'ilmênite (VC/SEII/72/006) 

Date of study : Hay  1976 

Author of study : "Tsvetmetpromexport", Moscow,  USSR 

Sponsoring agency :  UNIDO,  Government 

1. Description 

The study investigates the possibility for construction of a plant to 
extract and procese "black sands" containing ilmenite,  rutile and zircon. 
Throe alternatives  of ore dressing and two alternatives of melting of 
ilmenite concentrates are considered. 

AB for the ore dressing, alternative one foresees the treatmont of 750,000 t/y 
of sand giving 55,000 t/ji of ilmenite concentrate,  2,400 t/y of rutile 
concentrate and 7(350 t/y of zircon concentrate.   The investment costs would 
then be I? CFA ?958.2 million, excluding working capital. Alternative two 
foresees the treatment of 1,500,000 t/y of sand giving 110,000 t/y of 
ilmenite concenti ate,  48OO t/y of rutile concentrate and 14,700 t/y  of 
zircon concentrate.   The investment costs excluding working capital would 
then be P CFA  3,983.3 million. Alternative three  foresees the    treatment 
of 3»000,000 t/y of  sand giving 220,000  t/y    of  ilmenite concentrate, 
96OO t/y of rutile concentrate and 29,400 t/y of  zircon concentrate. 

Ac for the melting of ilmenite concentrates,  alternative one foresees three 
furnacea of 5 MVA of an annual capacity of 33,450 to 36,000 tons of  oros and 
a quantity of concentrated ilnenite treated of 53,100  to 59,540 t/y.   The 
investment costs including working capital would  then be F CFA 4,353 million. 
Alternative two foresees three furnaces of 10.5  ifVA of an annual capacity 
of 66,450 to 76,200  tons of ores and a quantity  of concentrated ilmenite 
treated of 117,700 to 122,600 t/y.  The investment costs including working 
capital would then be F CFA 66I8 million. 

2. Recommendati ono 

- Before implementing the project,  mineral prospection should be followed 
up and identified. 

- A detailed study  of tho factory should be mado. 

- Geological and hydrological prpspections would be necessary before 
starting the detailed otudy of the factory. 

- In case of melting of ilmenite concentrates,   the profitability dependa 
highly upon the price of electrical energy. 
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3,      Financial returns 

The ore dressing process,  alternative one would bring an annual  salea 
SÍoTofTSpÍ 903.5 million,   annual production conts of F CFA   1050 million 
and an annual loss of P CFA  146.5 million. Alternative tuo would orme an 
annual sales income of P CFA  130? million, annual production costo 01 
F CFA UGO million and an annual profit of F CFA 327 million. 

Alternative three would bring an annual  sales income of PCPA   3614 million, 
annual  production costs of P CFA 2435 nulli on and an annual profit of 
P CFA 1179 million. 

As muntioned above,  profitability of melting of ilmenite concentrates would 
hewily depend upon the price of electrica energy. There would  bo a zero 
profitability if electrical  energy costs 3-4 P CFA per Kwh and the maximum 
profitability (profit  of 6.4?°) would be obtained when electrical energy 
costs nothing. 

4,     Economical benefits 

- The project would create a substantial number of new labour employment 
possibilities inducing thus a considerable amount of additional incorno. 

- Exports of ilmenite,  rutile and zircom concentrates would bring an 
important amount of foreign currencies having thus a positive effect 
on the balance of payments of the country. 

5«      Follow up action 

ig_2_1975 •  "World Market for Ilmenite,  Rutile and Zircon - A study 
conducted for Senegal on behalf of UNIDO" by P. Muralidharan nerved aa 
as a preliminary basis* 

- May 1976 :  Feasibility study of Tsvetmetproiwjcport sent  to UNIDO. 

- Comments on feasibility study by Mr.  Szakal, Metallurgical  Industries 
Section dated 18-5-1976:  The comments are not too encouraging.wi.th new 
selling prices (Feb.76),  the profits for the ore dressing would be the 
following    (especially due to the fall of the zircon selling prices on 
the international market) 

j n in 
Profit -472.4 to -466.1 -324.8 to -232.3 -124.4 to + 6O.5 

As for the melting of ilmenite concentrates,  this does not  seem 
economically feasible,  due to the costs of electrical energy in oeno^al 
(22 F CFA per Kwh.) 

- Letter Correa da Silva,  Metallurgical Industries Secti-«  SI BFA dated 
28-IO-I976  : Potential partners may be sought within Europe, in Franco, 
Italy and the Benelux countries. 

- Lettor Hervouet,  SIDPA/Ssokal  dated 5-1-1977  : Government  in in contact 
with an investor from USA to create a mixed society. 

- Discussion with Mr. Saakal dated 28-9-1977  :  The Government in still 
interested in the project and is trying to implement it   on a Dilaterai 
basis. No help from UHI JO in repeated at tho  time boinr;.   In case, the 
Government needs UMIDO»0 help,  the Sonogalcco autocritico will contact un. 
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Inventory of Feasibility Studios 

Country:  Central African Empire (CAP) 003300 

Industrial  Sector : Heavy clay,   ceramica, glass and allied pr ducts 
Industry (32.1.B) 

Serial Number  t  4 

Classification;  77/4/Ol/CA?/32.1 .B/P/Ceramics 

Titleof study    J  Création d'uno usine de produite céramiques en République 
ojr        Centrafrioaine _ Etude de faisabilité (lS/CAP/73/cC2) 

Ulli DO Doc. UHIDo/lOD. U 

Date of study t   30 March 1976 

Author of «tudy j  Pierre Etienne Bouchard 

Sponsoring agency t U1ÏIDO,  Government 

1.    Description 

There exist two brick factories in the Central African Empire name BRICERAM 
in the outskirts of Bangui and the brick factory of Boyali at 60 km from 
Bangui. The  study analyses the possibility of establishing production of 
ceramics in one  or both of above factories.  Thus in the short term, 
production  of red tiles could be set up in one of the two factories,   the 
medium terms plan foresees the  setting up of sand stose tiles production 
and in the  long run production of earthenware (household and sanixary; 
will be started after having set up production of red tiles and sana stone 
tiles.  Production of the Briceram factory has been 6950 tons m 1970 and 
the corresponding turn over was ? CFA 45,0OO,0C0.  The foreseen production 
was assumed to be 8C00 to 10,000 t/y of hollow and solid bricks.  The amount 
of the investment costs has not been worked out,   it has only be mentioned 
that investment costs for materials would be reasonable. 

2. Recommendati ons 

- The Bevali  factory is relatively modern but the Briceram factory works 
under bad conditions. Before starting a new production,  urgent s„eps 
Should be taken to bring the Briceram factory to a nomai functioning. 

- A study on quality,  importance and exploitability of clay deposito 
should be initiated. 

- On the  spot training of electro-mechanical maintenance workers should 
be done. 

3. Financial Returns 

There are no calculations concerning sales revenues,  production costs, 
profits,   rates of return in the study. The only financial  dcua wore 
figures from 1969 and 1970 for the Briceram factory as follows : 

Capital  t  P CPA 42,000,000 

(in 1000 P CFA) J2§2 J2I2 

Fixed assets 73,?79 69,639 

Losses carried forward 30,182 40,042 
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Boolal o&pital 
1969 

41,950 
Liabilities i Long term 66,415 

Medium term 10,791 
8hort term 7,431 

Production sales 34,070 

Direct costs 26,331 

Gross margin 7,739 
Indirect costs 17,334 

Benefit - 9,595 
Gross financing on own expenses' 12,431 

Xoonomioal benefits 

JZUL 
41,950 

60,000 

10,000 

25,106 

44,410 

29,917 

14,493 

15,365 

-     872 

10,700 

- The project would use mainly local raw materiale 

- The project would oréate new labour employment possibilities and 
inducing thus additional income. 

- The use of baked earth materials for housing has advantages in the 
local warm and wet climate and will permit important »«fines of oemant. 
uns activity of house building is in a way induced by feool availability 
of ceramic products. 

5.     Follow UP aoHon 

»     24-7-1976 t Draft project proposal "Production Ae briques et de oarreaux 
céramiques en République Centrafricaine 1 % 330,000 

- Letter Oovernment/Res.Rep.  dt. 12-6-1976 t The Government is interested 
in the construction of a ceramic products factory. 

- Letter SIDFA/'Velky dated 3-11-1976i The study is too unoomplete to bo 
used as a basis for the promotion of a foreign investment. Tho following 
elements should be numerically studied t 

- Availability of raw materials 
- Sise of the market 
- Target production,  size and projeoted oost of equipment 
- Total investment 
- Provisional balance shoots and profit and loss statements^ 
- Projected internal rate of return. 

îhi» oould be done by a UNIDO expert, perhaps in 1?77,  on the basis of 
a nine months SIS financed   mission. 

- Discussion with Mr. Biering, Chemical Industrias Section dated 27-9-77  * 
No othor follow up action has been token since. 
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Inventory of feasibility Studies 

uiu;;07 
Country :  Peoples' Republic of Congo (PRC) 

Industrial Sector :  Basic chemicals Industry (32.1.C) 

Serial ¡lumber :   5 

Classification :   77/5/0l/PRC/32.1.C/?/Salt 

Title of study :   A study of the feasibility of a factory for extracting 
sodium chloride from potassium chloride residues 

Date of study    :   January 1973 

Author of study:   M. Bes (PEC-Engineering,  Paris) 

Sponsoring agency   :   Ulli DOf  Government 

1«    Description 

The study analyzes ihe possibility of establishing a factory for salt 
extracting having a capacity of 20,COO t/y.  This unit could supply the 
Congo,  the Central African Empire    and the Chad Republic.   This factory 
could be operated under good conditions of profit earnings.   The investment 
costs of a 20,000  t/y unit would be F CFA 390,464 excluding working 
capital which was estimated to be P CFA 39,046,455. 

2.     Recommendations 

An analysis of the African Bait market suggests : 

- that a 20000 tons per year capacity unit intended for supplying 
the Congo, the Central African Empire and the Chad Republic with 
NaOl could be  operated under good conditions of profit  earning. 

that a unit  intended for supplying this market with H'aCl and for 
exporting it  would not be competitive. 

^*    Financial  returns 

iiii3 calling price  of the salt has to be worked out according to the 
following formula : 

Selling price -  1.45 Y + FE (Fixed expences) + FE (proportional expenses) 
+ Profit. 

T is nn unknown parameter i.e.  the price of the residues of salt production, 
supplied and sold at a price to be fixed. 

Two rates of profit have been mathematically worked out i.e. 3$ and J$. 

At a rate of profit of 3;', profit would be F CFA 22,216,0.° 
of profit of 5;', profit would be F CFA 37,026,330, both pr 
a production capacity of 20p00 t/y of salt. 

2 and at  a rate 
ofits assuming 

Economical benefits 

- The project would use mainly local raw materials 

- Another socio-cconomical impact of the project would be croati on of 
now labour employment possibilities and thus creation of additional 
income. 
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-     Ihe exporte to the Control African tmplre and to th» Chad Republic 
Mould increase the f oroign oiirreney reserves end would have a 
positive effect on the balance of paymente of the oountry. 

Follow up action 

Tho Uli document of the Soonomio COMB! eoi en for kt rieft, Ref.No* IMMIj/M 
3-103 "Identification of cuemical producta with potential for integrated 
development in tho UTEAC count ri co" states on page 6 pora 27 » "In the 
light of further potentialities for salt outlets indicated in the report 
it doos not appear justified for UNIDO to go ahead with the 20000 tens 
project entitled "Assistance à 1*établisseaent d'une usine pour l'extraction 
du ohlorure   de sodium à partir des résidus de potasse" formulated in 
March 1974." 
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Inventory of Feasibility Studies 

••3j«s 
Country t Algeria (ALG) 

Industrial Sector : Fertilizer» (32.1.F) 

See also :  Petrochemical! 32.1.H,  Serial Numbers 6b and 6c 

Serial Number I  6a 

Classification!  77/6a/Ol/ALG/32.1.F/P 

Title of ntudyi  Industrial and Marketing Surveys on petroloum derivatives 
and   natural gas    (DP/ALG/65/505)  (Doc.  id-69-37Ö6f  ITD 20) 

Date of study »  16 July I96? 

Author of study I UNIDO acting an participating and executing agency 
for UNDP (sub-contract No.73/67) Japan Cas-Line Co. 
Ltd., Tokyo, Japan. 

Sponsoring agency 1 UNIDO, Government, Centre for Industrial Studies for 
the Maghreb 

1. Description 

The study analyzes the possibilities of establishing a fertilizer 
complex producing Triple Superphosphate (TSP), Diammonium phosphate (DAP), 
IP (20i20) Fertilizer and Calcium Ammonium Nitrate (CAN) and Phosphoric 
acid. Production of NP and CAN fertilizers were not recommended by the 
study. The production capacity was assumed to be 300 t/d of phosphoric 
•old, 180,000 t/y of DAP and 220,000 t/y of TSP, annual production was 
considered to be 86,000 t/y of Phosphoric acid, 110,000 t/y of DAP and 
90,000 t/y of TSP/ Total investment costs excluding working capital of 
the fertilizer complex would be US$ 26,741,100 of which US$ 16,403,000 
would bo needed in foreign currencies and DA 50,205,000 in local currency. 

2. Rscommondati ons 

It is recommended to base the fertilizer complex on the production of TSP 
and DAP and to exclude NP fertilizers and CAN becau3e  t 
(a) the international markets for KP and CAN are limited; 
(b) compared to DAP,  the transport  costs of HP fertilizers per unit of 

nutrient are high and the range  of its application is narrow; 
(0) CAN production would inevitably compete with the ammonium nitrate 

scheduled to be produced at the Arzew complex. 

3. Financial returns 
Total annual  sales revenues would be US$  16,164,000 from which US3 9,618,000 
would come from domestic sales and US$ 6,546,000 from exports.  The annual 
production costs would be USS  13,597,000. 

Under the assumption of a 10 yeans economic life of the  project,   300 days 
blocked operation per year andpayments of 50¿ corporato tax during the 
whole economic life of the project,   the rate of return on investment would 
be 14.9v*.  Under the assumption of a 10 yearn economic life of the project, 
300 days blocked operation,  no payments of corporate tax for the first 
three years and payments of $0% corporate tax for the rest of the life of 
the project,  the rate of return on investment would be   17.6,*. 
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Iconomical benefit» 

The project would create en importent number of new employment 
possibilities and thus generate a considerable amount of additional 
income. 

The project would have an import substituting effeot and would 
also bring considerable amounts of foreign currencies resulting from 
exports. This would have altogether a positive effect on the balance 
of payments of the country. 

Follow up action 

Nemo Verghese, Chemical Industrias Section/Does,  Information Service 
dated 12-10-1971  1 A. 560,000 t/y compound fertilizer plant ia under 
erection in Armaba using ammonia produced in Arzew and phosphate rock 
from Djebel Onkh. This investment is along the lines proposed by Ulli DO. 
The main contractors in this case was the French engineering company 
Xrebs with know-how supplied by Ugine-Kuhlraann and Péchiney-Saint 
Oobain/Union Chi mi qua Beige. 

) 

( 

\. 
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Inventory of Feasibility Studien 

Country i Algeria (ALG) 

Industrial Sector j  Petrochemical» (32.1.H) 

See alio I Fertilizers (32.1.F) and Petrochemicals, natural-gas,  serial 
numbers 6a and 6c 

Serial Number i 6b 

Classification» 77/6b/oi/ALG/32.1 .H/P 

Title of study:  Industrial and marketing surveys en petroleum derivatives 
and natural gas (DP/ALG/65/505) (Doc. id-69-3786, ITD-20) 

»ate of study 1  16 July I969 

Author of study t UNIDO acting as participating and executing agency for 
UNDP (sub-contract No.132/66) 1 Japan Gasoline Co.Ltd* 
Tokyo, Japan. 

Sponsoring agencyi UNIDO, Government, Centre for Industrial Studies for 
the Maghreb. 

1»     Description 

The study analyzes the establishing of a petrochemical oomplex producing 
ethylene, vinyl chloride, polyvinyl chloride (PVC), high density poly- 
ethylene (HDPE), polypropylene (PP) and low êensity polyethylene (LDPE). 
Three alternativos have been worked out. Alternative A produces fVC, 
LUPE and HDPE,  alternative B produces LDPE ar.d HDPE and alternative C 
produces LDPE and PP. For all the three alternatives, ethylene capacity 
would be the same i.e.   150,000 t/y. In each of the three caaes it was 
proposed to produce plantoners,  detergent base mat eri air, dodecyl benzene 
and aromatica. The process units foreseen in each case were 1 

Fractionation of condensate for preparing a naphta cut. 
Steam pyrolysis of naphta for ethylene production 
Production of plastomers 
Aromatice recovery 
Sodium chloride electrolysis. 

The investment coots would amount to US$ 90,250,000 of which US3 56,290,000 
would be needed in foreign currencies and DA 166,406,000 in local currenc¿r. 
The economic life of the project was assumed to be ten years. 

2*     Recommendati cms 

Statistical analysis of world market situation and spot checks in the 
HC, EFTA and COMECON regions confirm that there are good chances for 
tho export of a wide range of basic and intermediate petrochemical 
products provided these are competitive pricewise. 

Calculations have confirmod that it is advisable to base the petro- 
chemici complex on ethylene rather than acetylene. 

A survey of the following prospective industrial areas has shown the 
following order of preference 1   1. Bedjaia 2. Arzew 3* Skikda 4. Aunaba. 
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Priorities should be given to plants for the fractionation of condensate, 
the production of ethylene, vinyl chlorido,  polyvinyl chloride (iVC), 
and high density polyethylene (HDPE). The production of low desnity 
polyethylene (DDFE),   aromatica and dodecylbenzene should be deterred for 
one or two years. 

Financial returns 

At 100/5 operating efficiency,  annual sales revenues woold be US? 42,995,000 
and annual production costs would amount to US$ 33,751,000. Assuming an 80$ 
operating efficiency,  annual salea revenues would be US$ 34,396,000 and annual 
production costs would amount to US$ 31t141*000. Pour rates cf return on 
investment have been worked out I 

- Assuming payments of 50$ of corporate tax for the whole economic life of 
of project and an operating effieiency of 100$,  the rate of return on 
investment would be 14.55». 

Assuming no payments of corporate tax in the first three years, payments 
of 5<$ of corporate tax for the rest of the economic life of the project 
and an operating efficiency of 100$, the rate of return on investment 
would be 17.6$. 

- Assuming payments of 50$ of corporate tax for the whole economic life of 
the project, 80$ of operating efficiency for the first two years and 100$ 
operating efficiency for the rest of the economic life of the project, 
the rate of return on investment would be 13.3$. 

- Assuming no payments of corporate tax for the first three years,  payments of 
50$ corporate tax for the rost of the economic life of the project,  80$ 
operating efficiency for the first two years and 100$ operating efficiency 
for the rest of the economic life of the project, the rate of rmtum on 
investment would be 14*7$« 

Ioonorni cal benefits 

•     nie project would create an important number of new employments generating 
thus a considerable amount of additional income. 

-     The project woujdihave an import substituting affect and would also bring 
considerable amounts of foreign currencies resulting from exports. This 
would have altogether a positive effect on the balance of payments of 
the country. 

Follow up actioni 

Nano Vergheae, Chemical Industries Section/Doss, Information Service dated 
12-10-1971  *  The memo refers to an article of the Austrian newspaper "Kurier" 
which states that Japanese firms ara undertaking the erection of a petro- 
chemical plant in Algeria with an initial capacity of 200,000 t/y of plastics. 
The memo states that "this development is a do.roct  outcome of the SF project 
ALO-5 "Industrial and Marketing Surveys on Petroleum Derivativen and Katual 
fas" which started in August 1965 and was closed out on schedule in February 
1968". 
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Inventory of Feasibility Studies 

Country » Algeria (ALG) 

Industrial Sector t  Petrochemical a (32.1.H) Natural gas 

see also : Fertilizers (32.1.F) and Petrochemicals general,  serial 
numbers 6a and 6b 

Serial Number : 6c 

Classification: 77/6c/Ol/ALO/32.1.Il/P/Natural Gao 

Title of study;  Study of Markets of Algerian Natural Gas and the Technology 
of its transport (summary of the above study in "Industrial 
and marketing surveys on petroleum derivatives and natural 
gas"  (DP/ALG/65/505) (doc.  id-69-3786,  ITD-20) 

Date of study :  1969 *^""* 

Author of study :  United Nations (Natural Resources Division) (see contract 
Ko.60/66f  Scandia-Consult AB  of Sweden and the Bureau. 
Central dPEtudes pour les Equipments d'Outre-Mer (BCEOH) 
France. 

Sponsoring Agency :  UN(Natural Resources Division),  Government, Centre of 
Industrial Studies for the Maghreb. 

1.     Description 

The study analyzes the demand for natural gas on the European market and tho 
different transport possibilities of natural gas such as transport by ixstá 
over land pipelines and sea transport. 

Of all the different  systems, the overland pipelines with the tranc- 
Mediterranean link provided by sea transport  of liquid natural gas (LUG) is 
found to be the best feasible system. Though not as economically feasible 
perhaps as other systems,  it would be more flexible and quicker to construct 
the LNG system since the technology has been proven. 

Both methods of transport would bo economically feasible unless a certain 
minimum throughput could be maintained. 

Initially tho LNG system should be designed to handle 3.5 Gm-3 per annum cf 
natural gas and the submarine pipeline for 2 On per annum. 

As fcr the potential markets,  the study mentions that there are promising 
prospects for the sale of Algerian gas in south-west Europe,  principall;- 
Spain and Southern France. 

2«      Recommendati ona 

- Algerian authorities would have interest to conclude an agreement in 
principle with Franco for delivery of liquid natural gas at a rate of 
3.5 Gnr per annum by about 1975. 

- Algerian gas can be offered at a competitive price on the Spanish 
market if the supply is submitted by submarine pipeline between 
Mostaganen» and Cartagena,  and if the amount purchased by Spain reaches 
some 1.8 Cm   per annum« 
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- Should it not be possible to finolis« in the near future the agreement 
in principle between Algeria and France on deliveries of liquid natural 
|Mt  the Algerian Government would be well  adviaod to abandon any kind 
of liquifaction scheme and to concontrate it» efforts on export by 
pipeline. 

- Efforto to make contact« with countries other than Prance and Spain 
should be made.  Liquified natural gas to be  shipped in methane tanker 
should be offered to Italy and Yugoslivia for delivery during 1970-75» 
Such deliveries could start a3 soon as the pipeline systems reach the 
Rhone Valley in France. 

3.    Financial returns 

Ho indications in the summary of the "Study of Market« for Algerian Natural 
Gas and the Technology of its Transport". 

A»    Economical benefits 

The project would creaban important number of new employments generating 
thus a considerable amount of additional income. 

The project would yield a considerable amount of foreign currencies 
resulting from exports. This would aave a positive effect on the balance 
of payments of the country. 

5.    Follow UP action 

- Discussion with Mr. Maung,  Chemical Industries Section dated 29-9-1977   » 
Project has been implemented. Ref. International Petroleum Encyclopedia 
1976. 

- International Petroleum Encyclopedia 1976 page 112 í "Natural gas 
production, nearly all of it used for liquified natural gas (LNG) export», 
currently averages about 700 MM cfd." 
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Inventory of Feasibility Studies 

Country % Senegal (SEN) 

Industrial Sector : Basic Chemicals Industry (32.1.C) 

Serial Number t ^ 

Classification: 77/7/0l/SEN/32.1.C/p/Solar Salt 

Titlo of study; Study for potential 50,000 tons/year solar salt 
production complex (DP/SEH/70/514) 

Date of study ;  10 November 1972 

Author of study :  S.T.I. (Studio Technico Ingegnaria,  Rome, Italy) 

Sponsoring agency ; UNDIO, Government 

1. Description: 

The study determines three areas for possible sciar salt production 
namely:  (1) area near Kayar, in the north of Dakar,   (2) area near I sal, 
(3) area near Patik. 

Area 1 has exceptional value concerning the geographic and topographic 
conditions while its meteoclimatic conditions compared to areas 2 and 3 
are less good. In the study area 1 is examined as altogether it presents 
the optimal characteristics in order to have a basis for a future study. 
Toe production of 50,000 tons/year of solar salt would require an 
investment of 230,000,000 F CFA. 

2. Rtcommendati ons: 

- The definite choice of the area where production of solar salt should be 
located will only be possible after a specific and detailed study of the 
various zones. 

- The production of 50,000 t/y is of small importance as far as export and 
industrialization use of salt are concerned. A higher production level 
would require an indepth research of the market  absorption of the product 
in such a way as to give clear directions concerning the optimal potential 
of the saltern itself. 

- As there are great differences in costs between rofined and unrefined 
•alt,  it Ì8 necessary to introduce salt conditioning in Senegal for 
their own consumption and for export. 

- Due to scarce thickness of the crust and due to the not great production 
a semi-mechanical gathering is advisable. 

3»     Financial return: 

The annual production costs would be 76,490,672 P CFA. No indications 
of sales revenues, profit and of the internal rate of return are given 
in the study. 
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Economical benefits: 

Import-substitution by processing local raw materials,   resulting in 
a positive effect on the country's balance of payments and an additional 
labour employment would be the moot important economical benefits induced 
by the project. 

Follow up action» 

- Memo Chiang/Maneck of 20-2-1973 » S.T.I,  report io found in general 
quite satisfactory. 

- Lotter Maneck/Jaeger,  Res.Rep. of 26-2-1973 « Report of S.T.I, and 
comments of UiïIDO's technical department forwarded to Res.Rep. 

- Letter Jaeger/Maneck of 30-3-1973 » Res. Rep. pretends that report is 
unacceptable and that it cannot be presented to the Government. 

- Letter Tilot, SIDFA/Watson of 12-4-1973«  Res. Rep. has forwarded report 
to UNDP headquarters. 

- Memo Katson/Maneck of 9-5-1973 i Report is substantively sound. 

- Letter Jaeger, UITDP/Maneck of 9-8-1973 * UNDP considera that the report 
is of average value. 

- Memo Oettinger/Becker-Boost of 6—P—1974 *  The available study can not 
be taken as a complete evaluation and does not constitute a "feasibility 
Study". 

IBRD should be apprised of the existence of the report end that som« one 
of IBRD or perhaps IFC should informally enquire in Senegal whether the 
matter is still active. 

Draft project data sheet "Preparatory work of setting up a 50,000 tons/year 
solar salt plant" and a job description for a salt expert  (1 month) 
prepared by Mr. Chiang on 18-3-1975» These drafts were sent frcm Watson 
to Maneck on 18-3-1975 to present them to the Government for consideration. 

Discussion with Mr. Chiang, Chemical Industries Section on 3-10-.4977 « 
Study was present to government but no reaction was reoeived. 
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Inventory of feasibility étudies 

Country :  Gambia (GAM) ux- 

Industrial Sector : Heavy clay, ceramics, ¿lass and allied produots industry 
(32.1.B) 

Serial Number t 8 

Classification» 77/8/Ol/OAM/32.1.B/F/Ceramics 

Title of study) Feasibility study for the commercial exploitation of 
Kaolin deposits in Gambia (DP/GAII/72/OO4) 

Date of study :  1974, Amendment 1 t 1975 

Author of studyt Institute for ceramics,  reflectories and raw materials 
Horaf Brfza, Czechoslovakia. 

Sponsoring agency 1 UNIDO,  Government 

1. Deacri pti ont 

The Study considers two alternatives of ceramic production using the raw 
materials of Cambian Kaolin deposits. The first alternative is a pilot 
plant producing 10 t/y of wall times,  10 t/y of mozaics and 25 t/y of gift 
items. The pilot plant project would need investments of 392,000 Dalasis, 
including 30,000 Dalaeis for working capital. The second alternative is an 
industrial plant producing 1000 t/y of wall tiles,  1000 t/y of mozaics and 
50 t/y of gift items, needing an investment of 2,390,000 dalasis including 
a working capital of 326,000 dalaois. The gift items could be exported to 
neighbouring countries. 

2. Recommendations: 

- Ceramic production should be started by erection of a pilot plant 
a« ceramic industrial plant is not recommended at present due to lack 
of markets. 

- Large scale trials in a quantity of about 100 to 200m    or two tons per 
item (clay,  seaohells,  quartz sands) should be done. 

- A feasibility study for production of bricks and thinwalled brick products 
is suggested in Amendment 1 of the study. 

- UNIDO, should ensure the evaluation of reserves of local ceramic raw 
materials. 

- The Govarnment of Gambia should request UNIDO for technical, marketing 
and artistic assistance in the first years of production. 

- The fccwemment of Gambia should prolude duty free import of machinery, 
imported materials and apare parts for tho first six years of production. 
During this time, am exemption from profit tax should aleo be granted. 

3. Financial returns» 

The annual net sales revenues of the pilot plant would amount to 210,000 
Dal asi o,   the annual production costs would be  129,000 Dalasis and the not 
annual profit would be 45|000 Dalaois. The intornal rate of return would be 
12.5/i. The annual net sales revenues of the induetriai plant would amount 
to 1,326,000 Dalasis,  the annual production coots would bo 703,000 Dalcicin 
and the net annual profit would bo 296,000 Dolasi3. The internal rato of 
return would bo 11$. 
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Economical benefits; 

The import substitution and the exporte of producta of tha pilot plant 
would have a positive effect on the balance of payments of the country of 
1/17,000 Dalasio per year. As for the industrial plant,  this positive balance 
of payments effect would be 1,067,000 Dalasie per year. 

Follow up action; 

1974 ;  Pinal  report of feasibility study on ceramics. 

April  1975  ;  Amendment of feasibility study should provide feasibility 
study on large scale production of limed bricks (100,000 annually) 

- 1975  « Amendment I  of feasibility study done stating that raw materials 
for the production of building construction materials are abundantly 
available.  It is recommended to carry out a feasibility study for production 
of bricks and thinwalled brick products. 

December 1975  ; Project SI/GAM/75/8I8 "Establishment of a brick manufacture" 
approved by government - Expert in field,  coros to Vienna October 1977« 

- November 76 :  Government is still interested in ceramic plant and is 
looking for investors. 

Information from Mr. Biering (27-9-1977)  »  The government  of Gambia has 
shown great interest in the brick manufacturing project  and therefore 
the SI/GAII/75/818 was initiated to send an expert to the field looking 
for possibilities to promote this industry. The expert comes to Vienna 
inOctober 1977. 

Discussion with Mr. Biering and the expert of Sl/aAM/75/818 Mr.  Sedalia 
on 5.10-1977  ;  The brick manufacturing plant is going to be set up. 

- As far as the ceramic production plant is concerned,  the government wishes 
first to finalise the brick manufacturing project before starting the 
other iene. 

- Por the ceramic manufacturing plant it seems that the government 
would be interested to establish it later on a bilateral aid basis with 
China. 
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foyentory of Feasibility Studios 

Countryt Egypt (EGY) 

Industrial Sector t  Light non-ferrous metals (31.8.A) 

Serial Number :  9 

Classi fi cation:  77/9/oi/EGï/31.8.A/F/llmenite Bandi. 

Title  of study:  Technc—economical feasibility report for constructing in 
ARE of an experimental plant for ilmenite ores concentration 
into commercial concentrates and electro metallurgical processing 
of ilmanite ores as concentrates into titanium dioxide rich 
Blag and pig iron (VC/EGY/70/OI6) 

fiat« of studyt    1972 

author  of study:  TSVETHETROHEXPORT,  Moscow 

Sponsoring Agency:  UNIDO,  Government 

1»    Description:  The study considero the possibility of constructing in Egypt an 
experimental plant for ilmenite ores concentration into commercial concentrates 
and electrometallurgical processing of ilmenite  ores or concentrates into 
titanium slag and pig iron.  Two versions for a pilot plant  are considered : 
The first alternative is production of 29t330 t/y of calcinated ore and 
13|900  t/y of titanium slag production       at investment costs of 5,447,800 E.P. 
including 2571400 of working capital;   the production is based on Abu  Ghalga 
titaniferrous ore deposits and on black svila deposits of the mediterranean sea 
ooast.   The second alternative foresees 8,700 t/y   of titanium slag production 
from scrap pig iron and from converted pig iron at investment costs of 
9»320,500 E.P. including working capital of 321,800 E.P. The pilot plant 
alternatives would not be economically feasible.  Atu Ghalga deposits for use 
in open hearth furnace would be profitable if operated on a commercial scale. 
Capacity would then be 11?f 320 t/y calcination of ore and 55,600 t/y  of titanium 
slag.   This would need additional investment costs of 5,113|000 E.P.   including 
181,000 E.P.  of working capital. 

2*    Rsoommendati ons: 

- The utilization of the Abu Ghalga ore deposit is promising from the point 
of view of processing it into titanium-bearing slag, but requires the 
development of the production procedures, namely oxidizing roasting,  oxided 
ore    melting and high desulphurization of ore,   slag testing facilities. 
Prospective evaluation of the effectivity of pig iron de3ulphurination stage 
shows that the upgrading of it3 quality to open-hearth  or caat conversion 
pig iron requirements lowers the unprovability of a pilot plant  and provides 
for a satisfactory investment profitability for the Abu Ghalga operated 
full  scalo plant. 

- The construction of the Edfu pilot  plant,  alternative I could be expedient 
providing the confirmation of parameters and     processes,   set in a prospective 
evaluation of a full scale plant which requires to perform research work 
in view to develop above mentioned production procedures. 

3*    Financial returns: 

Version I of pilot plant would suffer an annual loss of 210,000 E.P. 

Version II an annual loss of 1,436,000 E.P. 
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The commercial ecale operation would bring annual sales revenues of 
3,050,000 E.P.,  annual production costs of 1,897,000 E.P.  and an annual 
profit of 671,000 E.P.    The internal rate of return of the commercial 
scale operation would be 11.1/«. 

4»      Economical benefits: 

The use of local deposits to produce titanium slag would certainly 
have an import substitution effect and a positive impact  on the country*B 
balance of payments. Labour employment would be another positive effect 
on national economy. 

Follow up action; 

- Feasibility submitted to government in November 1972. 

- Follow up discussion in Cairo on 22-11-1972: For Abu Ghalga Ilmenite 
ore deposit,  after and in case of successful accomplishment of additional 
laboratory and industrial  scale testing and after trial runs,  the design 
work of establishing industrial scale electro-metallurgical production 
of titanium slag" in Egypt, based on this deposit,  may be started. 

- On 9-11-1972,-the "Report on Market Survey for high-titania slag 
proposed to be produced by the Arab Republic of Egypt" by P.Muralidharan 
(Doc UNIDO/TCD 144,  Project N0.IS/EGY/71/814) was published. 

- Draft project document DP/EGY/71/814 for an establishment of a pilot 
•cale prototype plant for electro-smelting of ilmenite was prepared for 
a duration of 3 years with a UN budget of $ 250,000 and including the 
following work plan »  Start 1-10-1973} Commissioning and start up I-I-76. 
Experimental operation 1-3-1976. 

- Cable 20750 Maneck/Linner, UNDEPRO Cairo dated 6-11-1973 J "Appreciate 
receiving governments reaction". 

- Discussion with Mr. Szakal on 5—10—1977  *  A» Per Mr. Szakal, no further 
follow up action was taken since. 



Inventory of leggibility Studies 

Country:   Senegal   (SEN) 

Industrial Sector;  Textile industry (31.7.B) 

Sorial Humb^r;   10 

Classification:  77/lO/oi/SEH/31.7.B/P/Surgieal bandages 

%, 
/ 

Title of project:   Projtt    de fabrique d'objct3 do pansement - Technologie, 
Marché,  Coût  et rentabilité (DP/SEIî/70/514) 

Date of study:    June 1971 

Author of study:  Amadov './ade,  SONIïPI 

Sponsoring agency;   SOJÌEPI,  Government  (UNIDO :  Industrial information 
Section provided help in research and investigations) 

1.      Description:  The study worked out two alternatives.  The "optimistic" 
alternative foresees production of 1CÜ t/y of cotton,   900,000 units/y of 
towels and 8C0,COO meters/y of bandages.  The "pessimistic"   alternative 
foresees production of  120 t/y of cotton,   1,500,000 units/y of towels and 
1,000,000 meters/y of bandages.  Investment costs for the project would be 
P.CFA 67,000,000.   In a first phase,   a production unit  should be centered 
on hydrophile cotton,   on carded cotton and on slated cotton with marginal 
activities i.e.   production of banadages and sanitary towels.  The second 
phase is planned for production of sterilized gauze compresses and in phase 
three production  of adhesive bandages and sterilized gauze tissues should 
be started. 

2»        Ree ommon dati onst 

- To evitate the permanent employment  of a foreigner,  UNIDO should be asked 
for a six months technical assistance under the control  of S01ISP1'. 

- To attract foreign capital,   on exemption of taxes on turnover for the 
first  five years should be granted. 

- An exemption of benefit taxe? should be granted during the period of 
reimbursement  of complementary credits foreseen to finance investments. 

3.        Financial  returns: 

Por the optimistic alternative net profits of F CFA 6,322,000 could Be 
expected.   The annual return on fixed . capital  would be 20/Ò in the 
fifth year.  For the pessimistic alternative,  the net  profit would amount 
to P CFA 2,939,000.  The annual  return on fixed capital would be 9,i in the 
fifth year. 

4«        Economical benefits: 

- Raw materials could be locally provided. 

- The project would have an import substitution effect which would 
positively influence the country's balance of payments. 

5«        Follow up action; 

Lotter Léger, Res.Rep./Maneck dated 29 June 1972 :   Official requost for on 
•xpert to help in the start up of a surgical bandage und cotton wool factory. 

Letter Minister of Industrial Development/Minister of Co-operation of 
29-5-1972:  Financing scheme has been established by S0NEPI and a society 
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io beintf constituted. Capital and management will bo Senegalese. But 
engineering study and start up needs presence of an expert. 

Cable Quijano - Caballer¿í)o—Kingua of 2-4-73 i  Request for approval of 
financing 4 months cotton wool bandages manufacturing expert. 

Memo de Moustier/Dietschy of 7-5-1973 :  Res. Rep. is asking to keep 
recruitment  of a cotton wool  expert in abeyance aß a Taiwan cotton wool 
bandages manufacturing company has shown some interest in the project and 
is now in Senegal.  (Letter Res.Rep./L. Saunders of 7-4-73). 

Project Data Sheet for project IS/SEN/75/013 signed in October 1975 for 
an expert in manufacturing surgical bandages to help chief of the enterprise 
in equipment  reception    and installation,   organization of production and 
helping in the start up of operations. 

Letter Ministry of Co-operation/Res.Rep.  dated 12-1-1977   »  Ministry will 
communicate approximative date of start up of the factory and period in 
which expert  is needed. 

Cable Hervouet SIDFA/de Souza de Liete of 7-2-77 *  as one partner has 
withdrawn from the participation of the enterprise, the Development Bank 
(SOFIDTTITftias withdrawn credit needed to buy material. This can postpone 
nine di« the  start up of the factory. 

Letter SOPIDESIT/Hervouet  of 30-8-1977 :  Project was favourably evaluated 
by administrative committee  of the Bank. 

Discussion with Mr. Eraneva of 5-10-1977  :   Project postponed and expert 
only expected to go in 1978» 
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Inventory of feasibility studier; 

Country; Algeria (ALO) ^t?«7 / *• 
•* t> 

Industrial  sector:    Petrochemicals ( 32.1.H) 

Serial  number:       11 

Classification:     77/lI/01/ALO/32.1.H/p/Polyurethane 

Title of study:     Techno-economical  study for the establishment of a poly- 
urethane foam production in Algeria (DP/ALG/73/°°5) 

Date of study:      April   1972 

Author of study:  Battelli.  Institute E.V. Frankfurt/Main,  PRG 

Sponsoring agency:  UNIDO,   Centre for Industrial Studies and Technology( C.E.I.T.) 

I. Description:     The study analyzes different possiblities of    application of 
Polyurethane foam such as flexible foam, moulded parts,  shoes!'   soles and 
bicycles,  construction elements. 

Flexible foam production with a capacity of 4,000 t/y was foreseen 
at  investment costs of DA 2,509,000 excluding working capital  of  DA  12,727,900 
Moulded parts for shoe seles to be produced: 500,000 pairs/year or   100 t/y 
at  investment costs of DA  1,077,000,   excluding working capital  of DA 565,600. 
AB for the construction elements a production?of elements type "Hocsch 
I so« and" with an annual  capacity of 240,000 m    or 580 t/y at  investment  costs 
of DA 9,700,000 excluding working capital  of DA 3,509,?00 was considered. 

II. Recommendations:    The existent flexible foam oroduction is satisfying 
the demand in Algeria;  there  is even an overcapacity for the next  years. 
Therefore other units producing soft  foam should net  be installed. 

As for the  semi-rigid and structured foams,  moulded parts are suggested 
for the shoe and bicycle industry. 

For rigid foam,   it is recommended to produce  Bandwich panels and 
refrigerators'   isolations. 

The realized prices in Algeria can compete on  international  markets, 
especially concerning construction elements.    It  is therefore recommended to 
appreciate export chances   and to develop an appropriate sales strategy. 

yilt  Financial  returns:    Flexible foam production would bring annual sales 
revenues of DA 34,380,000,  annual production costs of DA 26, 362,£00 and 
annual net profit  of DA 1,368,200.   The  internal    rate of return would be 20.3$. 

Moulded shons'soles would bring annual  sales revenues of DA   1,626,100, 
annual production cost of DA  1,284,100 and annual  net profits of DA 73,200 
The internal rate of return would be <)%. 

Construction element    type "Hoesch Isomand" would being annual sales 
revenues of DA  19,038,000,  annual product irn costs of DA  14,595,000 and 
annual  net profit  of DA  1,129,000.    The  internal  rate of return would be 9.4^ 

IV. Economical benefits:    As export possibilities especially for construction 
elements are good,   the project would   increase the  income of foreign currencies 
Other economical  benefits would be import substitution and labour employment. 
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5»    Follow up action 

- Letter Elevas, Project Manager/Maneck dated 14-4-1972 i The study of 
Bettalle ìB incomplete, too general and technically unacceptable to 
serve as a basis to elaborate conditions of contract,  to buy 
equipment and to implement the project. 

Memo Glebor/Maneck dated 29-5-1972 t Most of the points raised by 
Mr, Elass have been taken into account by the contractors in the 
final version of the study. 

- Evaluation report 5 June 1972 » Minimum performance. Remark :  Contractor 
is being requested to provide additional information in a separate 
volume. 

Letter Elass/Maneck dated 11-7-1972 t Additional details provided 
by Batteile as acceptable. 

- Letter Maneck/Elass dated. 28-7-1972 » "What is the outcome of the 
study". 
No answer on this question in letter Elass/Maneck dated 9-8-72. 

- Letter Satrap, Officer in charge Bureau for Europe, Mediterranean and 
the Middle East/Quijano Caballero    of 7-6-1974 * "We have noted the 
long list of studies which have been carried out under the auspices of 
the project      It might be useful to determine what action the 
Government has taken or ìB taking to ensure a follow up t.  the studies 
by proceeding with the proposed investments". 

- Pinal report DP/ALG/72/OO5 of 12-7-1974 » Project is included in list 
of projects to be implemented in period 1974-1980. 

- Letter Quijano-Catallero/Makiedo dated 4-9-1974 : "As for the action 
the Government has taken or is taking to ensure a foilow up to the 
recommendations contained in the different studies , we have no 
information on this subject. We hereby suggest that the question be 
raised when UNDP will officially submit this final report to the 
Algerian Government". 

- Discussions with Mr. May and Mr. Maung, Chemical Industries Section, 
on 10-10-1977 t None of them knows what happened to the project. 
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Inventory of feasibility studios MrjiG 

Country: Algeria (ALU) 

Industrial  sector; Petrochemical  industrie* (32.1.H) 

Serial number: 12 

Classification: 77/12/01/ALG/32.1.H/p/ Vinyl Acetate 

Title of sturdy: 

Date of study: 

Author of study: 

Preliminary feasibility study of a vinyl acetate 
production unit (Dp/Ate/?2/005) 

AuguBt   1972 

National  institute of productivity and industrial 
development (INPED) 

Sponsoring agency;    UNIDO Centre for Industrial  Studies and Technology (C.E.I.T) 

j.    Description:        The study analyze*    the production of vinyj acetate "ith two 
alternative    production capacities.    The first alternative assumes a capacity 
of 4.5OO yy at  investment  costs of DA 9, 100,000.     The second alternative 
foresees a capacity of 13,500 t/y of vinyl acetate at  investment costs of 
DA 13.^50,000. Consumption forecasts for the year  I98O are 4,500 J./y.    This 
market does not  justify the  installation of a vinyl  acetate production unit 
in Algeria.     The export markets of the product are very limited as the big 
capacities installed  in Europe,  Japan and the United  States allow th produce 
at prices which are too low for small and middle scale units.    The only 
exportation possibility would be the market of the    Maghreb. 

II. Recommendations:    At present,  the establishment of a vinyl acetate production 
unit is not  recommended in Algeria. 

A detailed technico-economical feasibility    study is therefore not 
advisable for the time being. 

If certain nev factors arise en the Algerian or world market   in the 
years follovring 1975.  the  study should be up-dated and may be come to 
new conclusions. 

jll.    Financial  returns:    Production costo for a unit with a capacity of 
4.500 1/y would be  1.00 DA/kg, production costs for a unit with a capacity 
of 13.500 i/y would be 0,74 DA/kg.    The annual return en investment for both 
units would be 25 %. 

IV. Economical benefits:     As the production unit will not profit  from 
economics of scale,   the only benefits would be of a socio-economical nature, 
such as new labour employment possibilities. 

V. loilow up action:    Study is mentioned in the Final  Report of project 
DP/ALG/72/OO5 prepared for the Algerian Government (UNIDO/TCD 331)  dated 
12/7/1974,  but  is not included    in the list of projects to be implemented  in 
the period  1974-19Ö0 on page 79 of above mentioned report. 
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Inventory of Feasibility Studie«       "°i7 

Algeria (ALO) 

Essential oil« and pharmaceuticals (32.I.D.) 

13 

77/l3/0l/ALG/32.1.D./p/co8metics 

Techno-economical feasibility study of a cosmetics 
industry in Algeria (DP/ALC/72/O05) 

June 1972 

Chem. Systems International Inc.,London, U.K. 

Country; 

Industrial sector; 

Serial number: 

Classification; 

Title of study; 

Pate of study; 

Author of atudy; 

%>onsonnft arency;    UNIDO,  Centre for Industrial Studies and Technology (CEIT) 

I.    Description;        The study has evaluated the production of the following 
items:  thooth paste,  shampoo,  lac and alcohol based perfumes.    Additional 
products havo been technically evaluated such as deodorants,   sun-tan lotion, 
insecticides (such as aerosols),  shaving cream,  talc,   medicinal and  luxury 
•caps,   eye make up,  face- hand- and skin-creams,  lipsticks and bath foams. 
The most  interesting products to start with would be tooth paste,   shampoo 
and alcohol   -based perfumes;   the lac market does not  seem so  interesting 
because of the relatively high costs of the raw materials.    The study analyzes th. 
cosmetic Production independent on existing facilities. - The investment costs v 
would then be 3,089,000 DA and the cosmetic production as extension of existing 
facilities - the  investment  costs would  then be  1,130,000 DA.    The  second alternative 
••ems to be ine most feasible. Annual production of 250 t/y of tooth paste, 440 t/y 
of shampoos,  280 m3/jof alcoholic perfumes and 5 t/y of lac« were «uggeeted. 

;i.    Recommendations;.    Th« new entrepreneur in the co«metics industry must attach 
•pecial  importance to a good publicity of his product*? this would have also 
an important influence on the hygenic and health level  in Algeria. 

Latar on new product« could b« included in the production procès« as 
th« increase of th« factory would only yield minor supplementory coat«. 

The factory should be situated near Algier at a place where th.re are 
«ready at least two «Sodiété Nationale" factories which could be modified 
io include tne necessary facilities. 

A »arket «tudy on filling of aerosol bomb« in Algier «hould be don« 
a« ini« »tudy could make appear further interesting possibilities. 

IH*    ri"»"c*»4 returns;    a)    Cosmetic« production independent on existing 
faciliti«« would bring net annual sales renews as of DA  11,762,600 in the 
5th year,  annual production costs in the 5th year of DA  10,564,700 and a 
n»t annual profit of DA  1,177,900.    The DCP rate would be  17 % assuming 
tax reduction, and negative if not tax reduction was assumed. 

b)    A cosmetic production based on the extension of existing facilitiee would 
Dring net annual rates revenue« of DA 11,762,600 DA in the 5th year,  annual 
production cost« in the 5th year of DA 9\933,500 and a net annual profit of 
DA 965,600.    The DCP rate would be  10 i. 

IV.    Economical benefit«!    The project will have an import  substituting effect, 
as the manufactured products are to be »old on the Algerian market.    A 
consequential saving on    foreign currencies can be expected. 

The project will create important external economic«    ao bottle« for 
p«rfume«,packing material,  label« «te.  can be bought  in Algeria. 

About 100 new job» would be created generating a gross incorno in  1978/79 *f 
DA 988,800. 
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y. Follow-up action;     Letter Elass,  Project Manager/Maneck dated   23/3/197?: 
Alprerian authorities want to enlarge existing study for 4 oroducts to  10 products 
(only technical  Bide)   i.e.  deodorante,   sun-tan lotion,   insecticides (as aroosols), 
shaving cream,  taló,  medicinal and luxury Boaps,   eye make-up,   face,  hand and 
skin cream,  lipsticks,  bath foam. 

Committee on contracts of 4/5/1972:  amendment of contract  recommended. 

Memo Watson/Maneck dated 4/8/1972: Report  supported by substantive 
division and sugestión of a project to plan advertisements and a project to 
assist present Algerian producers to consider augmenting their production 
lines to include speciality products and to develop new lines for both the 
Algerian population and the Maghreb and to supply the tourist trade. 

Latter Maneck/Res.Rep. dated 7/9/1972:  Request to  submit  feasibility 
study to the Government. 

Final  report of project DP/ALG/72/005 prepared for tne Algerian 
Government dated  12/7/1974 (UNIDO/TCD.331): project listed on page 79 
of above report  on the "list of projects to be  implemented during  1974-198O". 
(*i page 23 list of production programme of additional products  i.e. 
deodorants  15 t/y,   insecticides 30 t/y,  foam bathe  100 t/y,  "Sels de bain" 
25 t/y,  face,  hand and skin creams   100 t/y,  sun-tan lotion 20 t/y,  Sun oil 
20 t/y,   shaving cream 50 t/y,  lipsticks 2.5 t/y,  mascara 2 t/y,  eye-make up 
4 t/y, eye-liner 1  t/y. 

No other relevant information regarding the  cosmetic project  in the 
Registry file. 5 

I 
Discussion with Mrs.  Tcheknavorian Asenbauer on 1l/l0/l977: 

Mrs. Tcheknavorian Asenbauer has no information on this subject. 
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Inventory of Feasibility Studies       .. .. „ 

Country: Algeria (ALO) 

Industrial  sector»  Pood industry (31.7.C) 

Serial     »umber: 14 

Classi ficationt       ll/ìà/m/kLG,/ 31.7.   c/p/0lLS • FATS 

Title of study:      Techno-economical  feasibility study of the oil and fata 
industry in Algeria (DP/ALG/72/005) 

Bate of study:        January 1975 

Author of study:    L.H.  Manderstan and Partners Limited,  London 

Sponsoring agency:  UNIDO,  Centre for Industrial  Studies and Technology (CEIT) 

I..    Description:    The  study suggests to set up  3 multigain complexes in 
Algier,  East and West. 

The Algier complex will  consist of-a trituration      unit (investment costs 
106,893,OQO DA) producing oil  cakes (75.000 t/y),   shells (67,500 t/y) 
refined oils (75.000't/y),  hydrogenized oils (31,400 t/y)  unrefined oil 
(78,700 t/y)  and acid oil (6OO t/y);  a margarine unit (investment costs: 
9i520,000 DA) producing 27,000 t/y of margarine and a soaps,   fat acids and a 
glycerine unit (investment costs55,335,000 DA) producing finished soap 
(66,000 t/y)»  semifinished soap (33,000 x/.y),  glycerine (8,100 t/y) and 
fatty acid (t2,000 t/y). 

The  testera complex will  consist of an oil mill  (investment costs: 
95,458,000 DA) producing oil  cakes (50,000 t/y),   shells (45,000 tyy), 
refined oils (50,000 t/y) and acid oil (2,000 t/y). x 

The Eastern compie* will  consist of an oil mill (investment cost» 
164,952,000 DA) 
producing oil cakes (100,000 t/y),   shells (90,000 t/y),  refined oils 
(100,00 t/y), unrefined oile (26,200 t/y)  and acid oil (3,000 t/y). 

The world market demand for oils and fats  increased by  3 1= per year 
in the last decade.    Therefore there shouldn't be any problems to export 
these products.    On the other side the Algerian market demand will  increase 
by far more (doubling      of edible oil consumption by I985). 

II.    Recommendation:    The order of priority to set up the  3 multigrain 
complex, should be Algier, East and West. 

The West complex should be set up in one pftaeo,  the Algier and east complex 
in two phases. 

The development    of the oils nrte industry in Algeri;! should be centralised 
and a unified   programme should be established.     It ehould also be necessary, 
to insure an adequate  infrastructure such as piers,  roadj and railtfay transport, 
electrical energy. 

Algeria could provide half of its needs of oilseeds.     It has to rely on 
increasing imports of grains and oils.    It  is therefore    extremely important 
to guarantee the purchase of grain».in the following years by commercial 
agreements with selected countries. 
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\îl.    Financial  returnst 
DCP rates:a)  Trituration    Algiers 0 % 

bj Oil mill East 49 % 
V Oil mill West 53 % 

Margarine Algiers 41 % 
Soaps,  glycerine,  Satt y 
acids Algiers 58 % 

(a) itself not profitable  is interesting1 when incorporated to combined 
operation. 

% 

|V.    Economical benefits; 
At full production (year 1l)the gross sales revenues of the 3 complexes would 

eome to 2,100,477.000 DA    compared to production costs of 1,809,113,000 DA. 
Oross profit would then be 291,364,000 DA. 

Itie new complex would create 80I new jobs in 1978 and 942 in 1982. 

Vt    Follow-up act iont 
Memo Mautner/Maneck dated 2l/3/l974s  First phase report: recommendation 

of light industries section to submit the report to the. Government of Algeria. | 

Memo Miklovicz/Maneck dated  14/4/1975!  Final  3'volume report: 
recommendation of light industries section to submit the final report to the 
Algerian Government, as the report had outlined a very practical and useful 
•oheme for the development of Algeria's vegetable oils and fats,  a detailed I 
follow-up discussion should be arranged between representatives of the 
Government,   the UNDP Resident Representative,  the UNIDO Inductrial Field 
Adviser and the contractor to come to firm decisions about action to follow. 

Nothing relevant in the registry file since. 
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Inventory of Feasibility Studies 

Algeria (ALG) 

Petrochemicals (32.1.H.) 

15 

77/15/OI/ALG/32.1 .H./P/Plaotics 

Techno-economical  feasibility study of four plastic 
materials transformation units in Algeria. 
(DP/ALG/7 2/005) 

1973 

ROMCONSULT   (Romanian Consulting Institute) 

UNIDO,  Centre for Industrial  Studies and Technology (CEIT) 

I. Description: The study      analyzes the establishment of four 
transformation units of plastic - an extrusion unit for PVC profiles, a unit 
for polyester elements reinforced with glass fibre (PAV), a unit of styrenic 
and phenolic foam and a unit of plastic impregnated tissues. 

Por the extrusion of PVC profiles,  ? alternatives h<,ve been worked out 
the first one foresees an annual production of 3,300 t/y,   investment cost« would 
be DA 31,683,000.     The second alternative foresees an annual production of 
10,000 t/y;    investment costs would be DA 54,424,000. 

Ine unit for polyester elements reinforced with glass fibre would produce 
5»000 t/y and would have  investment costs of DA 13,760,000. 

The unit for styrenic and phenolicjfoam would produce   1,200 t/y of styrenic 
foam and 1,000 t/y or 20,000 m3 /y of phenolic foam;  investment  costs would be 
DA 9,790,000.    Finally the unit  of plastic impregnated tissues would produce 
3,400,000 m"/y    and would    have   investment costs of DA 12,000,000. 

The prie s of raw materials and subsidiary products in Algeria are 
generally higher than average prices on the world market,  which could 
negatively affect  the production conditions of the new units. 

II Recommendations:    The study recommends the realization of these 
different units within the frame of the Algerian development plan of the 
plastics transformation industries.. 

Besides of the analyzed units,   the study suggests the Algerian 
authorities considering the introduction of a plastifier production unit 
of an initial caoacity of 10,000 t/y and a production unit of normal  calcium 
carbonate treated  superficially of an initial  capacity of 3,500 t/y. 

The study insists on training of technical  labour,  on the Teasuros to be 
taken to introduce plastics utilization into the different possible fields 
auch as construction, packaging1,   electrotechnical   industries,  mechanical 
industries,  transport and agro-industries. 

III.    Financial  returns:    The unit of PVC profiles,  alternativi;  one 
would have DA 23,100,000 annual   gross sales revenues, annual production 
coots of DA 13,150,000 and annual net profit of DA  3,011,000.    Alternative 
two would show annual gross sales revenues of DA 70,000,000 annual production 
costs of DA 31,010,000 and annual net profit  of DA    13,105,000.     The unit of 
polyester elements  reinforced with glass fibre would have annual   gross saies 
revenues of DA 92,500,000,  -nnual production costs of DA 21,875,000 and 
annual net profit  of DA 27,450,000. 
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The unit of atyrenic and phenolic foam would have annual pro33 sales 
of DA  11,600,000,  annual  production costs of DA 6,746,000 and annual   net 
profit of DA 1,441,000.    Finally the unit  of plastic impregnated tissue o 
would have annual gross sales of DA 43,350,000,  annual production costs of 
CA 27,421,000 and annual net  profit of DA 4,280,000. 

IV.    Economical benefit:    The project would be. heavily import substituting,  having 
though a positive effect on  the balance of payment of the country.    Another 
important impact on the national economy would be the additional labour 
employment. 

T.    Pol low-up action:     l«tter Maneck/Elass,  Project Manager, dated 17/9/1973 
•ubmission of the comment« of substantive division on final report of 
Ä0HC0NSULT. Comments of substantive division are very positive.    Pull 
information is fiven on the  technological  processes,  raw and auxiliary 
»Materials, consumption of raw materials and utilies,  space requirements and 
economic efficiency.     Each unit is presented in connexion vith the possi- 
bility of having it later implemented through bileteral  negotiations between 
Algerian authorities and equipment and raw material suppliers.    Each of 
the four studies could easily lead to the elaboration of tender specifications. 

Cable Resident Representative, UJTOP/Maneck dated  10/l2/l973s    25  sets of 
final report received   in November. 

Final report of project  DP/ALG/72/O05  prepared for  the Government  of 
Algeria, dated  12/7/1974 (UNID0/TCDw33l) »   on page 79 of »cove report  the 
four units are included in the list of projects to be implemented during 
the period 1974 - 19ÖO. 

Re other relevant   information in the  registry file  on further follow- 
up actions. 
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Inventory of Feasibility StudieB 

Country: 

Industrial  sector: 

Soria]   number; 

Clanriif icaticnt 

Title  of study; 

Date  of  study; 

Author of stu/3.y: 

Sponsoring agency: 

Benin (BEN) 

Pood  Industry (31.7.C) 

16 

77/l6/0l/BEN/3l.7.C./p/Citru8 

Techno-economical feaeibility study for the 
establishment of a modern factory for the  treatment of 
citrus  fruit  in Dahomey.    ( SM/DAH/73/012) 

April - September 1974* 

IPAC (institut français de recherches fruitières outre-mer) 

UNIDO,   Government 

I. Description; The study came to the conclusion that lime  anü grapefruits 
are the most   suitable citrus  fruits for the Benin. 
As for grapefruit (Pomelo)   the suggested  capacity is 36,000 t/y of fruit 
treated giving 36 t/y of essential  oils,   7,200 t/y of marmalade,   3,600 t/y 
of sulfated pealB,   3,600 t/y of concentrated  juice and   1,100 t/y of fodder . 
Por lime the  suggested capacity is 24,500 t/y of fruit treated  giving 78.,5 t/y 
of essential  oils, 4,900 t/y of marmalade  2,450 t/y of sulfated peals, 
1,788 t/y of concentrated  juice and 8O8 t/y of fodder.     The  investment costs 
for the  factory vould arrount  to 808,949,000 Francs    CFA.    The  break even point 
would be reached in year 9 of production,   if fruit were bought  at 5 P/kg,   in 
year 10 of production,  if fruit were bought at 7.*5 P/kg and in year 11 of 
production,  if fruit were bought at  10 P/kg. 

II. Recommendations:      As returns on investod capital can only be expected in 
tho 7th or 8th year of production and are relatively low,  a "mixed formula" 
of company (Government and private manufacturers)   should be envisaged. 
Financing could be done by low credits of banks such as IBRD etc. 

Preliminary studies concerning topography and irrigation  should be -lone 
and a set up of a plantation project should be planned.    It  seems advisablo 
to have linked the factory and the plantation in an agro-industrial complex. 

Plantations should be established in view of bringing the "surest" 
product,  i.e.  concentrated juice of grapefruit. 

Progressively lime plantations should be installed which rectify the 
production programme according to economical evolution of lime  concentrate 
and essential oils of lime. 

It would be necessary to build a dam    to provide water for irrigation 
and to  «et up other infrastructural requirements. 

III. Financial  returns:    The  internal rate of return at a project life 
of 15 years would fall from   12.62 Ú if fruit are  bought  at 5  F/kg to 
1.76 % if fruit are bought at  10 P/kg.    The corresponding rates for a 
project  life of 20 years would be  15.84 % and 4.94 i,  for a project life 
of 25 years,   16.89 % and 7.15 $>, 

The internal rate of return without considering the buying price 
of fruit and for a project  life of 15,20 and 25 years would be 
21.68 %,  23.75 1« and 24-3 % respectively. 
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IV. Economical benefits;    AB moBt of the producto are supposed to be exported, 
the project would have  an important positive effect on the balance of payments 
of the country,  especially as raw materials would be locally available. 

V. Follow UP   ictiont     Memorandum Miklovicz/ Mautner dated   I7/12/197/I: 
Favourable evaluation  of the  study. 

. Note  for the file  from  Acogny dated 7/l/l975:   Study should  help  to encourage 
a smaller factory  in  the   south  of the  country;   the  IFAC study  should  be 
submitted  to the  Dahomean Bank  for Development;     UNIDO should  be  authorized 
to  get  in touch with  IBRD to built the big factory in the  northern part  of 

^ Dahhomey;     UNIDO should   look  for foreign  investors. 
10/a/l975 :   Copies of study sent  to Resident  Representative. 

" 11/3/1975î  No more  comments  from substantive  division:  the  sti/dy should 
be   submitted to the Government  with UNIDO's endorsement. 

' 21/3/1975  Receipt  acknowledge  from Resident  Representative. 
• Letter Behrstock,   UNDP/Kaneck dated 6/8/1975:   Government  wants  complementary 
studies to evaluate agricultural   investments.     Wiese  studies will  concern 
primary soil  and  irrigation systems.     This next phase of preinvestment 
studies are discussed between FAO in Dahomey and  Rrme. 

• Letter Directeur General   du Ministère des Affaires Etrangères  et  de  la 
Coopération/ Resident Representative dated 1976:  Financing in 
negotiation with the Caisse Centrale de CooDération économioue. 

1 Discussion with Mr. Aco^ny on  1l/lo/l977t Project not been followed up due 
to political reasons.     Prudenc   m approaching the Benin authorities is 
recommended,UNI DO should  just ask about the  status of the project but not 
propose any new studies. 
Discussion with Mr. Moreira-Dias on 14/lO/l977t  on his mission to Yugoslavia 
Mr.  Moreira-Dias had met  officials from Benin who told him that the project 
will be financed by an Italian investor.    Benin will  approach UNIDO in the 
near future for help (new project document  is being prepared).  Mr. Moreira-Dia3 
will  inform us as soon as the new UNIDO project   is in the pipe  line. 
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Inventory of Feasibility Studios 

Cou n't rv:  Algeria (MG) 

TndMr-tT-ial S_ejntort     Cement  and  concrete producta industry (3?,I.A.) 
see  airo:     Iron *n<i rtoel (31.B.C.) 

Sort al   Number!       17  a 

?.liLr:^i-0:ï1.'.iÇ.rl.!     77/l7a/Ol/AI.O/>2.1.A/P/Tubes and pipes 

Tit 1 e of s4udy;    Etude technioo-^oonomirrue du secteur dea tubes et tuyaux 
en Aigrie  (DP/AL<3/7?/005) 

Date  of Rtudyy      August  1973 

Author of study i  Sorès Ine,  Montreal,  Canada 

Spon^orin^ agency;    UNTDO,  Contre for Industrial Studies and Technology 
(C.E.I.T.) 

1.    5?.^lTlijl'*;iA.nî    ^ne  Ptudy analyser? the existing capacities in the tubes and 
pipes industry in Aï"e^in of plastic,  concrete,   iron and steel, lead pipes 
and sui^ests that  additional  production lines should he considered hv the 
Algerian tubes and pipes development  plan,   taking into account  the derand 
projections 1974 to 19^5«    The conclusion of the studv is that  only increased 
production of concrete  and  steel  and iron pipes is advisable  as  for the plastic 

pipes,   there is already an overcapacity and for other pipes (copDor,   lead,...), 
the demand  is too lov;. 

Aß for the cement and concrete tubes the fol?.ovin» additional   capaciti«« 
are suf^ested:    Preconstrained concrete tubasi    26,000 t/y,   sheet  iron- 
concrete tubes:  25,20S t/y,   rrrmed concrete tubes:    6e),000 t/y and asbestos 
cement tubes:    23,000 t/y.    Total  investment  costs including DA 6,552,250 
of working capital would amount  to $ 9f756,125 in foreign currency and DA 
25,445,2^0 in local  currency.    Total investment expressed in local currency 
would be DA 64,469,750. 

2•    Recommendations: 

- The following existing units should be riven up:    Oued Rhiou (1974), 
Khemis El Kechna (1974),  Chaabat El Leham (1976), El Hadjpr (1976). 

- A sectoral organism of standardization should be established.     Adoption 
to already applied norms or to norms recommended by I.S.O.  or other 
organizations should be stressed. 

- Industrial accounting (cor>t  accounting method) and necessary statistics 
should be developed. 

- The  set up of mechanisms,   which  guarantee regular delivery of equipment 
and raw material would be important. 

- Accelerated training pro.^ammes should be established. 
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3.    Financial returnt 

Annual *ross s*le* revenue would mount to DA 55,670,84«,  annual  production 
copts would anount  to TIA 45,752,836 and an annual  «TOR« profit of 
DA 9,918,^04 could be expected. 

*•    Bftgnnrriical benefits 

- The addH value of produced precon«trained concrete tubes would he 
65 to 70 % of sell in" price,  of sheet  iron-rnncr*-* e tubes 47 $ of 
selling price,   of asbestos cement tubes 65 $ of nellinT price. 

- Import substitution and emploient  creation would be other economical 
advantage. 

5•    Follow-up ec.tinnt 

-Memo Soltan/Maneek dated 20.8.l974t    *0R15S Inc.  should prônent a summary 
of their major findings and recommendations 

- Utter Elass/Waneck dated 2?.9.1973 (in attached "Activités du pro-iet 
de la période début février li fin  juillet 1973")«     Study has been sent 
to Société Nationale de Sidérur<rie (SNS),  Société des Matériaux de 
Construction (SNMC), SONATRACH and to ministry of Industry.    Evaluation 
»eetin» of the study will be held in second part of September,    Will 
communicate results of meeting in due time. 

- Utter Sores Inc./Newton dated 28.9.1973»    Volume of "Summary and 
Conclusions" prepared. 

- Utter Maneck/Makiedo, UNDP, dated 31.10.19731    Final report of Sore« 
submitted to government. 

- Rapport final   préparé r>our le gouvernement Al parlen (UNTHO/TCT» 331 ), 
dated 12.7.197"I     Projoct included in list of projects to be implemented 
during 1974 - I98O,  pase 79 of above report. 

- Discussion with Mr.  Anderron, ÎCIS (who has been in char/re of th* nro.iect) 
dated I3.IO/I9771    Mr. Anderson doe3n«t know whether the project h?s been 
implemented or not. 
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Inventory of Feasibility StudleB 

Country: Algeria (ALO) ÜÖ3U2? 

Industrial Sector;   Iron and Steel (31.8.C) 

see aleo :  Cement  and concrete products industry (32.1.A) 

Serial number;   17b 

Classification; 77/l7b/Ol/ALG/31.8.C/p/Tubos and pipes 

Title of study; Etude technico-économioue du secteur des tubes et tuyaux 
en Algérie (DP/ALG/72/Ó05) 

Date of ptudy: August 1973 

Author of study;  Soros Inc., Montreal,  Canada 

Sponsoring agency;  Ulli DO,  Centre for Industrial Studies and Technology (CEIT) 

1.      Description;  The study analyses the existing capacities in the tubes and 
pipes industry in Algeria of plastic,  concrete,   iron and steel,  lead pipes and 
suggests that additional production lines should be considered by the Algerian 
tubes and pipes development plan,  taking into account the demand projections 
1974 to 1985.  The conclusion of the study is that only increased production 
of c-ncrete and steel and iron pipes is advisable as for plastic pipes,  there 
is already an overcapacity and for other pipes  (copper,  lead ....) the demand is 
too low. 

As for the steel tubes two alternatives has been envisaged;  The first 
alternative foresees a production of 11,000 t/y of W-2G P steel tubes in a 
first phase starting in 1975. Investment costs would amount to DA 25,480,000 
including 3 2,964,500 in foreign currency and including a working capital of 
DA 3,100,000. In the second phase starting in  1978 a production of 11,000 T/y 
of W-20P steel tubes and 45,000 t/y of W-35 steel tubes is foreseen. Additional 
investment costs would amount to DA 23,430,000 including $ 1,760,000 in foreign 
currency and including a working capital of DA  12,000,000. The second alternative 
foresees a production of 16,000 t/y of W-20 P steel tubes in a first phase 
starting   in 1975. Investment costs would amount to DA 25,480,000 including 
t 2,964,500 in foreign currency and including a working capital of DA 3,100,000. 
In the second phase starting in 1978,  a production of 16,000 t/y r.f VÍ-20 P 
steel tubes and 65,000 t/y of VÍ-35 steel tubes is foreseen. Additional 
investment costB would amount to DA 23,430,000 including $ 1,760,000 in foreign 
currency and including a working capital of DA 12,000,000. 

As for the iron tubes,   a production of 27,500  t/y of cast iron tubes should 
be planned at total investment cost of DA 34,433,000 including 3 5,600,000 
in foreign currency and including DA 5,883tC00 of working capital. 

2»      Recommondati on3: 

- The following existing units should be given up;  Cued Rhiou ( 1974), Khemis 
El Kochna (1974), Chaabat El Leham (1976),  El Iladjur (l976j. 

- A sectoral organism of standardization should bo established. Adoption to 
already applied norms or to norms recommended by I.S.O.  or other 
organizations should be stressed. 

- Industrial accounting (cost accounting method) and necessary statistics 
should be developed. 

- The sot up of mechanisms which guarantee regular delivery of equipment and 
raw material would be important. 
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-     Accelerated training programme!» should be established. 

3. Financial  retumi 

The first alternative of steel tubes production,  phase I would bring annual 
gross revenues of DA 21,450,000,  annual production costo of DA 18,150,240 
and an annual gross profit  of DA 3t299,760.  Phase II would bring annual 
gross revenues of DA 95,700,000, annual production co:JtB of DA 6$t090,600 
and an annual gross profit  of DA 26,609f400. 

The second alternative of steel tubes production,   pha30 I would bring annual 
gross revenues of DA 31,200,000,  annual production costs of DA 23,643f000 and 
an annual  rror,3 profit  of DA 7,557,000.  Phase  II would bring annual gross 
sales revenues of M  138,450,000,  annual production costs of DA 95i°52»120 
ardan annualgross profit  of DA 43,397fÖ80. 

Cast iron tube3 production would bring annual  sales revenues of DA 52,255,000, 
annual production costs of DA 45,829,608 and an annual gross profit of 
DA 8,702,000. 

4. Economical benefits; 

The assumed additional production of cast iron tubes would bring value 
added of 29.5/j of sales *evenue3. The important  substitution would have a 
positive effect on the country's balance of payments of $ 8,702,000 per 
year. No indications of the added value and the effects on the balance of 
payments a3 to the steel tubes are given in the study. 

Follow up action; 

Memo Soltan/llaneck dated 20-8-1974 : SORES Inc.   should present a summary of 
their major findings and recommendations. 

Letter •îlacs/îlaneck dated 23-3-1973 (in attached "Activités du project do la 
période début février à fin juillet 1973")   :   Study hau been sent to Société 
National" de Sidérurffic  (SUS),   Société Nationale des Matériaux de Construction 
(SlíUC),  &XATRACH and to ministry of industry.  Evaluation meeting of the study 
will be held in second part of Septemebr. Will communicate result of meeting 
in due time. 

S m T ne,/newton dated    28*9-1973:  Volume of "Summary and Conclusion" 

l.-¿-:.p¡r?ed. 

Let 1er Maneck/MakiccO,  UNDP dated 31-10-1973:   Pinal  report of Sore3 submitted 
to Government.  Rapport final préparé* pourle government Algérien (UillDO/TCD 331 ) 
dated 12-7-1974:   Project included in list of projects to be implemented during 
1974-*-198^i   Page 79 of above report. 

Discussion with Mr. Anderson,  ICIS (who ivas in charge of the project)  dated 
13„1C-1977  :  Mr. Anderson does not know whether the project has been 
implemented or not. 
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Inventory of ^^iMLiJxAíJiíli/l?. 

Co"_ntry_:    Lesotho (LES) 

I_ndustrU]_3^,o-r: Textile industry (3L7.B) 

^?H\Di Mircny*     1-8 

ÇA^lUl•!1•'     77/18/0 l/LES/31.7. B/P/B l anket s 

Title of_studys     A feasibility study of blanket manufacture - the Kingdom 
of Lesotho (DP/LES/73/030) 

Date of study:       29 November 1974 

Author of study:     A. Johnels and G.H. Oxtoby (both of International Wool 
Secretariat) 

Sponsoring a?Jr!iny-!     NITIDO,  Government 

*•    Description;    The  study analyzes the Lesotho market  and comes to the 
conclusion that  a nill producing about 600,000 blankets would bo impropriate 
for Lesotho.    The  annual, production could be 275,400 units/year of fashion 
blankets,   120,000 units/year at domestic blankets,  90,000 units/vear of 
Travellin^and 90,000 unit^/year of Greys.    Investment  costs were estimated 
at 2,200,000 R.     The Government  of Lesotho offers various incentives to 
firms.    Two of these,   a utility and transportation allowance and a citizen 
wa-^e allowance are relevant to the studv.    The best  location of the mill 
would be Maseru.    The nill will suffer disadvantage because of the lack of 
supporting industries and facilities. 

2.    Recommendations!    The mill in Lesotho would have hi^er oosts thnr. those of 
the foreign supplier.    By analyzing various policies v/hich mi^h+,  even in 
these circumstances,  make the mill viable,  the study considers that none 
of these will be effective and therefore concludes th?t it would not be 
feasible to establish a blanket mill in Lesotho.    There may be other textile 
possibilities in Lesotho which mi^ht be worth investigating such as wool 
production (tops - fine worsted,  fine woollen yarns,  coarser woollen yarn). 

3»    Financial return» 

Annual rronn sales revenues are estimated at  3,900,000 R assuming an average 
price per blanket of 6.5 R» 

Mo indication on profit, rates of return in the study. 

4.    Economical benefits! 

The only economical benefit of a blanket manufacture in Lesotho aee^s to 
be the import substitution.    This could be important,  and Lesotho depends 
heavily upon one bi."- producer in South Africa who has nearly the whole 
market share in Lesotho. 

5»    Follow-up action! 

- memo Eraneva/Hadeiba dated l6/l/l97*t    Report should be submitted to 
Government.    Should the Government decide to nrooeed with tho establishment 
of the factory derpite the anticipated difficulties,   the rer-ort would 
provide valuable ^lid-mce that it  clearly hirrhli^its possible pitfalls. 
In addition it   contains a detailed production profile for a blanket  factory, 
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• Letter Re«Rep/M*.neck dated 12/2/l07?l    Report submitted to ^vernment 
As Boon as ^over^enf« reaction is known,   he will  inform DKI' 

' Jíríül fïï/îl *md Í°T ÎT^ and 1•«*'»««t  fw the Development  of 
Africa Ltd/Sranova dated 29/9/1977«    Tho above organisation hl- íLn 
^"^ th. Lesotho Oovernment ÏU^i«^^^^ 

DiBcuoBion with Mr. Rraneva on l8/lo/l977:    Project is technically and 
even econorracally foible;   the  only problem is a rJketin" nrcbílm" 
one bi? producer in South Africa who has nearly the whole market  «hire 
in Lesotho can ruin the project.    Mr. Eraneva doesn't know Xther X! 
project in goini? to be implemented. «nether the 
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Ccuntry» Morocco (MOR) 

Industrial Sector! Pood industry (31.7»0) 

Serial Number:  19 

CJ.•?itlc-a+l0-n.i  77/19/0l/MOR/31.7.0./P/Fish protein concentrate* 

Title  of  ^iudv!  U~ine  de concentres prot^iaues de  poisson:     (Hude He 
— '-     faisabilité  (T>P/MDR/70/íí33) -Papport  final  (dort  UNIDO/TCn/ 

SF.  48) 

D*!^0^^!1^^     21»   5.   1974 

Author _o£ ^tudyt *T«  °«rolt Lovold 

Sr/Onsorin-^enov!     UNIT»,   Government 

1. Decripti ont     The study analyses the SONAPAP factory and cornea to the 
conci union "that under eristin- market  conditions,   the production of fish 
concentrate^ ir not  feasible. 

Certain modifications  in the  existing production lines  icuaranteoin«: better 
hygienical  conditions,  the  factory could produce  ordinary fis1-  protein 
concentrates  if there  is a marVet  for these producir,.     In this case 
capacity of th* production lino-  could be between  ^0,000  and  3^,000 tonn 
of fish treated p.T" year.     The  investment  costs would then be % 700,000. 

2. Recommendations: 

Ordinary fish meal   and upgraded fish meal could be produced.     This should 
be done bv a doubling of the  capacity of the firrvt  Production lino from 
6 t/h to 12 t/h of -aw material (30,000 to 35,000 tone of fish n-r year), 
the trebbi in- of tho upgraded nap-.cit" (extraction),   and  th*  chartere 
of two modern I

E
« TDW purse  seiners for the exclusive  Provision o«1 fish. 

3. Fin anotal ret urnt 

Wo indications  are  -iven in the  study con-erninr saJon revenues,  production 
costs,   profitn or return on investment  of the  additional   production.     Th- 
only fibres available are the rross sale- revenues of S0NAF\P in 1972 
Lmntin* to  3,07^00 dirham.,the production costs  of SONAPAP in 197?  amount in: 

to 2,9/16,215 dirhams. 

4. Economi ^_al hgngf i t s » 

The project  would h we a positive effect  on the baiane*  of pavrWr, of 
the country as  lena finished products would have to bo  imported and an 
the raw material   is  abundantly available.    Reside* of  above  n-w jobs 
could be created which would involve an additional   income. 
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5.    Follow-up action; 

UNDP/UNTDO ^r>riR-tance consiRted of the nupply of consultant?? to the 
SONAFHP factory  ->nrt  some  equipment for the plant  and  for discharging 
the fish import.     During the connultin^ servire to SONAFAP,   a feasibility 
Rtudy was worked  out  to  improve the existing conditions of SO'TAFAP.     In 
1973 the SONAFAP lías  interested in a joint venture  in finh  protein 
concentrate production but  it  roems that  the  interest   of SONAFAP  ceased 
when the price  of   finh  meal  went  un.     An far  ar, UNITX)   ìT  concerned, 
technical  assistance   to the plant was terminated in  1971  *nd UNIDO had 
practically no contacte,  with the management  of the niant  cince. 

- letter LovoldA'aneok da-* ed 27/ll/l97^s     "From reports from Morocco I 
learn that  SONAFAP  operation ììPS been very successful  since we 
terminated our UNITX)  project,   and that  our recommendations  for expansion 
are bein^ followed". 

- letter Norlindh*   Astra Nutrition AB/A.PTO-industries dated  2/9/76: 
SONAFAP han written to Astra and  su^ested a co-operation.     Astra 
would be ready to  put   scientific,   technical  and commercial  know-how 
at the disposal   of SONAFAP,  but in not willing to take part in a 
financing of a FPC factory in Morocco. 

- letter Aref/Norlindh,   Astra Nutrition AB dated 13/9/76:     In principle, 
UNITX) would be  willing to provide additional  assistance to SONAFAP, 
but thin could be  done only if the f.'oroecan Government  requests  such 
assistance and if tie necessary fundn are made available by UNDP or 
some other source,   e.p. the Government itr.elf. 

- letter Norlirdh,   Astra Nutrition AB/Aref dated 5/10/1976:     Contacts 
with SONAFAP are  continued.     The SONAFAP ^neral  manner will  come 
to Antra in 3 977. 
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i O (I is J 2 5 Inventory of Ffj^iMHty_ StudUn 

Country:    Alicer i P. (ALO) 

Indu strial  Sod, or t     Pood industry (31.7.C) 

Serial Nunbert     PO 

Classification!     77/?0/01 /ALO/}1.7. C. /P/MOlas Bes 

Title of studyt     TStude sur  Ion différent ps utilisations de la melasse 
en Aigrie  (T>P/ALG/7?/00?) 

Bate  of studyt       November  1971 

Autbor of study t   M.  Ismail,   expert - consultant at. C.R.I.T. 
Spo^sorin^ a^nrví     UNIDO,   Centre fer Industrial  Studios and  Technolo"y(O.R.I.T. ) 

1, Des_orip_tijm!    The   study analyses two typos of mqlass  yeast  i.e.   the 
panification yeast  (levure  de  panification)  and the  fodder yeast 
(levure fourragère).    Production of panificateci ^olass were  su^ested 
with   a capacity  of  11,000  t/y of  sup-arbeet mol ass  and 14,000 t/y of 
refined molars.     The  investment  costs of  such a factory would amount 
to DA 8,806,000  including a workir» capital  of JH  3,300,000.     The break 
even point  of the  factory would be at 70^ of production. 

2. Reco^mendationst 

- Only production o*" panification yeast  is recommended as fodder yeast 
production would not be profitable 

- The economical  conditions for a plant  of fresh yeast  are more interesting 
than those of a dry yeast manufacturing plant 

3»    Financial returnt 

The  net  annual  sales revenues would be DA 5|454,000,   the annual  production 
costn would be DA  4,460,500  and annual   net profit  vrould amount  to 
DA 497,250.    The  annual return on investment would be at  11.4 f'. 

4. Economical  benefit st 

The molass production is intended to be  sold at the  local market.    The 
resulting import   substitution effect would have a positive effect  on 
the balance of payments of DA 8,000,000 per y-^ar. 

5. Follow-up actiont 

The  study was achieved by Mr.   Ismail,   erpert-consultant  at the Contre for 
Industrial Studios  and Technolog.    The  study had the  purpose to valori• 
by-products of the  surar  industry (molass) by maHn-T a feasibility study 
on the different  transformation possibilities  of this  product  (fodder, 
yeast).    The  annual   production of 2e),000 tons/year of mol anses  is based 
on the existing factory of El-^'heni^  and  the 2  factories under  construction 
(Guelma and "osta-ano-n)  which both  started production in  1973.     No other 
relevant  information was found  in the registry file   nnd  it,  is  not  c!ea~, 
whother the  above  su^ar factories are  already treating the molass  or no*. 
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Inventory of Feasibility Studioo 

Country :   Sudan (SUD) 

Industrial   Sector :  Pulp and Paper (32.1.E) 

Serial Number :  21 

Classification : 77/21/01/SUD/32.1.E/P 

Title of  study t Feasibility study of the manufacture of Pulp and Paper 
in the Upper Nile Province - Republic of the Sudan 

Date of study : January 1969 

Author of study : Dr. J. Grant 

Sponsoring agency :  ULTI DO, Government 

1.      Description 

It has been felt by the Government that the development of none local 
industry in the Upper liile Province,   preferably utilizing local  raw 
materiale  and local labour would create confidence and have a general 
stabilizing influence   on affairs in the Province.   It was appreciated 
at the outset by all  concerned that such a project might not prove to 
be viable   or perhaps be  only borderline economically. Tho study concluded 
that if profitability is the only or main consideration,  then the whole 
idea of a pulp and paper mill m tho Upper Nile  Province,  using papyrus 
or any other local fibre,   should be completely abandoned. But  tho social 
implications of a papar making industry in the Upper Nile Province are 
fully appreciated    and it is realized that the arguments in favour of the 
indurrry  arc very strong from this point  of view.   The sturly suggests 
the erection of a factory using equipment of the   old plant located    in 
Aloma.  Ine  investment   costs would then be £ 800,100 including Z 75|600 
of working capital.  Production would be 6400 t/y  of wrappings and flutings 
and 6400  t/y of white-lined box board. 

i ,-'      '   i r r   • 

The whole plant  and equipment  at  present inst'."11 r;d at the Aroma 
cardboard factory   should be dismantled,  take:: tc I'alakal  and ro-orectcd. 

If any course involving tho use  of papyrus i3 decided upon,   a detailed 
study should be  made of factors such as botany,  ecology,   pulping 
behaviour and properties,  Btorage behaviour,   harvesting methods, 
transport costs,   etc. 

If the decision goes against the mill in the Upper Nile Province,   it 
is then suggested that the feasibility of a mill in the Kasha el Giro a 
area be considered as- a longer-term project.   If it is desired however 
to keep the Aroma project in being,   it may be possible to manufacturo 
the  pulp requirements of that mill at the Kashm el Girba factory anr! 
to send the pulp to Aroma. 

j-'in noi al   returns 

At annual   gross salea  revenues of £ 966,400 and annual production costs 
of £ 952,332 there would be an annual gross profit  of £ 9|i)6S. 
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Ec«îomical benefits 

Sout 537 new jobs created by the erection of the factory. 

5.       Follow up action 

.      ,. A»+i «r,« nf the study are unfavourable to a cet up of a pulp 
^dTap:r:nirín4ÍhTufp«1iícU^inc., it —. that no fll« W 

is needod. 

in project SÌ.I/SUD/73/035 ^/"fr S^^X'SL&U 
feasibility study in the pulp and paper «*»JJJ ^    in    Corporation. 
of expanding production capacity of the Blue Jlle^*^S

ti__*iona 

improvo tho  operation of tnoir na.11. " »^J Q¿3 
«¡Sïtaliae the equipment  of the Aroma factory shut down in  i960. 

All above scema to show that the development of a pulp and paper 
..ufaoture in the Upptr Hile Province has been given up. 
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Inventory of  feasibility studios 

Country :   People*t  Republic of Congo (PIÎCj 

Industrial Sector :  ?ood Industries (31.7.C) 

Serial Number :   22 

Classification:  77/22/oi/PHC/31.7.c/ii'/Pineapple 

Title of study: Etude techno-éconoraique de viabilité d'une installation 
de traitement d*ananas en république populaire du Congo 
(lS/PKC/71/801) 

Date of study :  March - September  1972 

Author of study :  I.P.A.C.  (institut français de rechsrehesfruititres outre-mer) 

Sponsoring agency :  UNIDO,  Government 

1,      Description: 

The investigations on the feasibility of a pineapple complex in thoITlari 
valley shows that thin complex  does not seem to be  inteicsting from the 
point of view of investments,   'The  analysis by the  discounted a.utofinencing „ 
method at an internal  rate of return cf 12^ chows  ever 13 years  a profitability 
rate of only 0.5ÍJ (Profitability rate - discounted autofinaneing divided by 
discounted investment).  It is doubtful whether under these conditions an 
investor can be sought. 

The production  of the Congolese pineapple complex will not be competitive 
on open markets,   and only a very important participation on the French 
market would guarantee its feasibility.  The total   ccsts of investment 
would be î;  12f767f3:>0. A production of 16,581 t/y  of canned pineapple, 
8û66 t/y of compot and 2054 t/y  of concentrates was  assumed. 

2.     Recommendations 

— A high degree of uncertitude  etay3 concerning the industrial   production 
*•  uhw i.iai-x   /_.iioy because  of lack of cxperici.ee in -ach an  activity, 
.:    i>. : ci   piauts and lacle  of  skilled labour.   Preliminary  operations 
arc needed before the set  up of the e rupie:: sur-'   ••", agricultural  tests 
with technical  control of fruits,  introducticr   •'•••""'   intensive  expansion 
of plants, training of labour. 

— The high cost  of raw material  is to be reduced by increase in yield, 
suitable varieties and irrigation techniques, 

,       financial  returns 

Annual gross revenues will be Z 9f325,020,  annual   production coct,3 will 
be Z 8,120,000 and annual gross profit will amount   to 0 1,299|WJCJ,  At at» 
in'eiaal  rete of return of 1?,J,   a profitability rate   of 0.5',> will  be expected 

-.>.' 11 years of production. 

1 ;..  . o -.i cal  benefits 

- Tie project would, use raw material  of the country and o'j processing il, 
would yield a higher added value.  The export   cu"  finished products would 
have a positive effect on the balance of payments 0:' the country. 

— Plantations of pineapple  and the factory wculd  create new omployncnt. 
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5»    Follow up action 

Another study with the title "Conditions d'implantation d'un complexo 
agro-industriel  d'ananas dans la vallee du Niari/C 01150 - Drnaza was 
done in iy69-70 for U1IID0 by K.Jakovljcvic which was tobo found 
un sai i sfactory (sec momo Mautnor/llaneck dated 20-8-1970). 

Memo Mautner/Maneck dated 4-12-1972 :  Positive evaluation of the  study. 
•Rie study should be submitted to government and PAO. PAO should bo 
Informed si that in UUIDO's opinion the subject should now be dealt 
with by them (see also letter Quijano Caballero/Hartmano,  PAO dated 
8-12-1972). 

Letter Hartmans?  PAO/Res.Rep dated 1-3-1973 t  PAO's input to the 
Country Pro-ranring    Exercise did includo a project proposal concerning 
the development  of pineapple production. It io noted however that no 
reference is made to this project in the recently received country 
programme for the Congo. It would then appear that the Congolese 
Government is not giving priority to this project and PAO wondors 
whether any further steps are meaningful in this case. If however 
the Government  does reconsider the position after the IFAC report, 
ÏA0 would agree to further research and experimentation and would be 
prepared to assist in this. 
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Inventory of Feasibility 3tudiea Oti?» 
v v o 

Country :  Tunisia (TUN) 

Industrial Sector : Basic chemicals (32.1.C) 

Serial Number t  23 

Classification: 77/23/0l/TUIi/32.1.C/F/Fluor hydric acid 

Title of study:  Possibilités de fabrication d'acide fluor hydrique et de 
ses dérivés  à partir de spath - fluor   Tuniai« 
(DP/TŒî/66/515) 

Date of study : October 1970 

Author of study : Centre National d'Etudes Industrielles (CHEl) 

Sponsoring agency : UNIDO,  Centre National d'Etudes Industrielles (CUBI) 

1«    Description 

Two complexes were analysed :  Complex A with intermediate production of 
fluorhydric acid and final products of cryolithe and aluminium fluoride, 
Complex B with intermediate production of fluor-hydric acid and the only 
final product of aluminium fluoride. 3oth products enjoy an increasing 
demand and so prices vail not  drop in the following years. 

The Complex A would nefd total investment of 3 6,724,000 includine 
3180,000 of working capital.   The capacity of this complex is foreseen 
for production of 10,600 t/y of fluorhydric acid,  8,000 t/y of cryolithe 
and Ö0G0 t/y of aluminium fluroide. 

The complex B would need total investment costs of % 5,400,000 including 
S 1öo,000 of working capital.  The capacity of this complex is foreseen 
for production of 10,600 t/y on fluorhydric acid and 15.50O t/y of 
aluminium fluoride. 

2. Fûcommendations 

- Both complexes are feasible but complex B is economically more interesting 
As the marketing part of the study shows an obvious preference of 
consumers for aluminium fluoride,  and as prices develop also in favour 
of aluminium fluoride compared to cryolithe,  whorcao production costs 
for both products stay more or less the same,  the production  of cryolithe 
should DO questioned. 

- Discussions with potential clients should offer aluminium fluoride first 
and only other cryolithe in the second place to try to ßet a market of 
about  15,000 to 16,000 t/y of fluoride. 

3. Fin ijncial returns 

Complex A would yield annual  Crosa sales revenues of S 4,840,000,   cnnual 
production costs of Í5 3,007,000 and an annual cross profit of %  1,833,000. 
ine JJUi'  rate would be 24$;». 

Cmplox B would yield annual  sross sales revenues of $ 5,115,000,   annual 

ÎAÏÏAÎbo 1$?'°°° ** " "^ *"" VniiX °f * ^W000- 
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4*     Economical benefits 

- The project would induce important labour employment. 

- The import substitution effect would have a positivo balance of 
payments effect of $ 12,17^,000 discounted over 10 years. 

5.    Follow up action 

- According to 8th Bemi-annual progress report of project TUII/66/515 
for reporting period 1-3-197? to 31-3-1972, Annex III C »"Projets en 
negotiations et autres projets dont la réalisation est t*§3 probable", 
the project has been accepted for execution. The 3tudy has led to a 
market prospection and a detailed study (contract signed with 
A.D.Little, USA). 

Interim report Ilovember 1972 of project, Annex VI j Version II retained 
by agreement commission; foreseen start 1975/76« Promoter :  ICP 

- 9th seini-annual progress report for reporting period 1-9-1972 to 
28-2-1973 : As a result of memo of the Centre contesting the ciuality 
of Arthur D. Little on the matter,   a second study was asked to A.D. 
Little by ICF. Many firms and investors are interested in tho project, 
but it might be feared that problems arise as regards capacity of mines. 
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Inventory of Feasibility Studies 

Country :  Elkhiopia (ETH) 

Industrial Sector :   Fertilizers (32.1.F.) 

Serial Number :   24 

Classification s  77/24/01/ETH/O/32.1.F/* 

Title of study :  Pre-feaoibility study - Fertilizer manufacture in 
Ethiopia (IS/ETH/71/808) 

Date of Study :  20 December 1972 

Author of 3tudy : J.S. Garrer 

Sponsoring Agency :   UNIDO,  Government 

I.       Do script i on;     The study states that the fertilizer demand in Ethiopia 
will grow steadily.   The most suitable fertilizers for Ethiopia are urea 
and di-ammonium phosphate (DAP).   The combined consumption of these 
fertilizer materials will grow from 25,000 tons in  1972 to 600,000 
to 350,000 tons per year in the year 2000. 

— In phase I  the bulk import of the required fertilizer-materials with 
local bagging operations is suggested.  The capacity of the installations 
will grow fron 50,000 t/y of combined fertilizer in 1975 "to 330,000 tons 
in 1983.  Investments till  1934 ¡  S 7,966,000. 

- In phase II the fertilizer complex will  start in I984,  when the yearly 
demand in Ethiopia is 200,000 tons of urea and 150,000 tons of DAP,  that 
is in the year  1934. Pull capacity of the complex will be  reached when 
the complex produces 230,000 tons of urea and 200,000 tone  of MP which 
will happen in the year 1991.   The fertilizer complex will  also include 
an Ammonia plant   (20CC t/y of ammonia or 165,000 ton3 per year of Uitrocen), 
a Phosacid plant  (95|OCO t/y)   and a Sulphuric  acid plant (270,000 t/y)." 
The raw materials required will be sulphur,   found at various places in 
Ethiopia,,   but i ryrs insufficient,  phosphate rock which is not yet  found 
ri Ethi   pia    r^ naphta,   a petroleum product  (crude oil for refineries 
:.u3t be imported. 

¿I.     !iecommendationr.: 

As the sulphur and rock imports involve great  quantity movements,   the 
sulphuric acid and phosphoric  acid plants should be sitaatcd near the 
harbour of import,   in this case Assab.  'ïïie ammonia and urea plants need 
naphta and their location could well be in the neighbourhood of the 
rafinery. 

The rapid changing conditions make it necessary to check from time to 
time the assumptions of this pre-foasibility study such as world market 
prices of the raw materials and fertilizer products and demand growth 
in Ethiopia. 

The Tucnnical  University and Technical Schools shouîd already now plan 
tu set  up courses in chemical  engineering for the future demand on chemical 
engin ers. 

Another pre-feasibility study is required in 1977r that a full 
feasibility study should be carried out in  1979»   that  one could start 
with ordering in  1931  and that  the actual  start up of the complex could 
take place in 1934. 
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-   In the next pre-feasibility study it should be Dtudied whether at that time 
the phosphoric acid and/or  the sulphuric acid units could not  ue omitted 
and the acids be more  economically imported. 

LII.   (a) financial  returns 
For the bagging pi «mi, the  internal return will be 1b,,    .mun the plant is 
started up in 1?7>   The  rate increases slightly with eucu year later 
start  up until some  19^ for 198O.  For the fertilizer complex the internal 
return will be 1?.4>' which could be increased to 13.5> if the building 
period is decreased from the projected 3 years to 2 years times, 

(b) Economical benefits 
- 230 persons will be  employed by the initial bagging plant and 616 

persons will be employed in the fertilizer complex with an investment 
per employee of S  265,000. 

- At full production in 1991,  operating costs will amount to S 49,823,000, 
the total revenues will  then be $ 81,800,000 per year. 

- The savings on foreign currency of the bagging plant are some S 71 million 
if the project has a 20 year life time.  If however the operations are 
taken over by the manufacturing plant in 1934,  the bagging plant has 
still saved the country about 3  I6.5 million on foreign currency.  As for 
the fertilizer complex the savings are considerable and will grow in 

20 years life time  of the project to $ 570 million in total. 

IV.    Follow up action 

- Staff member mission confirms that there exists a possibility of bulk 
imports with bagging facilities and later a bulk blending possibility. 

- Memo Verghese/Tamimi  dated 12-1-1973 '.  Pre-feasibility study of Mr.Garrer- 
favourably evaluated by substantive division. 

- Letter Maneck/Res.Rep. UNDP dated 18.1.1973 : Pre-feasibility study sent 
to Res. Rep. for submission to the Government. 

- Letter Res.Hep, UIIDP/Haneck dated 28.5-1973 :  Project Data Sheet prepared 
for expert to refine  and finalize the  demand projections of fertilisers. 

- Proiect IS/ETH/73/OO9  :   Report  on establishment of bulk handling,   mixing 
and bagging plant for fertilizer dated April 1975 by Kr.  Geerling. 

- Letter Geerlinr/Ato Wondmossen Sahle,  AID Bank dated Ô.4.1976 -Enquiry- 
¿ether   ïheplLtlias been ordered.  In letter of 12 August  1975, AID mentioned 

that Chartim Company's offer was considered the best. 

- Letter Veliky/Res.Rep.  UNDP dated 5-10-1977  : In 1974/75 Mr. Geerling 
executed the project IS/ETNA 3/009. Since then no follow up work was 
requested by tho Government. 

- Discussion with Mr.  Keleti, Chemical Industries Section dated 31-10.1977 : 
No reaction from the Ethiopian government since. Tho factory was never 
built and Mr. Keleti thinks that the Government is upt interested for the 
time being. 
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Inventory of Feasibility Studies 

°03¿, 
Country : ETHIOPIA (ETil) 

Industrial Sector :   Pesticides (32.1.6.) 

Serial Number :   25 

Classification :  77/25/01/E'11I/32. 1 .G./P 

Title  of study :  Pre-feasibility study on the establishment of a dust 
formulation plant  in Ethiopia (IS/ETH/71/303) 

Date  of study  :   10 October 1972 

Author of study :  J.S. Garrer 

Sponsoring agency :   UNIDO,   Government 

I.     Description:   The study states that neither a sophisticated manufacture 
of technical   active materials of the pesticides (rather small market, 
lack  of raw materials, high capital investments requirements),   nor a 
liquid formulation plant (lack of raw materials to produce organic 
solvents,  lack of storage possibilities,   lack of industrial toxicants, 
little foreign exchange savings and poor economic viability)  is advisable. 
A solid formulation plant seems feasible.  The daraand for dust  formulated 
pesticides will grow from 322 t/y in 1974 to 13,731  t/y in 1985. DM, 
Lindane and Malathion.  all three broad Spectrum insecticides are to be 
used in the  dust forriulaticn plant   and locally mined limestone,  Kaolin 
or talcum could be  suitable raw materials for the  dust diluent,.  The 
insecticide  dust shall be used against insects on crops,   stored 
grains insects and household pests.   The duct formulation plant -.all 
ultimately have a capacity of 15, COO t/y of dust  when working on three 
Bhifts a day and the capital investment of the installation is 3 690,000. 
fhe project  shows little risk and a good profitability. Also the capital 
requirements are relatively small.   It is,   therefore,   a ver:/ good case for 
private enterprise,   which should be invited as soon as possible to 3tep.m. 

II.     Recommendati ens:  A full feasibility study should be carried out as soon as 
possible and   the results should be made known to private enterprise. 

- An open but  100?b Ethiopian chare company should be established   with 
.   t   cqoi o/   -4<.,.i   oj.'  v   Í-5Q0CC. 

- Sales prices should be established in such a way that the farmers could 
benefit from the  application of insecticide a:   fa-   as possible and 
leaving'th; company a fair profit. 

- The organization for proper control of pesticides should be  extended; 
the tasks of the  organization backed by law should be  :   quality control, 
residue control  and licensing.   The cost of such an organisation can be 
covered partly or entirely by levying    acesc  on imported toxicants and 
pesticide concentrates and products. 

I<;.     (a)  Financial Return 
Assuming a sales price of dust  of $ O.5O per kg of all types of durrt, 

th    intemil'  rate  of return would be 41.8';I. For a sales price  of S 0.45 
ocr --:r,  the  internal rate will be  29.3'/- and for a saleG PrlC0  of * °'4° 
Vor ig, the ±he> internal    rate will be 13.3.*.   it   is expected that an 
ex-works sales price of between $  C.45 and 0.5O  per kg.  vail be possible. 
This should however be further investigated in the full  feasibility study. 
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(b) Economical benefits» 

- At full production (1987 t   15,000 t/y) annual operating coats will amount 
to t 5,521.800. The corresponding sales revenues, assuming a price of 
I O.50 per kg will amount to % 7,500,000, assuming a prioe of % 0.45 Per k* 
I 6,750,000 and at O.40 per kg $ 6,000,000. 

- The project will save the country in its life time (21 year«) appriximately 
45 million Ethiopian dollars. 

- The economics of pesticides are considerable and the return by way of 
increased crops is normally ueveral times greater than the pesticide outlay. 

- Most of the equipment can be made locally, which is attractive for the 
Ethiopian industry and will save foreign currency. 

- At full capacity, the new plant will create 49 Jobs. 

IV.      Follow up action 

- Nemo Verghese/Maneok dated 3.1.1973 1 Principle agreement with report. The 
only deficiency is that n   follow up work plan is inoluded which would 
outline the terms of reference for UNIDO assistance in the second phase of 
the project. 

- Letter Maneck/Res.Rep. dated 19.1.73 1 Pre-feasibility study to be submitted to 
- Letter Maneck/Res.Rep.,  UNDP dated 13.2.1973 1 Project Data Sheet and Govt, 

job description prepared by substantive division for pesticide dust 
formulation plant. 

- Di sous si on with Mr. Szabo, Chemical Industries Section, dated 31.10.1977 1 
The dust formulation plant project was given up, as UMBO expert Us.O. 
Andreassen stated in his report done in 1975, that a liquid pesti01 de 
formulation plant was more advantageous. In a letter to Mr. Ato Bayos 
Balayneh, Head of Plant Protection Division, Ministry of National Resources 
Development dated 16.9.1976, Mr. Szabo expressed the eagerness of UBIDC 
to follow up the liquid pesticide formulation plant projeot and the 
willingness of UNIDO to offer further assistance. No positive reaction of 
the Ethiopian Government since. 
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Inventory of feasibility studies 
  IIJ23J 

Country :   People'c Republic of Congo (PRC) 

Industrial Sector ï Heavy clay,   ceramics,  glass and allied product» 
industry (32.1.B) 

Serial Number :   2.6 

Classification:   77/2ó/oi/PRC/«/32.1.B/P/Ceramics 

Title of study:  Etude  sur les possibilités de fabrication de matériaux 
en céramique en république populaire du Congo (lS/PRC/71/805) 

Date of Study :  March 1973 

Author of study:   B C Berlin - Consult GmbH, Berlin,   PRO 

Sponsoring agency :   UMIDO,   Government 

1,      Description 

The People's Republic of Congo have had several  studies confirming 
deposits of clays,   Kaolin and feldspath.  This study was done to find out 
the possibility of building up a ceramic industry.   The study came to the 
conclusion that from the point  of view of raw materials,  favourable 
conditions exist to set up a ceramic industry.  The  study analyzed the 
conditions of a fine ceramics industry,  namely stone ware tile3,   earthenware 
tiles,  ceramics for sanitary wares and china ware.  As the capacity of the 
Congolese market for above ceramics are respectively 500 t/y,   120 t/y and 
100 t/y,   the study disrecommended tiles production as the market for theee 
products was far too small to start a feasibile industrial production.  It 
was suggested that a production could be started at  a pilot plant scale 
producing aoout   120  t/y  of china ware  and 60 t/y  of  artistic  ceramico, 
starting'with pr dueti on of china ware.  The capacity of the pilot plant 
could be risen to 1000 t/y if the market demand would grow.  In the beginning 
the factory would work with losses which could be  financed by subsidies 
of the government and by measures of tax protection. 

"-'.     h'.cor no-" dati r-ij 

Although the study concluded that under pr   - . t market conditions a 
ceramic production did not  seem feasible,   it   suggested a pilot  plant 
production.  This pilot plant production should be done in a test 
station attached to the still exintmg MAAC   (Manufacture  d'Art et 

i«       d'Artisanat Congolais)   of Brazzaville as KAAC  has alreaiy qualified 
personnel. 

-       A    Eales organization should be established to handle both the sale of 
chinaware and of artistic ceramics. 

After start up of production,   one stould try to export the fabricated 
products to the neighbouring countries.  If this is successful  and if 
the local market  of china ware develops,   enc could increase slowly 
the production capacity. 

Pritr to start up of production,   further investigations should be 
done concerning the quanity and  quality of  raw materials  deposits 
starting with these deposits which are favourable regarding 
transportation facilities such aa the clay deposits of M.A.A.C.   at 
Brazaville and the depositi» near Goma Tao Tsc, 
Kibossi and llamón. 
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3.    Financial return 

Io financial returns can be expected at long aa the factory i a 
producing at a pilot plant level« The break evon point would be around 
m production of 8C0 t/y. 

4«    Economical benefit! 

At investment of 160,950,000 ¥ CFA,  production coate of 55,750,500 
F CFA and aal sa revenues of 53,700,000 F CFA, the pilot plant would 
•uffer losses of about 2,000,000 F CFA which should be covered by 
Government subai dies. The pilot plant operation would create 44 now 
jobs. Aa all china ware ia imported there should be some savings on 
foreign currency but the amount of these savings is not mentioned in 
the study. 

5«    Follow up action 

— Meato Watson/Newton dated 2.5.1973 t Report évaluât od and found 
in order for submit tance to the government. 

— If o other relèvent information in the registry file. 

— Discussion with Mr. Biering, Chemical Industries Section dated 
31.10.1^77 > Mr. Biering does not know what was the follow up of 
this project or whether the government ia intereated or not to 
sst up a ceramic pilot plant production. 
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Inventory of Feasibility Studies 

Country :  Mali  (Mil) 

Industrial Sector :  Pood Industry (31.7.C) 

Serial Number :   27 

Classification:   77/27/01/MLI/3I.f.C/F/Cashew Nuts 

Title of study:  Etude  de faisabilité d'une   décortiquerio d'anacarde à 
Sikasso (SM/MLI/75/OO6) " 

Date of study :   9 August  I976 

Author of study :  P.  Duchene and J.A, Verrier 

Sponsoring Agency :  UNIDO,  Government 

1.    Inscription 

In a first phase  of the project, 6 industrial options were analyzed 
to set up a fruit transformation industry :   (1)  Sorting and conditioning 
unit for fresh fruits and vegetables (2)  fruit  and mango canning unit 
(3) fruit .juice unit  (4)  essential  oils of lime unit  (5)  fruit drinks 
unit and (6) cashew nuts treatment unit.  These 6 options were analyzed in 
a first report entitled "Etude  des conditions d'impiantiti on d'unités de 
transformation den fruits de la région de Sikasso". From theseOoptions 
4 were found feasible i.e.  (i),   (4)»   (5)  síl(i (ó).  In phase two,   the 
authorities of the Mali  government decided that  only a feasibility study 
on« solution (6)  should be prepared. The feasibility study state:: that the 
cashew nut unit  is feasible.  The international  market  for cashew nut is 
growing,   demand is increasing at a higher speed than offer,   selling prices 
on international market  are rising fast.  The production should start at 
I7OO t/y (vriiich xp the break even point)  and grow to a capacity of 4000 
to 5OOO t/y. Gross benefit per year would be 211  millions FM per year 
with the corresponding sales of 8C0 millions of FI-I and production cost3 
of 589 millions FIlt  allowing though a cumulative benefit  of 1626 millions 
•y.   '.:-  1; ;-ar.'  ' r.V> -  1991).  Investment costs -. .aid be  2CC millions FM 

. •- f:.   '   ..'•    '      alliens FM  for rennovatit.n of oxi3ting plantation 
^2 A,0 ha)  over 5 years  and Ö30 millions FM for nev: r>i ;••• tations (40OO ha) 
(V.T ?• -jars.  Tli e factory could be set up withn 2 ;..!'•-  :. 

:..    Roconmendati ons 

4OOO ha of new plantations should be set up,   1000 ha in first year, 
1500 ha in second and third year; 

-       Inventory of existing plantations and start up of nev? plantations 
in 1977. 

Start operations  of the factory in I960.  Two years before starting 
operations one should begin to train technical counterparts,   identify 
.•rii ci.pal importers and negotiate with them the contingents to be 
delivered,   precise programming of the set up of the factory. 

Info   L.tion and training of local farmers,   guarantee the farmer the 
buyin-; in quantity and in price paid. 
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3.   Financial returns 

ïhe return on investment would       amount to 18.7/» per year and the return 
on turn over (profit divided by gross sales revenues) would amount to 26./$ 
per year« 

4»   Economical benefits 

Besides of the accumulated benefits of the factory of 1626 millions 
FM over 14 years,  the farmer's cumulative income will be 1786 millions FM 
at a price of 50 FM/kg of nuts. 

Die factory would create 5I new permament and 82 seasonal jobs. 

As all the cashew nut kernels are supposed to be sold on external 
markets,  the positive impact on the balance of trade would be 8OO millions FM. 

5.   Follow UP action 

Nemo Aref/Siddiqui dated 14-10-1976 » Work performed by the two 
experts is of first olass quality. 

Mesto Siddiqui/Cuevas Canoino dated 30-11-1976 : PAO would like to 
have copies of studies as a potential investor had expressed interest 
in them. 

-       Several potential investors have been approached. 

Discussion with Mr. Moreira Diaz dated 2-11-1977 * A Swiss company 
is apparently interested to implement the project. Ine outcome of 
discussi on s between the Swiss Company and the Mali authorities are 

•i       not known yet. 

( 
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Inventory of feasibility studies 

WVj 33 
Country:  Western Samoa (WES) 

Industrial Sector :   Wood Processing and wood products industry (31.7.A) 

Serial Number :  28 

Classification: 77/20/O2/UES/31.7.A/p/Matchca 

Title of study:  A study on the Feasibility of establishing a Match 
Industry in Western Samoa (lS/WES/75/003,   doc.  UNIDO/lOD 26) 

Date of study :  14-6-1976 

Author of study:  Mr.  S. Ramachandran 

Sponsoring agency:   UNIDO, Government 

1. Description 

The purpose of the project would be to use local raw materials of 
timber which is of good quality to establish a match factory intended as 
an import substitution venture.  The basis conditions in Western Samoa for 
establishing a match factory as availability of good quality soft wood, 
manual  labour,   possibility of production at  fair prices and existence of 
of infrastructure including power,  water services,  labour facilities are 
quite favourable.   Some raw materials such as potassium chlorate,   zinc 
oxide,   sulphur,   red phospherous,   etc.  have to be imported but the 
quantities involved are comparatively low and so years requirements can 
be imported at a time;  other raw materials such as starch,  Kieselguhr, 
silica are available in Samoa.  3  to 5 million boxes/year will be produced 
in a first phase of  2 years,  m a second phase (2 years) production will 
be increased to 10 - 20 million boxes/year depending on export  orders. 
Phase I  would require U5$ 218,000  of investment,   phase II would need 
additional US$  116,000.  30/J of production could only be sold at the local 
market but there are good possibilities for export such as to other South 
Pacific Islands,  and splints to Middle East  and New Zealand. 

2. Recommendati ons 

Apia will ue the idoal location since service costs can be kept down. 

A critical evaluation of the project der.iandr; ex...iinati on of some 
uncertain factors,  especially prospects  of  export of matches and splints. 
Until vital information is accummulated by  study of the expert    markets, 
Phase II  of project cannot be launched. 

-       With a dynamic  marketing organization,   export potential  of matches could 
be fully utilised. Export markets for splints could be usefully 
investigated if good quality impregnated and polished splints,   dried 
in mechanical   driers,  cleaned,   sieved and compactly packed in moicture 
sealed cartons are produced. 

lüiplementati on  of phase I will  require  services of an expatriate 
experienced engineer who will manage the  factory for a period of 
4 to 6 months  and 3 expatriate technicians  for a year.  Phase II will 
requiro the services of an expatnato  engineer for 2 years and three 
technicians for the samo period.   During this period local  personnel 
will be trained to take ovor the functions progressively and will 
manage the plant entirely by the end of the two year period. 
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Financial return 

With a production of 5 million boxes of match«« per year,  the production 
coats per year would «mount to US$ 85,000. During the first 5 years the 
average annual profit before income taxes would be US$ 74,000, and the 
corresponding average annual return on invest noni, would be 33.8'/o. 

Economical benefits 

The factory would create 33 new jobs. 

•Hie project would not only be import substituting but would also 
bring foreign currencies, as at full production, 7$ of the production 
is to be exported. 

Isarly all raw materials required for production is available in the 
country itself. 

Follow UP action» 

Study was favourably evaluated by Afro Industries Section. 

Letter Reddy, Regional Ind. Adviser/Aref dated 18-8-1976 t Mr.Ramaohondran»: 
services are required for a period of one year for establishing the 
industry. 

Wacuiti on with Mr. Bassili dated 2-11-197/ « Th« project is under 
implementati on. Equipment has been bought and Mr. Ramachandran it in 
Nestern Samoa to help with the installation of the equipment, and the 
starting up of the factory on project 5l/WE3/76/006. 
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Inventory of Feasibility ¡Studie» 00J -, 

Country: Tunisia (TUN) 

Industrial Sector :  Basic Chemicals (32.1.C) 

Serial Number :  29 

Classification: 77/29/0l/TUl/32.1.C/P/Sulphuric Acid 

Title of study: Etude comparative des différentes sources de fabrication 
d'acide suif uri que (Soufre, Pyrites,  Gypse) 
(rP/TUN/66/515) 

Sate of study : January 1970 

Author of study: Centre national d'études industrielles (C.N.E.I.) 

Sponsoring Agency x  Ulli DO, Centre national d'etudes Industrielles^.».!.I.) 

1.      Description 

The purpose of the study was to find out by which method the dofioit 
on sulphuric acid could be covered. The Tunisian 4 years plan 1969-1972 
foresaw needs in sulphuric acid of 1,200,000 ton3 and the provisions of 
actual production of 835,000 tons, having though a deficit of 365,000 tons. 
The different raw materials analyzed were sulphur,  pyrites, natural and 
phaspho-gypsum. Direct import of sulphuric acid was not considered, which, 
though feasible and realized for small quantities ( 1,000 to 2,000 t/y) 
would need a special study for the quantities ir. question. Therefore only 
the case of national    production wan considered.  The study foresees other 
technical possibilities in the near future which could be studied,  such 
au pilot studies treating phosphogypsum with modern technical methods. 
The study gives investment costs,  production costs,  internal rate of return, 
ealcultations for the 3 different raw material based production of 
sulphuric acid. 

2*      Reoownendati ons 

Por reasons  of profitability,  the ex-gyp3um fabrication of sulphuric 
acid cannot be retained because of too heavy inestment costs. 

-       The alternative ex-3ulphur fabrication seems to be the most adequate 
as investment  costs are half of that of an cx-pyrite production,  and 
technical exploitation can be done without any problems. The dis- 
advantages could be  :  sulphur is to be imported,   So foreign currency 
outflow;  prices of sulphur are subject to fluctuations, the supply 
Bust be absolutely guaranteed. 

A sulphuric acid plant based on sulphuric acid is proposed hawing a 
capacity of 300,000 t/y at investment costs of S 7,570,000. 

3.      Financial roturn 

At a buying price of % 36/ton for sulphur and at a selling price of 
S 20 for sulphuric acid/ton the discounted cash flow rate would be 2($. 
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4*     Economical benefits 

-   Th« ex-sulphur «ulphuric acid production would generate at e am 
which can be transforswd into electricity. 

- Low investment costa and low production coats« 

- Xo noxious substances in raw material or in the product« 

- Xo cumbsrsowe by-products and no needa for auxiliary raw materials« 

- 100 to 150 new jobs would be created. 

5»   Folio* «> seti on 

Rapport intérimaire du project DP/TUN/66/515 of November 1972 s  Study 
to be implemented by ICM    (industries chimiques Meghrébinea) for * 
factory of I500 t/day at an investment of $ 5,300,000. Start up of 
oarrying out project in 1973* Foreseen start of operation 1975/76« 

Xo other relevant information in the file. 
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Inventory of Feasibility Studies 

Industrial Sector: Light non-ferrous metals(31.8.A) Country:  Gambia (GAM) 

Serial Number : 30 

Classification: 77/30/ül/GAH/3l.8.A/p/llmenito 

Title of study:  Technical and Economical Feasibility Report  on Ilmenite 
Sand Treatment in the Republic of Gambia (RP/GAII/74/002) 

Bate of study : 1975 

Author of study:"ZVETOETPRCMEXPORT", Moscow,  USSR 
(All Union Scientific Research and Project Institute 
of Rare Metals,   CIP^DMET) 

Sponsoring Agency :  UNIDO,   Governmem 

1.        Description: 

The study evaluates the feasibility of ilmenite ore dressing plants 
for processing ilmenite sands at a yearly capacity of 500,000 tons and 
1,000,000 tons respectively. The annual  output of the plant would 
be,for variation I,  52,400 t/y of ilmenite,  3t000 t/y of rutile and 
13|500 t/y of zircon. For variation II,   the output would be  104,800 t/y 
of ilmenite,   6,000 t/y of rutile,   and 27,000 t/y of zircon.  The sands of 

_   the deposits of Batakunku and Sanyang would be used.  These sands are readily 
upgraded.  Reserves availability are estimated as 14 and 7 years respectively. 
The above deposits were described in a previous study of Mr.  J.E.F. Marshall 
dated 31-5-1974    »  "Cambian titaniferrous beach sands",   and figures of 
Mr. Marshall were accepted in their report showing reserves of 130,000 tonn 
of ilmenite in Batakunku and 377|860 tons in Sanyang,   in case        cf 3$ cut 
off grade.   In the case of  Yja ilmenite cut  off grade,   the total increases 
to 605,420 tons.  Gambia has favourable geographical situation that gives 
favourable economic possibilities for the export of the concentrates to 
European countries and USA. 

Capital  investment for the 2 variations would b e  25.012 million dalassis 
1.id 34»690 million dalassis respectively,   profit at   expected prices 
would be  2,7'>1   million dalassis and 8,849 million  cLdascis respectively. 
The mo3t  economically viable mining plant would be the plant processing 
1,000,000 tons of 3ands. 

Efficiency and to some extent the possibilities of the marketing of the 
Cambian concentrates will be determined by the quality of the concentration. 

The products to be supplied are the products of large world demand and 
such a status Í3 predicted to be maintained in future.  Tharefore  the 
ready marketing is byond of any doubt. 

IVposit  reserves and the processing flowsheet are not sufficiently 
investigated. Estimates are of preliminary character and have to be 
specified on further project  stages as the  deposit is prospected and 
the concentration flow sheet is elaborated. 
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3*    Financial return 

Por the 500,000 ton» ilmenite processing plant the return on investment 
per year would be 10.9$ (profit 2,731  divided by investments 25,012),  for 
the alternative plant of 1,000,000 tono processed the return on investment 
per year would be 25.5$ (Profit 8,849 divided by investment 34|690). 

4*   Be on ornical benefits 

- Variation I would create 355 new jobs and variation II 455 new jobs. 

- Use of indigenous raw materials and positive effect on balance of 
payments due to export of ilmenite ore concentrates. 

5«   Follow up action 

- The report wao submitted to the government on 20-5-1976« Mathew Hall 
Ortech Ltd.  of UK prepared on the request of the government another 
feasibility study in 1975  entitled "A feasibility study on processing 
titaniferrous deposits in the Gambia"  followed by two complementary 
studies in 1976 :  "Investigation on a zircon tailings dump and virgin 
titaniferrous beach sands in the Gambia",  and 1977  :  "Determination of 
heavy mineral reserves at Sany.:jig and Scout prospecting of the Cambian 
Coastline".  The Mathew Hall Ortech study leaves also no doubt concerning 
the technical feasibility of a concentration plant. 

- Report on mission to the  Gambia and Senegal  (7 - 18 November 1976)  of 
Mr. Szakal x Mathew Hall Ortech, basing themselves only on the proven 
reserves in the Sanuang area foresees only 3.5 "nel 2 years content in 
the area. An investment  of the order of US$ 4 - '8 million is not 
justified for such a Bhort life span. Consequently a strong programme 
of prospecting to increase proven deposits significantly is a first and 
nain condition of any further steps. Consensus was reached on the 
reasonableness of a scenario for action as it vías suggested by    . 
Mr. Hervouet,  and agreed to before Mr. Alexandrenne,  the Minister of 
Industrial Development and Environment.  This sounds (a) to approach 
several potential partners in a coming joint venture (b) to establish 
a study company (by about August 1977)  (c) to decide on the staying 
of aid from UNDP funds,   depending on the outcome of the dialogue between 
the government and their potential partners. UNDP assistance,  if needed, 
will begin probably not before 1978. 

- Letter Laugley, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Economic Planning/ 
Siakal dated 26-8-1977 :  International Finance Corporation is showing 
interest in the project. 
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l.p/cutruy  if  feasibility studies 

003^4 
Country :   Sudari (SUI)) 

Industrial Sector :  Food Industry (31.7-C¿ 

Seri id Number :   31 

Classification:  77/ii/oi/SUI)/31.7.C/P/Starch glucose 

Title of study: i-'incl report on Dura Starch Glucose project in the 
Sudan (IS/SUD/Y I/809, doc. UNIDO/TOD 156) combined 
with   updating     report  (SM/SUD/72/052) 

Sat« of study :   21  - 12 - 1976,  updating report October 1975 

Author of study :   R.  Besso 

Sponsoring Agency:  UNIDO,  government 

1,    Description 

The existing production of sorghum in the Sudan is approximately 
1,500,000 t/y.  It is planned to establish a plant for processing sorghum 
into starch and glucose as well as into other by-products. Calculations 
of the study are based on a 9000 t/y production of Dura whic'-i will give 
1351 t/y of starch,  5OOO t/y of glucose,   3475 t/y of cattle food and 
122 t/y of Dura oil. A  1500 t/y production of Dura io recommended for 
the peri  d 1975—198O giving 5283 t/y of starch,  50OO t/y of glucose, 
5793 t/y of cattle food and 204 t/y  of Dura oil.   The capacity of the 
plant should be increased in 198O to 22,500 t/y of Dura giving then 
9288 t/y of starch,  6OCO t/y of glucose,   8688 t/y of cattle food and 
305 t/y of Dura oil.  The investment  costs would amount to £ 2,014,000 
of which £ 1,500,LOO would be required i.n foreign exchange. This 
cjmpv.tation as sui: es tax free entrance of equipment into the country. 
The ideal  location for the plant IB in the Khartoum area. From enquiry 
stage to completion of project,  it  should take about 25.5 months. 

2#    Recommendations 

„ ii ,i_.¿e }». ufitabiiity or reduce starch and glucose prices, 
t'fi'o-    vaj.   be required to establish a cattle food industry. 

There is a potential  export market,   and it ir-  recommended that this 
be the uubject  of  a further investigation. 

~       Future products such an textile starthes,   dcxtrine3,   dextrose, whole 
sugars,  adhäsives,   caramels,   paper starches,   sizes etc.  Ct_uld be 
manufactured according to the  demand. 

- The uptodate know-how of starch processing is in the possession of few 
large manufacturing companies,   they have their own  design  of machinery 
their own secret  methods.  There  are  several  alternatives open to a 
group seeking to construct a starch complex (a)    hire a consultant 
(b)  design and construct with local knov/ledgo (c)   form an alliance 
with a foreign 3tarch company  (d)  purcnase from a well known and 
r». "pectod contractor. 

- Dura process is very similar to inaile and with slight modifications, 
the plant  can be adopted to u«e maize as a stand-by cereal. 
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3«     Financial return 

At annual sales revenues of £ 1,247|340,  annual production costo of 
£ 868,431,  annual profits of £ 378,909, the annual return on investment 
amounts to 18.81$.  (This figures are based on a throughput of 9000 t/y of 
Dura), At a capacity of 15,000 t/y of dura, annual return on threstment 
would become 68.72$. 

4»   Economical benefits 

The project will employ approximately 100 operators and a technical 
staff of 12, thus creating 112 new jobs. 

There will be a saving of £ 607,102 per annum minimum in foreign 
exchange. 

Import substitution, which is important, as the following industries 
being considered or implemented all require starch products.  Textiles, 

•oft drinks,  foundries, food preparation, jute sack manufacture,   dry 
batteries,  paper making, cattle and diary products,  salt substitute for 
beere, fruit canning and bottling, meat packing. 

5»   Follow up action 

The first study was done by Mr. Besso in 1972. After completion of the 
study the Government contacted several equipment manufacturero and was 
looking for potential foreign co-investors. Several firms have shown interett 
in the project. The project has not been implemented because the Government 
transferred its execution to the private sector, which, for a number of 
reasons, could not implement it. The Ministry of Industry and Mining 
deoided that the approval, previously granted to the private sector was to be 
withdrawn and the public sector should execute it as early as possible. 
Therefore the study prepared in 1972 was to be updated. Mr. Besso reviewed 
his previous study and a complementary study to the previOUB one was 
eompleted in October 1975. Evaluation of substantive division was positive. 

Letter Maneck/Res.Rep. UNDP dated 18-12-1975 * UHIDO wants to bring 
to the Sudanese Government's attention that UNIDO wan prepared to assist 
in the evaluation of offers,  supervision of equipment installation, putting 
the plant into operation, etc. 

Letter Sepic/Besso dated 1-10-1976 » UNIDO does not have the latest 
information on whether tho government has made the final deciaion on the 
establishment of a new plant or whether any action has been taken in this 
respect. So far no additional technical assistance from UNIDO has been 
requested. 

Cable mise 2243 Abed, UNBEVPRO/Veliky dated 1-11-1976 » "UNDP/FAO 
project SUD/75/009 Sorghum flour mill stop   Equipment not yet installed. 
Operational earliest March 1977"« 
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Inventory of Feasibility Studies 

Country: Upper Volta (UPV) 

Industrial   sector: Pood industry (31»7«C) 

32 

¿>353? 

Serial number: 

Classi f i cation: 

Title of  study: 

Date of study: 

Author of  study: 

Sponsoring ap-ency: UNIDO, Government 

77/32/CI/UPV/31-7.C/p/ Mineral water 

Etude d'une  implantation d'exploitation d'tau 
de table en république de Haute-Volta ( IS/UPV/71/813) 
(doc. UNIDO,/TCn.3l6) 

12/6/1974 

J. Toussant 

I. Description:      The richness of  underneath waters especially in the 
rep-ion of Bobo-Öi oui asso is ascertained.    The water delivery of this 
Bources  is   constant índependantly  from the  season. Althouch the national 
market  is  too small   to have a profitable   investment,   the  larger market of 
the C.E.A.O.   and exoorts to the neighbouring countries (ivory Cost,    /could be  ecu- 
Mali,  Ni^er,   Benin,  Mauritania,   Senegal,   Topo)/    In this  case the project     siderea 
is feasible.    It  should be noted  that   a promotor from Upper  Volta would be 
decided to   invest and has the  necessary capital. 
T"o alternatives vere worked out.     A would have a constant production of 
2,400,000 bottles oer year,  B would  have a production of  1,000,000 bottles 
jn the first   year,  ?,/!00,0OO bottles   in  the  2nd year and  from the  3rd year 
onwards a production increase  of   10 rfo per year.     Investment   costs would 
amount to   105,000,000 frs.    The minimum production would  be  2,400,000 
bottles per  year to satisfy the  following demandUpper Volta 200,000 
botiles/year.    Ivory    Coast 2,000,000 bottles/year,   Nigei *   160,000 bottles/year, 
Kali 40,000  bottles/year. 

II. ReceTiner.dations: The alternative A would brine- annual sales revenues 
of 85,000,000 FCFA and not profit of 22,103,250 F. CFA in the second year 
increasing to   }>n,853,250 F CFA in  the year I5. 
The alternative B would brine;      sales  revenues of 57,000,000 F CFA in the 
first year   increasing to 195,500,000 F CFA in the year 15,  ntìt profits 
would  increase   fr-om ?? 1f>3,?50 F   CFA   in year ? to 94,642,650 F CFA in year  I5. 
/   !>n     :r^  r*    ^les onces of mineral  water due to local  production would 
; '.al t .  an   increased consumption  of mineral waters  in Upper  Volta. 
,   \i> • ;;.;!''   aelp   in ti.fi fipht  against  diseases provoked ty  drinking of 
imp. re water. 
l'i'•>...  apTJüments F. îould be concluded  with the partners  in the  C.E.A.O. 
o mtru s  guaranteeing the necessary  sales of the  2,400,000 bottler, per year. 
In the  study   it    -as assumed that   these  sales are guaranteed. 

ITT. Financial   returns:    For alternative  A the  return an  investment would amount 
"0 the   second year and to   35   °/>  in the year 15« 

Fo.   alternative  B the return on  investment would amount to  20 % in the 
,,ecc ! year   and to 90 ^ in year   15« 
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IV. Economical  benefits?    The bottling of mineral water unit would ereat« 
job« in a region which is until now without  industry; this would  induce 
important external  economica (shops,  bar«,  transport). 
The annual value  added of 31,000,000 F CFA for alternative A and of 
28,000,000 F CFA  of alternative B could be expected. 
The project would  be to a preat extent of an import substituting nature, 
and would have  a positive effect on the  balance of   trade, as nearly all 
mineral waters are  imported. 

V.    Follow up  action;- Memorandum Mautner/Maneck dated 8/ll/l97}:   evaluation 
of the feasibility study:    the study has  not brought the bottlin"- Dlant project 
in Upper Volta any closer to its implementation.    Conditions of the 
substantive divisions:   l) Upper Volta market  is restricted and market  has to be 
analyzed to include adjacent countries.     2)   Problem cannot be 

well        finished until  a new/with better quality and a constanti  flow of table water 
has been located.     3)  Approximate si 7e of the plant corresponds to the 
expectec market  demand and a botti in«? plant a3 proposed represents a ¿rood 
investment provided the conditions under (2)   are met. 

- Letter Resident   Representative, UNDP/Maneck dated 8/l/l974:  Conclusions 
and recommendation« of th'~ report are und i car.    Main question left  open: is the 
Dinderotiso water  safe to drink or not,  and  in the latter case,   can it be 
treated so as to make it safe? 
Report of Dr. P.   Saliou, Biological Section Centre Muraz, Upper Volta dated 
24/12/1973.    Physico-chemical analysis:   satisfactory, bacteriological  analysis: 
non neg'ible presence of fecal streptocoque«;   it is not sure wether the source 
i« contaminated (not probable) or wethor the water is contaminated at the 
emergence of the   source. 

- Cable mise 210 Resident Representative UNDP/Mtneck: Comments by UNIDO 
substantive    division transmitted to Government.    On receipt of report, the 
latter «fill also be submitted to the Upper Volta authorities. 
No other follow up action since. 
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Country: Ethiopia (ETI!) 

Industrial Sector :  Food Industry (31»7«C) 

Serial Number :   33 

Classification:   77/33/Ol/ETH/31.7.c/P/Tomato pasts 

Title of study:   A feasibility study of the establishment of Tomato 
Paste Production in Ethiopia (IS/ETH/71/8OI ) 

Sate of study :  March 1972 

Author of study:  Erik Kissmeyer - Nielsen 

Sponsoring Agency :  UNIDO,  Government 

1. Description: 

The study analyses the establishment of a competitive export  oriented 
tomato processing industry with emphasis on tomato paete for both export 
and domestic markets. Ethiopia has particularly favourable conditions for 
production of hi^h quality,  low cost tomatoes for processing;  the Kid Awash 
Valley and particularly the Metahara area will be the most  suitable areafor a 
tomato processing plant.  There exist  sizable Middle East and Ea3t African 
markets. Future  opportunities would be markets in Western Europe and North 
America and to some extent Japan. One  of the main problems to sell   the 
products on world market at competitive prices i3 the problem of cans. Nearly 
all litographed cans are imported from Italy and increase by 100$ from the 
f.o.b. Italian port price.  This renders Ethiopian tomato producers unable 
to compete on the world market.  It is suggested to erect a tomato processing 
plant with a proposed capacity of 36,COO t/y of fresh potatoes.  This will 
give 5,800 t/y of triple strength tomato paste packed in 5 kg gross tin cans 
for reprocessing.  The investment of such a plant would amount to 5,772,000 
Et. *. 

2. Recommendat-ions; 

- i .' i controlled inai productions of tomatoes for producexng tomato 
parte musi   be  carried out near the location for the projocted tomato 
i r«.messing plant.  This may take up to 3 year3 in    rd." to reach   conclusive' 
results. 

••   Market outlets must be created for production prior to erection of the 
plant. It is recommended that qualified international processors and marketers 
oT food products are presented with the opportunity to develop a tomato 
pasto production in Ethiopia. 

• •   Sot up of own can production and testing facilities which eliminates tha 
costs of transport of bulky cans. 

~   Solid waste should be used for animal feed. 

- 60O ha of tomatoes should be grown annually to guarantee the 36tC00 t/y 
of tomatoes* 

vail Dc  advisable,   at least initially to plan to market tomato paste 
l'or the world market manufactured in Ethiopia in larger EX. size cans for 
reprocessing. 
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3.       Financi-il Returnt 

Ai full capacity the annual sales revenues will amount to 4|155t000 Et» *i 
annual production costs to 2,917,000 Et.  t and annual net profit to 1,233,000 
Et.t. After analysis of the new projected cash flow chart cent by letter dated 
1o^4_i972 a D.C.P. rate of about 14.7$ w*» calculated. 

4»      Economical benefits: 

The creation of a large scale, modern tomato processing plant and tomato 
production vail first serve as a much needed source of foreign exchange. It 
will stabilize and improve the domestic production of cardboard boxes and 
•tin cans; the external economies vail thus be  significant. It will  create 
Much needed new jobs for Ethiopian labour and by introducing more  efficient 
processing and production methods it will serve as an example to the food 
processing industry as well as the vogetable production industry. 

5.      Follow up action: 

- Nemo Matrtner/Mancck dated 13-4-1972 : The idea of establishing the tomato 
processing plant shoid be followed up,  since it is a sound one.   The experts 

oonoept and approach are rational. However, hie calculations are all very 
optimistic. Comments should be submitted to expert in order to obtain his 
views. The study should be sub-mitted to government with substantive 
Avisions comments.  Government should contact investors and invite them 
to sake joint ventures. 

- Latter ' . Kiaameyer-Niolsen/Maneok dated 29-4-1972 : The expert 
la defending hi a standpoint. Relevant evi dance papers attached. 

- Xeno Mautner/Haneck dated 12-5-1972 » Anawera by expert to queries are 
satisfactory. 

- leso Mautner/Maneck dated 13-7-1972: UHIDO offered assistance in locating 
international enterprises interested in a joint venture. Res.Rep. replied 
that project seems to be a viable one and that trials are being made on 
the production of suitable raw materiala.  It seems that Res. Rep. wants to 
wait for more positive results in this raw material production,   previous to 
antering into the queation of industrial project and joint ventures. Res. 
Rap. has promised to keep UNIDO informed. 

- Letter K. Olsen, PAo/Saunders, UNDP dated 14-8-1972: PAO is sceptical 
about the project and suggests that another feasibility study be made. 

- Letter Quijano-Caballero/K.. Olsen, PAO dated 14-9-1972»  Government of 
Ethiopia, Res.Rep.  and UNIDO are aware- of the basic constraints against 
developing a modern tomato processing industry. A new feasibility otudy 
could not add anything to what was already pointed out. Ethiopia's need 
at this Btage is to grow tomatoes along modem lines and to find., possible 
international enterprises which would join them in this projact. 

- ttscussion with Mr. Moreira-Dias dated 10-11-1977 « No follow up action 
since. 
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Invcmtory of Feasibility Studies» y U 5 $f 

Country:   Burundi (BDI) 

Industrial Sector :  Pesticides (32.1.G) 

Serial Number :  34 

Classification: 77/34/01/BDI/32.I.C/P 

Title of study:  Etude de préinvestissement sur une usine de production 
de pesticides agricoles au Burundi et sur l'cvverture d'une 
carrière de Kaolin (lS/BDl/74/003) 

Bate of study : March 1975 

Author of Study : P.Cano (UIIIDO), M.Kacjan (UNIDO),  P.Ene (Assistance 
Technique Roumaine),  D.Barumpozako (Ministère de 
l'Economie et des Finance, Burundi) 

Sponsoring agency :   Ulli DO,   Government 

1.    Description 
the 

The import of pesticides plays an important role in/budget of Agriculture. 
These imports involve a great quantity of Kaolin which transport costs 
represents 33$ of the annual imported pesticides. Therefore the Kaolin 
deposits of Kayanza should be exploited and used as mineral support of the 
active material which v/as to be imported. The annual imports of active 
materials would then cnly be 1.4 t/y of HCH, 220 t/y of DDT, 74 t/y of 
Malathion and 17 t/y of Hicrocel. 

An yearly production capacity of 2,255 tons of insecticides should be 
foreseen:   1200 t/y of powder for dry powdering (10$ DDT.  5.45$ 
Malathion 100$), 55 t/y of powder for dry powdering (2.5$ HCH)  and 1C00 t/y 
of powder for dry powdering (10$ DDT).  Prom the latter ic was assumed that 
additional   1C00 t/y could be exported;  900 t/y to Rwanda and 100 t/y to 
the Kivu market (Zaire).  The kaolin deposits of Kayanza at an annual 

'„i.e.-;  (? 3C00   t.'y could bo exploited between 32 and 58 years,   depending 
u;.\     '...   ,'.ssi: ?ti cm on existing reserves. 

.":,    Recommendati ons 

The be3t 1 cation to establish the factory for pesticides production 
would be Bujumbura as this location is the best suited for distribution 
of pesticides.  The existing infrastructure would also help to reduce 
production costs,  especially electricity costs. 

A flexible production lino with a capacity of about 3000 t/y should be 
set up.  The production should be simple,  not too automatized and could 
also produce other insecticides not yet utilized such as fungicides 
and herbicides. 

DDT powder and Malathion,  though very efficient,  could loose efficiency 
as more and more insect populations become resistant.  Therefore other 
alternatives of insecticides should bo foreseen,  which would take about 
two years of testing. 
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Financial, returns 

Investment costs amount  to 35|690,000 FBu,  annual production costs amount 
to J7»376t495 FBu.,  annual saleQ revenues will be 46,376,495 FBu. 
and the annual benefit will be 9»000,000 P3u.  The annual  return on investment 
will be 305S. 

I*    Economical benefits 

- The new industry will be highly import substituting and will brinç a 
positive balance of foreign currencies of 240,000,000 FBu. in 7 years. 

The value added of  the new factory will be 14,902,023 FBu. 

- The economies for natural agriculture will amount to 15,125,000 F3u. 

- 68 new jobs will be created by establishing the new industry creating 
* gross income of 2,768,000 FBu. 

5. Follow up action 

Project implemented. 

Letter Rwasa, President of the Board of Directors of Company/Szabo dated 
15-0,-1977  : The last annual production has been 1,100 t/y of insecticides, 
1$ DDT and 5# Malathion and 170 t/y with 3$ Folithion. 
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Inventory of Feasibility Studies 
003^ 

Country : Ethiopia (ETH) 

Industrial Sector :  Leather and Leather producto Induatry (31.7.D) 

Serial líumber:  35) 

Classification :  77/35/0l/ETH/31.7.B/p/Leather Garments 

Title  of Etudy :   Proposal  for the establishment  of a leather garment 
Factory in Ethiopia (IS/ETH/73/015) 

Dato of study   :   1975 

Author of study:  H.F.  Ledger and K. Trcka 

Sponsoring agency  :   UNIDO,  Government 

1.      Description 

Industrial  production of leather garment has not yet been introduced in 
Ethiopia. Climatic conditions and the demand on the Ethiopian market 
could favour this production.  The aboudir.g supplies of raw hides and skins 
in Ethiopia and the regular production of medium priced garment leather 
in Ethiopian tanneries are a sound basis for the  development of a serious 
industrial production of leather garments in Ethiopia. The establishment 
of a leather garment  industry in Ethiopia is not  a costly and complicated 
proposal. Building is simple,   the machinery is not  expensive and Ethiopian 
workmen will easily master the technique of production. Export of leather 
garments should be  organised as well. All the developed countries in 
Europe and the United States import leather garments regularly as the 
demand in these countries cannot be covered by their own production. A 
leather garment factory should therefore be established producing at 
full  capacity (3rd year)  12,000 men's jackets,   3P00 men's zippers,   1,500 
men's    long coats,   12ß00 ladies ¿ackets and 1¿00 ladies coats. Half of 
the production is to be exported. The total investment costs would amount 
to Eth $713,C48. 

The prosperity and growth cf leather garment  inclus'..ry in Ethiopia 
dopend on i.io tasic conditions  :   (a)  the production and regular 
supply of good quality cheap garment leather and (b)  the development 
of the export   of leather garments. To promote the styling and marketing, 
especially the  export cf leather garment,   the assistance of U1JID0 
experts are anticipated. 

It is essential to establish and manage an up-to-date model cutting 
department, market research and export organia at i on. Aggressive and 
skillful agents should be appointed for important marketE and customers. 

As successful  sales of leather garments are closely connected with the 
trend of fashion,   the management of the leather garment factory should 
fallow up the trend of fashion by visiting fashion shows and specialised 
fairs abroad,   and by subscribing the most important fashion magazines. 
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Financial returns 

Prom the sixth year onwards the annual sales revenues will bo Eth.$2,263,934, 
the annual production cost vail be Eth.$ 1t993f692 and the annual profit 
will be Eth.5 270,242. No indications in the study concerning tho financial 
returns. 

4.    Economical benofits 

The new industry would be highly import-substituting as all the hides 
and okinn processed would be bought from Ethiopian tanneries. 

The sales value at full production of the exported leather garments 
would amount to Eth.S 1,150,903 per year. 

The annual value added would amount to Eth. % 642,634, Eth.S 343,068 
of which are generated by production for the Ethiopian market, 
Eth. S 299,566 by export production. 

The new industry would create I05 new jobs creating aigro3s income 
of Ith. % 305,520 from the second production year onwards.. 

5.    Follow up action 

Memo Miklcvicz/Manek dated 14-10-1975  * Mr. TrCka's report is 
carefully elaborated but Mr. Ledger's technical part of the feasibility 
study is too sketchy. Suggestion to Ethiopian government should be 
made that a specialist in the leather garment industry should be sent 
to Ethiopia,  that this specialist should advise the government on the 
subject matter, based on the above two reports and that the expert 
should complement the study with uptodate and more detailed information. 
Such a specialised mission would be needed before a well elaborated 
feasibility study for a leather garment factory can be submitted to 
the Government. 

Letter Selassie Yosiet,  Finance and Credit Department of Planning 
Commission/Res. Rep. dated 20-1-1977  :  Government requests a UNIDO 
Expert in leather garments manufacture to review and update previous 
study. 

PDS for a leathsr garment expert issued and signed on 16-3-1977 by 
Mr. Siddiqui (Project Number S^ETH/^/oOl). 

Recruitment action started. Two experts submitted to Government. 
This is the status of project as of August 1977. 

Ho other information in the Registry file. 
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Inventory  of Feasibility Studies 
W,;y/ 

Country :  Asia Regional  (RAS)  :   Laos,  Thailand, Khmer Republic,  Republic 
of Vietnam 

Industrial   Sector :  Fertilizers (32.1.P) 

Serial Number :   },6 

Classification:  7l/:6/02/TlAS/2,2. 1.F/p/Fhosphoric acid 

Title of  study:   Feasibility report on furnace phosphoric acid industry 
in Louer Ilckong Basin (DP/IAS/72/123) 

Date of study :   September  1974 

Author of  study :   Dastur Engineering International GmbH,   Dusseldorf, PRG 

Sponsoring oroncy :  Uli I DO,   ECAPE 

1#      Description 

Phosphoric  acid is used primarily for the production of a wide variety 
of phosphate fertilizers  and to a limited extent in production of determents, 
pharmaceuticals as well   as  for surface  treatment  of metals.   In view of the 
anticipated availability  of abundant and cheap hydro—electric power in the 
region,   adoption of the electro-thermal  process for the production of 
furnace phosphoric acid is advisable.  The expected domestic  demand for the 
production    for the region would be 530,000 t/y in 1935;   possible exports 
to Sri Lanka,   Indonesia,   I'alaysia,  Pakistan and the Fnilippir.os of 20 to 
25fOOO t/y in 1985 were  assumed.   Phosphate rocks,  the main raw material 
has to be imported. A preselection of possible plant locations identified 
Sirada (Sri  Lanka j,  Kompong Som (Khmer Republic),  Yung Tan and Danang 
(Viotna: ),   Vientiane (Laos)  as feasible.  Laos is  the most  favourably placed 
v/ith respec4. of power supply and prices.  The layout and financial calculations 
for a hypothetical  plant were established ,   this plant was to produce 
200,000 t/y of phosphoric  acid in the form of 30,'J acid.   The  total investment 
costs of such a plant would be about ¿ 52f900,000 including a working 
capital of Z  10,40(,000. 

The j)rionty of the project  in the light  of nati0.1:1'   benefits should 
be determine     uui the necessary econome concessions (customs duty 
exemption,   tax holidays  etc.)  should be  obtained. 

Prospective sources of supply of phosphate rocks need to be identified 
and supplies on a long-term basis  should be negotiated.  Concurrently 
inves „xgations and tests  on local  phosphate  rock should be  taken,  with 
a view to establishing the possibilities of using local   ore at a later 
date. 

In view Ci  the heavy  dépendance of the furnace phosphoric acid industry 
in elcc.tr: c power,   it  is imperative  that  the various iiydro-electric 
l-rojucto le implemented as planned so that  adequate "power is available 
for tiie proposed project. 

Detailed geological investigations should be carried out  to establish 
the availability and quality of quart.àto in tho region. 
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- A detailed feasibility study nhould bo initiated to review possible 
plant locations,to examine infrastructure facilities and make finn 
estimates of capital  requirement keeping in viow tho indigenous 
manufacturing capacity available in each of the four countries. 

- A phased recruitment and training of personnel required for operation 
and maintenance of the plant would be necessary. Smelting furnaces pro- 
posed for this study are of large capacity v/hich would require high 
levels of 3kills.  It may be worthwhile to establish in tho first 
instance a smaller smelting furnace,   say to produce forre—si^licom 
in tho region. Thi3 plant could bet set up in Laos and the locally 
available quartsite and surplus electrical power from the Ham ITgum 
project be utilized. Scrap, required in small quantities^ would be 
available in the neighbourhood. 

3»     Financial returns 

Net annual Bales revenues at full production will be $47,700,000,  annual 
production costs will fall from $ 50,017,000 (yoar 3) to $ 43f530,000 
(year 20). The first 10 years will bring loase«. In year 20 of production 
the net profit will be $ 4,170,000 and a cumulative net benefit after 
20 years -/ill be 3 9,328,000. The rate of return of net profit before 
tax to total fixed investment (42,500,000) in year 20 will be S*Stf>. 

4«     Economical benefits 

Jhe main economical benefit would be create 550 new job» per production 
unit of 200,000 t/y of phosphoric acid}  this would create $ 300,000 
gross income per year including 5$ (3263t250) of friogar benefit«. 

'IIB case of prospection and exploitation of phosphate rock deposit« in 
the region, the new industry would be highly import substituting and 
would have a positive effect on the balance on payments. 

5.     Follow up action 

Memo Verghese/llewton dated 9-10-1974 t Report favourably evaluatod 
by substantive division. 

Memo Verghese/Rothblum dated 10-10-1974 s Comments on the roport : 
It seems to be optimistic that plant will reach 90,* of capacity in 
year 2 and 100$ in year 3. Financing of project may run into 
difficulties as plant vail only be profitable after 10 years operation, 
a« project is extremely «ensitive to import prices of phosphate rock 
and other raw materials required.  Unless long term contracts at 
reasonable oosts can bo obtained,   the viability of the project is 
highly questionable.  The Mekong committee might woll be advised to 
initiate a study for erection of nitrogen production facility 
(ammonia/urea plant) based on electrolytic hydrogen as feedstock 
for ammonia,  as such a plant would not require importation of any 
basic raw materials. 

Letter I.S.Macarpat, ECAFE/Siddiqui dated 4-12-1974 » Feasibility 
study vri.ll be re-examined by Mekong Comnittoo. Question whether U1ÍIP0 
might have recent studies in the manufacture of ammonia/urca üy thQ 

electrolytic process. 
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Letter Beckor-Boost/Carmignani,  IBRD dated 9-I-1975 :  If World Bonk 
is interested in such a project,  could there bo any possible investment 
follow up activities? 

Letter G.J.  Pratt,  IBRD/Becker-Boost dated 31-I-1975  : AD profitability 
would only commence in the eleventh year of operation,  the Bank would 
probably net be interested in financing such a project, but the Bank 
does not know the specific assumptions nade in the report.  IBRD will 
appreciate UIIIDO sending a copy of report for review. 

No other relevant follow up action in the Registry file. 
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Invont ory of feasibility giudi es -,.,,. ., j. t) 

Country :  Pakistan (PAK) 

Industrial Sector : Electrical machinery and electronic equipment  (31.9.0) 

Serial Number :   37 

Classification:   77/37/02/PAK/31.9.C/F/Broadcasting Equipment 

Title of study:   Broadcasting equipment manufacturing - Feasibility 
Study (DP/PAK/73/040) 

Date of study :  May 1975 

Author of study : J. Prazak and R.El-Hadidi 

Sponsoring agency : UNIDO,Government,  Pakistan Broadcasting Corporation (PBC) 

1.      Description 

The study analyses the economical situation of the whole 
Pakistan electronic industries with an impact on electronic industries 
fpr broadcasting,  television and telephone equipment. The conclusion 
concerning electronic equipment manufacturing for broadcasting in  that 
the local electronics industry is riot in a position to manufacturo required 
equipments but is in a position to supply some parts and components used in 
these equipments. As for transmitting tubes manufacturing,  although not 
feasible from an economical point of view,  the project needs to be examined, 
in terms of invisible benefits and long range gains.  TV-picture tube 
manufacturing should be considered ar. demand for TV  3ets is increasing. 
Special attention is to be given to cathode rays tubes manufacturing, 
development of lead glass production and production of transmitting tubes 
in a TV picture tube plant. Investment of , a transmitting and 
studio equipment project would be Rs.2,855,000 mcluâng working capital 
of Rs.920,000.  Transmitting tubes (transmission valvee) project would need 
Rs.í,715,000 for investment including Rs.240,000 for working capital. 

2,      Recommendati ons 

- More care about quality of the products is needed. This can be controlled 
by a governmental quality control centre. 

- There is need of more co-operation and co-ordination within electronic 
industry, industrial organisation has to bo adhered in the production, 
there is need of standardisation of components,   circuits. 

- Engineering education should be moro practical and research oriented 
and there is a requirement  of a large number of managers,  scientists 

L     and engineers, 

- The number of technicians needs to be doubled and more care has to be 
given to polytechnical and similar education. 

- There is need for electronic research and development contro. 

- An authorised board of electronics should bo set up assisted by UNIDO 
•xport to promote the electronics industry (Planning,  coordination, 
follow up and development) 
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3.    Financial  returns 

The transmitting and studio equipment project would bring annual  sales 
revenues of 3f15^fOOO rupees,  annual production coat« of Rs.4,483,000 
and an annual loss of Rs.2,820,000. 

The transmitting tubes project would bring annual sales revenues  of 
Ra.975i0f1f:f   annual production costs of Rs.2,534,COO and an annual  loss 
of Rs. 2,909,000. 

4«    Economical benefits 

- The transmitting and studio equipment project would create 42 new 
employments and induce an additional income of Rs.880,000 in  1931-82. 
The transmitting tubes project would create 44 new employments and 
induce an additional  income of Rs.954,000. 

- The development and production activity generated by the development 
of electronic industries will be valuable. This development  activity 
will pay dividends at a later date in terms of economic and technological 
progress although no immediate profits may be forthcoming. 

5«    Follow up action 

Note to the file of Mr. Yamamoto dated 13-8-1975  :   Debriefing of 
Mr. El Hadidy,  summary of recommendations :  establishment of a Design 
Development Department for Broadcasting equipment which could cover a 
pilot plant. UHIDO's assistance would be needed.  For the time being 
it is not feasible to manufacture transmitting tubes. The above points 
should be connected with the broadcasting organizations of developing 
countries,  since the market will be larger than that  of Pakistan. 
Standardization of transmitting tubes is very important and for this 
matter U!IID0''s assistance may be necessary.  To establish and develop 
the electronic industry,   especially TV picture tube,   Pakistan will 
need   UNIDO's assistance (minimum one expert for one year). Mr.   S.I.H. 
Zaidi,   Director-General,  Radio Pakistan praised the work of the expert. 

• 
„jtte.   u^..;„^./lI.Z.Iqbal,   Deputy Secretary of Economic Affairs Division 
Islamabad dated 26-9-1975 :   Final reports of ilr.   .".   Prasak and Mr. R. 
El Hadidy are transmitted to government with t.iu  indorsement  of U1ÍID0. 

- No other relevant follow up action in Registry file. 
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Inventory  of fea;;ibility studies orni 
Country : Madagascar (HAG) 

Industrial Sector :  Food industry (31 <7»C) 

Serial Number :  38 

Clasoi fi cation:  77/38/0l/KAG/31 .Y.C/P/Biscuits 

Title  of study: Expansion and extension programme of ths sweets and biscuits 
society "S0C03I3",   Tananarive,  Madagascar. 
(lS/HAG/72/015) Unido doc UNIDO/TCD 211 

Date of study :  9 July 1973 

Author of study : E.  Zachmann 

Sponsoring agency :  UMIDO,  Government 

1. Description 

The purpose of the study is to establish an  extension programme of the 
•tate  owned biscuit society "S0C03IS", founded in 1967. Por this purpose 
a general planning is done for the transfer  of the old factory to an 
industrial zone with all ths necessary equipments,   products calculations, 
recipes for the end products.   The study foresees a short,   medium and long 
term.  The short term project  (1973-74) foresees production  of lozenges and 
chewing gum at investment costs of 36,000,000 FMG.  The medium term project 
will realize the renewal of the equipment of tho biscuit  production unit   and 
the installation of a waffle production unit  and of a candies production 
unit,   the installation of equipment for the cooking of caramel and the set 
up of silos for sugar and glucose.  The investment costs for the medium term 
project will be 340,500,000 FIIG. 'ñie long term project ( 1975-76) foresees 

the establishment of a chocolate production unit, a bananas treatment unit 
and a glucose processing unit at investment costs of 443|5°O,000 FUG. 

2. Recommendations 

- To realize the objectives of the study for the extension, ¡ 
the indicated timing and the proposed development should be  followed in 
view of attaining the indicated tum over,to accomplish amortization  in 
time and to reduce imports as soon as possible.  Tho indicated timing 
will  permit the intended expansion and will guarantee   the delivery of new 
products without concurrence. 

- When financing of the extension is approved,   an international expert   or 
industrial consultant with solid experience in sweets,   biscuits, chocolate 
and waffles production should be hired   'or ci:c months  first  to make  the 
ordering of machines and to participate  in the set up  of tho building 
and in tho installation of equipment. A three month mission is needed 
later on to help in the start up of production. 

3»      Financial returns 

After completion' of the short,  medium and long term project«,  the annual 
Dales  revenues will be  1,295,000,000 FMG in   1977«  Ket profit'in  1979 "ill 
then be  110,125,000 FMG aid the return on sales revenues will bo Ö.fta, 
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Economical benefits 

The expansion of the existing production unit will create about 150 
new employment at the factory.  300 additional employments will be 
created in the manioc plantations and for the production of starch 
and glucose. 

-     It i a assumed that 30^ of total production can be exported in 1979 
bringing sale3 revenues of 376,000,000 FI10.  Besides of import 
substitution,  this would have another positive effect on the balance 
of payments of the country. 

5«    Follow up action 

The letter of the Foreign Ministry of Madagascar to the Res. Rep.  dated 
7-8-1975 confirms that the project has been implemented follov/ing the 
recommendations of ¡Ir.Zachmann.   The production line for lozenges was 
installed and functions since July 1974,  chewing gum manufacturing has 
started and first    products have been sold in May 1975. Glucose production 
is under discussion,  chocolate manufacturing is intended to be realized 
at the end of the decade. 
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Inventory of Feasibility Studies 01) 3 '' ' / 

Country : Regional  (REO) RCD Countries i  Turkey,  Iran,  Pakistan 

Industrial Sector : Machinery (31.9.D) 

Serial Number :  39 

Classification: 77/39/02/04/REG/31 .9.B/F/lîydraulic turbines 

Title of Btudyj A feasibility study on the manufacturing industry for 
hydraulic turbines and coupling systems in RCD countries 

Date of study :  18 May 1970 

Author of study :  E1ISA (Energy,   Industrial and Engineering Consultants) 
Ankara, Turkey 

Sponsoring agency :   Prime Ministry,  State Planning Organization of Turkey. 

1. Description 

The main purpose of the study is to explore and develop the energy supply 
means of the RCD countries i.e.  Turkey,  Iran and Pakistan.  The moot 
economic way of energy production  at present is the utilization of hydro- 
sources.  Thereforo manufacture of hydraulic turbines to meet  the requirements 
of the fccp countries could serve  as a starting point in this direction. A 
yearly capacity of six 270,000 HP turbines, 6000 t/y,   15 to 20 gate3 and 
valvos,   1500 t/y and penstock and steel lining for tunnels of 2000 t/y at 
investment costs of $  12,875tC00 in local and $ 6,090,000 in foreign currency, 
total, investment costs .   S  18,965,000 including 
working capital  of $ 5,200,000    would be needed. If an annual  production of 
six 200 MW hydro-alternators of 7f200 t/y is added,  the investment costs 
would only rise to 3  16,480,000 in local currency and 3 7,875,000 in foreign 
currency,  total investment costs $ 24t355|000.  The working capital would be 
then 5 6,600,000 of which 3 4f650,000 will be needed in local  currency and 
t 1,95O|C00 in foreign currency.   Some other advantages for tho production of 
hydraulic turbines and alternators in the RCD countries would be:  at lea3t 
10 years sales guarantees,  the possibility of purchasing modem machinery 
at a reasonable low price from certain European turbine manufacturers which 
are in the process of closing down,  the possibility of manufacturing in the 
same pj.ant the gates, valves,  pressure pipes etc. required for tuo nydro 
power stations as well as pumps,   pressure versela and other similar products 
for which there is a substantial  demand in the RCD countries.  Many European 
firms would be ready to participate or provide credit towards various 
supplies. 

2. Recommondati ons 

- In view of the size of the demand,  tho hydraulic power potentials 
availability of the raw materiale,  labour 01;^ costs and the status of 
the basic and ancillary industries,  it is recommended that  the project 
should be located in Turkey. 

- The installation and the bringing into operation of the factory at  full 
capacity will take four years.   Threfore,  the partners should corne together 
and decide upon its installation as soon as possible. 

- Requirement« for the medium size hydraulic turbines (500 HP - 10,000 HP) 
is jurrt a few,   so that it io not recommendod to establish a separate 
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manufacturing industry for this. 

Meeting the demands of the region for the small hydraulic turbines 
(1 HP - 500 HP) can be accomplished by encouraging the expansion of 
the already existing industry in the member countries. 

3»      Financial returns 

Producing only turbines and accessories,   the annual  sales income would be 
$ 8,500,000,   annual products cost3 would be $ 6,925,000 and annual gross 
profit would be $  1,575|000.  In this case,   return on investment with 
customs duty would bo 8.32,¿,   return on investment without customs duty 
would be 9.32£. 

Hie complete production line including turbines,   accessories and hydro- 
alternators would bring annual sales income cf 3  15f700,000,   annual 
production costs of 3  11,835f000 and annual .gross benefit  of 3 3,365,000. 
The return on investment would then be 15*5$ with customs duty and 17»8^ 
without customs duty. 

4.      Economical benefits 

The project will have a great impact  on the unemployment problem of 
the region as turbine manufacturing would create 698 nevi jobs in the 
factory inducing an additional income  of 3  1,900,COO;   the complete 
production line including production of hydro-alternators would create 
IO4O new jobs,   the additional income would then be 3 3t070,000. By the 
creation of the factory,   other industries in the region would be 
promoted such as transport and electricity.  TTiie again will  open 
up some 5-IO thousand new employment possibilities in the member 
countries. 

The contribution to national income would be $ 4»495»000 for the turbine 
production and $ 8,350,000 for the complete production line.  The3e 
figures include already the above mentioned additional income. 

-     The investment cost of $ 24,355*000 will be in vse due to 
installations.  The usage of such an amount of money will be beneficial 
",.r "ocial   e'ev  Irjmont,   government's income,   side industry and total 
C .¿¿..'.T< -T.!   life 

The products,   only foreseen to be sold in the regí   i would yield a 
foreign currency gain in terms of import substitution of 3  13j200,00O 
annual net savings.  Considering total  amount   of foreign currency requirement 
of 3 7»875fOOO it vii il be possible to recover this amount even in the 
first year. 

Follow up action 

As th<   feanibility study has not been dono for UNIDO,  it is not known 
vrhether the project has been implemented. 
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Inventory of Feasibility Studios 0 u 3 J i H 

Country t  Sri Lanka (SRL) 

Industrial Sector :  Light non-ferrous metals (31.3.A) 

Serial Number : 40 

Classification: 77/40/02/'SRL/31.8.A/p/llmenite sand 

Title of 3tudy: Techno-economicd feasibility study on 3mclting of 
Titanium slags (DP/SRL/74/032) 

Date of study : 1972 

Author of study :  Tsvetmetpromexport, USSR 

Sponsoring agency :  UNIDO,  Government 

1«    Description 

The study analyses different possibilities of establishing a pilot plant 
for dectrosmelting in Sri Lanka in several variations. The first 
alternative is the  side location;  the investigation in the study analyses 
possible plant location in the area of Pulmoddai  and in the area of 
Trincomdee. As for the concentration of Titania-rich slag,  a concentration 
of 90# Ti02 (version A) and a concentration of 32fi of Ti02 (version B) is 
examined, the different reducing agents like anthracite, charcoal calculated. 
Investment cost.3 for the pilot plant in the area of Pulmoddai would bo 
46,000,000 rupees inducing   working capital} for the pilot plant in the 
area of Trincomalee,  the investment costs would be 3Î,000,000 rupees. The 
»tudy analyses then the alternative of a 4 furnaces industrial  plant 
with charcoal as a reducing agent;  investment would then be Hs.100,COO,000. 
A last alternativo was then calculated upon request from UIÏIDC for a two 
furnaces industrial plant with wood charcoal as a reducing agent. For 
version "A"  the raw materials needed would be 41|200 tone of i Imeni te concen- 
trates, 6160 tons of reducing agent and 660 tons of graphite electrodes. 
22,300 tons of slag and 12,000 tons of pig iron would be produced.  Investment 
cost would be 51,000,000 rupees. For version "B",  the raw materids needed 
would be 48,000 tone of ilmenite concentrates,  5520 tens of reducing agent 
and 660 tons of graphite electrodes. Investment costs would be Ro»51,000,000« 

2. Recommendations 

The pilot plant stage should be omitted and instead industrid scale trial- 
adjUBtment of the Soviet technology to Sri Lanka loed i aw materials,   first 
of all charcoal shodd bo made in an operating industrial plant. Ln a 
positive case,  an industrid scale operation with an industrial capacity 
of four furnaces shodd bo established. UNIDO»s idea i3 a two-furnacoe 
starting industrid capacity instead. ThiB in justified by uncertainties 
concerning proven reserves of ilmenite,  by usual limitations in investment 
oapitd available and by    some caution required when entering the world 
market with a new product. 

3. Finanoid returns 

Version "A" of a two-furnace capacity industrial plant wodd bring annual 
sales revenues of Rs.32,700,000;  annud production costs wodd bo lie.25,957.000 
and annud profit would bo Ra.óf749|OPO. The break even period would bo 
approximately 7-6 years. Version MB"  of above mentioned plant would bring 
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annual salee r venues of Ra.33,384,000}  annual production costqwould be 
Ro.  26,377,000 and annual profit would bo RB.7,007,000. Tho break even 
period would be approximately 1 - ¿ /oars. 

4»    Economi cal benefits 

- The plant would create a considerable amount of new jobs and induco an 
additional  income  of la.   1,097,000 per year. 

- Implementation of the project would permit to use local raw materials 
like Ilmcnito and charcoal. Production of pig iron and titanium slag 
would be on one hand import substituting,  on the other hand the exports 
would bring gains in foreign currencies, having thuo a positive effect 
on tho balance of payments of the country. 

5»    Follow up action 

The report of a follow up and negotiations mission to Sri Lanka by E.T. 
Balasz  of January  1974 states that the Government of Sri Lanka took the 
decision to omit the pilot stage and to proceed directly with the preparation 
of establishing an industrial acale plant for electro-smelting ilmenite 
concentrates in the country. However,   it would be necessary as a pro-condition 
to carry out an industrial  scale smelting run of 1200 tons of ilmenite 
concentrates with 300 tons of charcoal and further the results obtained 
should be positive.  Project DP/SRL/74/032 was established to undergo the 
above trial runs in USSR.  The report on the results of the trial runs, 
performed in USSR,  was completed by Tsvetmetpromexport, All-Union Research 
and Design Titanium Institute in 1976 :   "Smelting of Titanium slags of raw 
materials from Sri Lanka".  The evaluation report of IOD concludes that the 
test's results,   as reflected in the report aro technically positive and 
very valuable. Another pre-requisite should be an updated economic evaluation 
which talcos into account such factors as :  recent data on minaral reserves; 
actual  and forecast investment costs,  updated production costs factors, 
potential of electric energy and other utilities supply,  timing of their 
availability,   possible infrastructure! investments.  The report on the test 
runs and above comments of IOD were transmitted to Res. fiesp.  UNDP on 
7-5-1976. 

'.A. f.r the filo  rr TTr.  Szakal dated 30-9-1976 :   Discussion with Mr. Aualan 
? -::i.   '.urtv-.1.icji Zmbassy and Mr. Benson,  Managing Director of Associated 

3'.\urner:s Concai tant s Ltd.,   Sydney.  The visitors were interested to hear on 
th.: general outlines  of the ilmenite project in Sri Lanka also with a special 
view to possible Australian participation.  It was auviscd that detailed 
information and a possible insight into the final report can be obtained from 
the Government. 

Letter Napoliollo/Res.Rep.   dated 13—10—I976 :   Whichever the decision of the 
Government,UNIDO thinks that some external assistance is required for the 
following st .ige 3 (a)  consultancy in the pre-inveotment stage (b) consultancy 
Ail the design stage,   and (c) consultancy and training in tho stage of plant 
construction and commissioning. 

Letter Veliky/ltos.Iîop.  dated 31-5-1977  :   UNIDO would be grateful if informed 
about any possible follow up technical assistance activity.   Technical 
assistance could usefully complement bilateral action by training and 
oonsultiuicy in construction management. 

>.ttur Res.  ep./Velii^r dated 13-6-1977  :   Res.  Rep. '.vili keep UNIDO advised 
i.n to futurj action regarding the construction of an ilmcnito concentrate 
1 "Toceosing rl^'-nt. 
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Inventory of feasibility studios 

Country i Tunisia (TUN) 

industrial Sector t ß e mont and concret« products industry (32.1.A) 
et also t  Basic Chemicals (32.1.C) 

••rial Number t 41a 

Classification» 77/41 a/Ol/TUN/32.1.k/P/Cwium\ 

Title of study!  Production of sulphurio acid and of cement from 
Phsophogypsum ( DP/TUIT/7 2/005 ) 

Sat« of study 1  1975 

Author of study t  S. Kltnghoffer 

Sponsoring agency 1 UNIDO, International Centre for Industrial Studies (CNEI) 

1. Description 

The study analyses the production of sulphuric acid and cement from 
phoaphogypsum, which in a residual of phosphoric acid production. This 
would on one hand make independent phosphoric acid production from 
sulphur and its price fluctuations on the international market, as sulphur 
has to be entirely imported . On the other hand there exists already a 
warte disposal of 8 million tons of phosphogypsum at the Stax plant whereaa 
the dable*factory is pouring now 3,000 tons per day into the sea. For tho 
production, the "ÏIUller-Kuhne" process is foreseen,  this process giving 
one ton of sulphuric acid for one ton of cement. The production capacity 
of the plant iS assumed to produce 100,000 tons of sulphuric acid   and 
100,000 t/y of cement in the first production year, 230,COO t/y of 
sulphuric acid and 230,000 tons of cement in the second year and producing 
at full capacity of 320,000 t/y of sulphuric acid and 320,000 tons per 
year of cement. Investment costs of the project would be DT 26,980,000 of 
whijh DT 19,600,000 would be needed in foreign currencies.  These investment 
costs inolude DT 600,000 for working capital of which DT 3911000 would bo 
in foreign currencies. 

2. Reoommondat1one 

As long as the cement prioc-in Tunisia is not set free, the project 
cannot be feasible without substantial subventions. Those subventions 
oan be conoeived under the form of an eqvalizing tax on imported cement, 
which price is much higher than the price fixed by the Tunisian 
authorities. Por a newly established factory, this tax would loose its 
justification as locally produced cement will replaco ton by ton the 
imported cement. A production tax exemption for several years could also 
be envisaged. 

The /actory is only profitable due to comont production. 

Financing should not be done solely by lone terms loons but at least 
one third should be finanoed through subscription. 

The Tunisian authorities should conclude lone term agreements with 
ooke producing countries like Yugoslavia and cculd then got tho 
imported ooal at a botter price than the one used in the study. 
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3.      Financial returns 

Assuming a selline  price of 14 DT/t for sulphuric acid  and 7.208 DT/t  for 
cernait the annual   salc3 revenues would be DT 6,999,000,   annual  pro<luction 
costa i/oald be  DT '^,P",7,000 and annual benefits «eluding amortization and 
to;:es would be  DT   1,7ó;?,Üíí . Annual  amortization bein;;  assumed at i)T  2,450,000 
there rould bo  an   .-jinual  los3 of DT 693,000. 

If a t:a exemption  could bo obtained on cement  of 6 DT/t,  ita selling price 
beine; tinti  Ii.:j08   DT/t,   the annual  sales revenues uould be DT 8,979,000, 
annual production  costs would be DT 5,237,000,   annual profit before 
amortization  and tax would be DT 3,742,000 and annual  profit before tax 
would be DT 1,282,^00.  The internal rate  of return (DCF rate) would then 
be 5.15V. 

4«      Economical benefits 

The import  substitution of sulphur needed to produce 330,000 t/y of 
tulphuric  acid,   taking into account  the additional  coke needed for 
the process would bring an annual saving of foreign currencies of 
DT 760,000.  The  import substitution  of 330,000 t/y locally produced 
cement would nave DT 5,000,000 of foreign currencies per year. 

The project would create I50 new employment possibilities generating 
thus an additional income of DT 330,000. 

5»      Follow up action 

Letter Schrei1,   Project Manager from Project DP/TUN/?2/005/Haneck 
dated 8-9-1975   :   Copy of study sent  to UNIDO. 

- Letter Schroll/llaneck dated 8-10-1975  !  CNEI would like to send a 
Tunisian chemical engineer for a short instruction  course to the 
Chemie-Linz AG,   Austria to study the Iiüller-Kuhnc process adapted to 
Phosphogypsum. 

- Letter May/Stich,  Chemie-Linz AG dated 15-12-1975 :   Mr. Zamaidé from 
Tunisia \ri lì   er--:» te visit nhcmie-Linz AG on a fellowship basis from 
1: •1',/"/197ó. 

lieturn of Mr.   Klinghoffer to Tunisia in October  i9('J to update and 
expand the wer,-  completed in 1975 on  "i-^0 above project,  ile will complete 
the techno— econome  study on the production  of cement fron by-product 
pronphogypr.um  and talco into account  the value of recoverable sulphur 
dioxide for th-;  production of sulphuric aciù in existing sulphuric  acid 
planta at  Gabòs   and Sfax. He will investigate alternative uses of 
by-product phosphogypsum for building blocks and panel boards and. the 
production 01   plaster. 

- Cable mise 766  iîos.Rap/Veliky dated 29-7-1977« Export still in the 
field in  order   -o finish and discuss his report.  Tho expert will  leave 
on 6 August. 
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jfnycntorv of Feasibility Studici 

Country t Tuniuia (TlJIl) 

Induciría]. Soctor i  Danio Chomicalo (3ÎM.C) 

tte also i Cement and Concrete produots industry (3,2.1.A) 

Strial Humbert 41b 

Clansification t 77/*41b/oi/TUti/31.1.C/p/Bulphuric «old 

title of study t Production of Sulphuric acid and of oenwnt fro« 
phonphoerpsum (DP/TUN/72/OO5) 

Pst« of Btudy » *975 

Author of study t  3. Klinghoffer 

Sponsoring Agency t  UNIDO,  Internati on*! Centre for Industrial Studies (CÎÎEl) 

1.      fsscriptiou 

Ine etudy analyser; the production of sulphuric seid ond cement fro« 
phoophosTsuni, uhich in a residual of phosphoric acid production. This 
would on one hand make independent phoophoric aoid production fren 
tulphur and ito price fluctuations on the international market,   as sulphur 
has to be entirely imported .  On the other hand there exists already a 
«taste disposal of 8 million tons of phosphocypsum at the Stax plant whereas 
«he Gfcbio factory is pouring novr 3,000 tons per day into the sea. For the 
production,   the "IHiller-Kuhne" process is foreseen, this process çivins 
«ne ton of sulphuric acid for one ton of coment..The production capacity 
Of the plant is assumed to produce 100,000 tons of sulphuric acid    ond 
100,000 t/v of cement in the first production year, 230,000 t/y of 
sulphuric acid and 23C,COO tons of cement in the second year and producine 
»t fidi capacity of 320,000 t/y of sulphuric acid end 320,000 tons per 
mar of ccnent. Investment costs of the project would be DT 26,9^0,000 of 
which m 19,600,000 would be needed in forci£n currencies.  These investment 
Conta include DT 600,000 for working capital of which DT 391,000 would bo 
in foreign currencieo. 

2«      Ktoominendati ons 

- As lonG aa the cement prie« in Tunisia is not set froe,  the project 
cannot bo feasible without substantial subventions. These auovcntieno 
can be conceived under the form of an oquiliainc tax on importée coment, 
which price io much hitficr than the price fixed by the Tunisien 
authorities.  For a newly established factory,  this tax would loose its 
Justification as locally prodxiocd cement will replace ton by ton the 
is*>ortod cement. A production tax exomption for noverai years could o3.no 
be envicagod. 

.     the factory is only profitable due to content production. 

- financing should not bo dono oolely by long torma loans but at least 
«ne third chould bo financod through subnoripti on. 

- fHo Tunisian authorities should conclude Ions tern agreements with 
coke producing countries like Yugoslavia and could thon Cct tho 
imported ooal at a better prieo than the ono usod in tho study. 
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3.       Financial  roturan 

Assuming a celling price of 14 DT/t  for sulphuric  acid and 7.208 DT/t for 
coment the .-.mm.ni  «olea revenues would be DT 6,999,000,  annual production 
costs would be  DT 5,237,000 and annual benefits excluding amortisation and 
taxée would bo   ;>•' 1,76?,000.  Annual  amortization being assumed at  DT 2,460.000 
there would Le   un annual loas  of DT 698,000. 

» • 
If a tax exemption could be  obtained on cement of 6  DT/t,   its selling price 
being then  13.203 I)T/tt   the annual  cales revenues would bo DT 8,979,000. 
annual production costs would be DT 5,237,000,  annual profit before 
amortization raid tax would be  DT 3,742,000 and annual profit before tax 
would be DT 1,262,000.  The internal  rato of return (DCP rate) would then 
be 5.15& 

Economical benefits 

- The import  substitution of sulphur needed to produce 330,000 t/y of 
sulphuric acid,   taking into account the additional coke needed for 
the process would bring an annual  caving of foreign currencies of 
DT 760,C00.   The import substitution of 330,000  t/y locally produced 
cement would save DT 5,000,000 of foreign currencies per year. 

- The project v/ould create 150 new employment possibilities generating 
thus an additional income  of DT 330,000. 

Follow up action 

- Letter Schroll,  Project Manager from Project DP/TUll/72/005/îIaneck 
dated 6-9-1975 :  Copy of study sent to UÎÎID0. 

- Letter Schroll/ilaneck dated 8-10-1975 s  CIISI. would like to send a 
Tunisian chemical engineer for a short instruction course to the 
Chemic-binz AG, Austria to study the Müller-Kühne process adapted to 
Phosphogypsun. 

- Letter I!ay/Stich, Chemie-Linz AG dated 15-12-1975 : Mr. Zemaidá from 
ri..iisji.;: wi': j. co... to visit Chemie-Linz AG on a fellowsliip basis from 
12-16/1/1,¡v. 

- Return of Ilr.  Klinghoffcr to Tunisia in October   197 o to update and 
expand the ;/..-•!: completed in 1975  on tho above project.   He will complete 
the techno—economic  stud/  on the production of cement from by-product 
phosphogypsiun and take into account the value of recoverable sulphur 
dioxide for the production of sulphuric acid in existing sulphuric acid 
plants at Gaues and Sfax.  He will investigate alternative uses  of 
by-product phosphogypaum for building blocks and panel boards and tho 
production of plaster. 

- Cable ruse 766 Rcs.Rep/Vcliky dated 29-7-1977:  Export still in the 
field in order to finish and discuss hi3 report.  The export v/ill leave 
on 6 August. 
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Invcntory of feasibility studies 

Country :  Regional Africa (RAF) Countries of the Maghreb : Algeria, 
Morocco, Tunisia. 

Industrial Sector :  Basic chemicals (32.1 -C) 

Serial Number :  42 

Clasaification:  77/42/oi/RAF/32.1.C/P/Calcium Carbide 

Title of study:   Project of calcium carbide production (DP/TUN/?2/005) 

Date of study  :  August 1975 

Author of Study : National Centre of Industriel Studies    (C.N.E.I.) 

Sponsoring agency :  UNIDO, National Centre of Industrial Studies (CNEl) 

1.     Description 

The study includes a detailed market study of the three countries of the 
Maghreb,   a technical  study and an economical study. 

The market study give3 an import figure of 20,487 tons per year for 1971? 
the foreseen imports for 1930 are 24,300 tons/year and from 1935 to 1995 
30,000 t/y.  Tunicia has a part of 10$, Algeria 2Pfi and Morocco 65/3 of 
these imports.   The technical  studies study the two offers received.  The 
first offer i a from the company UIIDE,  FRG,   the second one is from Techno- 
•xport,  Bulgaria. The UDHE offer is the most interesting because it i3 more 
recent and taue based on the ¡nost recent technological improvements.  It is 
also more completo and the preference from the technical and chemical 
point of view goer; to the "Kapsack" process,  foreseen in this offer.  This 
process operaxes   ;ith three monophased transformers and open hearths with 
H8oederberg"   electrodes.  The economical study states that economical 
conditions are  equal in the three iiaghreb countries,  except costs of energy 
which cost  factor can easily be exchanged in the financial  analysis in the 
study.  The study foresees a full capacity of 24t000 t/y which could be 
obtained in four years after the start up of production.  In the first,   second 
and third year,   a production of 70$,    • 30$ and 90$ of full capacity could 
be reached.   Investment costs would be 3,403,096 D.Tu. including a working 
oapital  of 440,000 D.Tu. 

2t      Recommendati ona 

- Production of carbide diminishing in Europe,  the present market study 
should be  extended to clear whether this is due to new installations in 
the world  or whether new techniques have been developed alternative 
techniques for products using formerly calcium carbide.  Only under these 
reserves,   the project i a feasible. 

A dotailcd location study should bo undertaken with regard to availability 
and price  of raw materials like lime and coke,  of electricity and with 
regard to transport costs. Therefore,  the factory should be cot up in 
the proximity of a lime factory or a lime quarry and of a harbour. 

- Before realising the project,  it should be cleared that tho maximum 
price for electrical energy does not exceed 0.008 D.Tu.  per Kwh. 

mm 
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At full production after the fourth year, it cannot be ascertained 
that all fini shed products eon bo absorbed by the Itaghrebin markst. 
Therefore commercial efforts; should bo made to seek for possible 
exports to the African and Middle East Market«. 

-     A pollution study should be initiated. 

3.      financial returns 

At a price for electrical energy of O.OO8 D.Tu/Kwh., the annual  sales 
revenues at full capacity would be 3f600,OOO D.Tu, the annual production 
costs would be 3,077,000 D.Tu. and annual  gross profit would be 523t0OO D.Tu. 
The internal rate of return (DCP rate) would be 1ót1ì«. 

The price for electrical energy rising to 0.011 D.Tu./Kwh.f the annual 
sal e s revenues would 3tay the same,  annual  production costs would rise 
to 3,327,000 D.Tu.  and annual gross profit would drop to 278,000 D.Tu. In 
this case,  the internal rate of return (DCP rate) would be 9»2$» 

4*      Economical benefits 

The project would create 70 new labour employment possibilities and 
induce an additional income of 100,000 D.Tu.per year. 

Net savings in foreign currency due to import substitution would bs 
1,500,000 D.Tu. for the three countries of the Haghreb, having thus 
a positive effect on the balance of payments of the above countries. 

5»      Follow up action 

- The study was done within the frame project DP/TUTi/72/005 for the 
National Centre of Industrial Studies (CNEl) and one copy waa sent 
to UNIDO. There is no follow up action according to the Registry 
file. 

- Discussion with Mr. Maung dated 1-12-1977 1 Mr. Maung does not know 
whether the project has been implemented or not. 
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won tory of feasibility studies 
0U3.: .8 

1. 

i ' •* •• :    o-i nrifl  Africa ('.'AS) Countries of the Maghreb t  Algeria, 
"orotic*^,   r~'umRi i, 

•• ntml  3nciT  :    ¡Jetai Product» (31.J.k) 

"~TI -.1   rinn  r  :   4 ;, 

. i 'tr-.r.ii'icatio.::   7//4'/( ' ' ^"V .'1 »9-A ' P/' 3-irners,   preiiu e reducers 

i * ! •• of mu*y: 3+ -idy on electrical household appliances in the Maghreb 
i'clune j Í L j Tcchno-oconomical study for the production 
of  ourners and pressure  reducers ( DP/i £ '/ 66/ C7 ? ) 

-.*'•  -<f EI.U'V.' s   .'"ebruary  Vjp; 

¡i;.or i." study :   Borghi   e Hal do ingg„   3, p. a.,  Hilan,  Italy 

Sponsoring agency   :   II.TIX, Centre of industrial Studies for the i'iaghreb 

description 

r  a first  pnane   of the study (Vol.I),   the Maghreb market  of  electrical 
i-ur.orold appliances and its demand has bsen analysed until   1982.  It has 

bc«n found nut that the sector of cas cooking appliance« (camping cookers, 
pi. o-to warmers,  kitchen stoves) will develop at an important  rate. It 1B 
ostir.o.to'-i  that t;:c  market demand of above appliance« will be 7o0,C0C units 
iv.   I^fo -ÙW  1,;^i ,ooo units in 1^32. The demand of these appliances is 
prone::'11;.' c-voroù  to a great extent by  local production but   a certain 

: 'oor of components such as gaB taps and burners have «till   to be imported. 
• a!  ; cr:anf for  ourncrs are estimated  to be 2,52C,COC units in 1973 and 

,       ,•:'   units in   198;'.   in addition,   production of pressure  reducers for 
•'.'.•   -il.aors were  considered,  The demand of which are estimated to be 
;,-•    ,!  '   nuts m   1 s»7^ and f-,: OC,000  units in 193?. ^or the calculation 
V  lnvostTcnt costs,   sales rwonues,   production costs etc.   a counting 
,.iJ  ''M.;." was assumed :   1 V.O. * 1  Tunisian Dinhar'w 10 Algerian dinharc 

-^  V   ;.crocco Dirhams,  investment costs  of the project would be  1,176,312 U.C. 
•••:-.udny- worsting; capital which would be 22C,080 VC in the  fi  at year and 

•>,  : / \|o in  the   fifth year of production. 

ocorxen "ations 

B110 

c or-.; 
ccr. 
C 01" 

cap 
wno 

iv old the   flanker of setting up a competitive production in a too 
rt  ool'ty and th • danger of havin- difficulties with creating a 
petition if this eventuality is  considered to be necessary,   a holding 
Y>?x>;r could   oe created with public capital of the three countries 
ocme:.   fhe  financing of the new enterprise should bo  done oy local 
ital  at a  sufficient percentage  to satisfy the laws  of the country 
r<? The now   factory will be established. The balance  should be financed 
n capital   of above mentioned Maghreb holding company with the 
oor.-ent th-it  its participation will be guaranteed in all competitive 
rrris^s O    0 0 created. 

"oSEibio  loccti^ns  of the factory  have boon iniicateri  tai:in- into 
ei^ni'^rotioi!  tho  regional  oove^opnent pl-jis of the throe countries, 
*V tux industrial  regions in lie llaghreb which have been or which are 
•:m- tr  o«  established (elcctrici4y,  water, sewage«,   transport) and 
'o:in- into censi deration the actual location of assembling industries 
-" "A ^o"! rioal   liouseholr: apoliancos. 
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3«     Financial returns 

Annual soles revenues at full production would be 1,780,000 VC,  annual 
production costs would be 1,545i533 VC in the 5th year and 1,374|755 MC 
in the 10th year of production and annual profita would be 234.467 VC 
in the 5th year of production and 405,245 VC in the 10th year. The annual 
rate of return on fixed capital would rise from 3*7$ in the fir3t yoar 
to 34-5/0 in the  10th year of production. The internal rate of return 
over 5 years of production would bo 11$,   over 10 years of production, 
this rate would be 22$. 

4*    Economical benefits 

— The project would create 129 new employments at full production, 
inducting thus an additional income of 166,280 VC per year. 

- The net cumulated savings on foreign currencies in the first five 
years of production would have a positive effect on the balance of 
payments of the Maghreb countries of 2,822,800 VC.' 

5»    Follow up action 

- Memo A. de Faria/líant dated 14-3-1975 *  Study favourably evaluated. 
Volume II dealing with technical répertoire will be of great use to 
potential users of the study* 

- Memo Maneck/Becker-Boost dated 21-10-1975  * Copy of the report sent 
the project should be considered for investment follow up action. 

- No other relevant follow up action in Registry file. 
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Inventory of feasibility studies 

«03;: ,9 

Country t Regional Afrioa (RAF)   Countries of the Maghreb t Algeria, 
Morocco, Tunisia. 

Industrial Sector I    Metal Produots (31.*.A) 

••rial Number t 44 

Classi fi cationi W/u/oi/Bk?/ìL9A/P/Q— Tapa 

Title of studyt Study on electrical household appliances in the Maghreb 
Volume IV t Techno-economical study for the production 
of gas taps (DP/REM/66/072) 

Date of study t  1974 

Author of study t Borghi e Baldo ingg. S.p.a., Milan, Italy 

Sponsoring agency t UNIDO 

1.       Description 

In a first phase of the study (Vol.I) the Maghreb market of electrical 
household applioances and its demand has been analysed until 1982. It 
has been found out that the sector of gas cooking appliances (camping 
oookers, plate warmers, kitchen stoves] will develop at an important 
rate. It is estimated that the market demand of above appliances will 
be 780,000 units in 1978 and 1,220,000 units in 1982. The demand of 
these appliances presently covered to a great extent by local production but 
a certain number of components such as gas taps and burners have still to 
be imported. The gas tapo represent a considerable part of the cost pries 
of gas cooking appliances (15 - 20$). Total demand of gas taps has been 
estimated at 800,000 units in 1974. To cover further estimated demand, 
an initial production of 2,850,000 units in 1978 rising to 4|200,000 
units in 1982 is foreseen in the study. Por the calculation of investment 
oosts,  sales revenues, production costs   etc. a counting unit "V.C " was 
assumed 1  1 U.C. %1 Tunisian dinhar,*» 10 Algerian dinhars 1* 10 Morocco 
dirhams. Invsstment oosts of the project would be 1,618,151 VC excluding 
working capital. The latter would be 220,775 VC in the first year of 
production and 315|259 MC in the fifth year. 

2.       Recommendations 

- From the two models of taps taken into consideration (braso taps 
and aluminium taps), the study favours the brass taps. 

- To avoid the danger of setting up a competitive production in a too 
short delay and the danger of having difficulties with creating a 
competition if this eventuality is considered to be necessary, a 
holding company could be created with public capital of the three 
countries concerned. The financing of the new enterprise should be 
done by local capital at a sufficient percentage to satisfy the laws 
of the country where the new factory will be established. The balance 
should be financed with capital of above mentioned Maghreb holding 
company with the agreement that its participation will be guaranteed 
in all competitive enterprises to be oreatod. 
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-     PoBsible locati ons of the factory hws been indicated taking into 
consideration the regional development plan« of tho three countries, 
the induEtri 1 regions in the Maghreb which hwe been or which art 
going to be established (electricity, water,  sewages,  transport) and 
taking into consideration the actual location of asaembling induatrio^ 
of electrical household appliances which Will become the moot important 
oustomers of the new industry. The following possible locations or« 
suggested :  in Algeria,  Skikda or Setif|  in Horocoo, Fez or Oujda and 
in Tunisia,. Menzel Bourguiba or Souasa. 

3, Financial returns 

Annual  sale3 revenues at full production would be 2,100,000 IfC,  annual 
production costs would bo 1,647|942 in the 5«* y«w M*

4
 1|390,932 ¥C in 

the 10th year of production and annual profita would be 452t058 VU in the 
5th year and 709,068 QC in the 10th year of production. Tha annual rata 
of return on fixed capital would riae from 9.5$ in the firat year to 43.4> 
in the 10th year of production. The internal rate of return over 5 year« of 
production would be 15.5&  over \0 yeara of production, thia rate would t* 
26.5^. 

4. Io onornical benefits 

- The project would create 136 new employmenta at full production, 
inducing thua an additional income of 172,648 VC par year. 

- The net cumulative aavings on foreign currencies in tha firat five 
years of production would have a positive effect on tha balance of 
payments of the Maghreb countries of 949|530 VC 

5.    Follow x\p action 

Memo A. de Paria/Man* dated 14-3-1975 * Study favourably evaluated. 
Volume II dealing with technical répertoire will be of great uaa to 
potential users of the study. 

Hamo Maneok/Becker-Boost dated 21-10-1975 * Copy of »ha report aant - 
tha project should be considered for investment follow up action. 

He oth r rolevmt follow up action in Registry file. 
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Mugo 
Oountry i Rational Africa (RAF) Countries of the Maghreb i Albori«, 

Moroooo, Tunisia. 

Industrial Motor t Electrical machinery and eleotronio equipment (31.9*C) 

••rial Number i 45 

Classifioatiom 77/*5/oi/HW/31.9.C/P/Fl»t iron«, hair dry«« 

liti« of study!  Study on electiioal houaohold eiplianoee in tho Maghreb 
Volune V - Teohno-economical study for the production of 
flat i ron a, hair dryers (DP/REII/6Ó/072) 

Data of study i  1974 

Author of atudy i Bonghi • Baldo ingg. I.p.a., Milan, Italy 

Ipenaorlng agency i UMIDO 

*•      gtl9rtf^9F 

In a firat phase of the study (Vol.l) the Maghreb market of electrical 
houaohold appliances and its demand has boon analysed until 1932. It has 
•eon found out that the sector of certain modela of small electrical 
houaohold appliances will develop at an important rate. The demand for 
flat irons in tho Maghreb oountries will rise from 140,000 units in 1976 
to 95,000 units in 1982. Until now the demand is satisfied by imports 
only. It has been found out in the course of the study that similar 
«piantities oan bo produced in the Maghreb region in a competitive way. 
Therefore production of 140,000 flat irons should be started in 1973 
and gradually increased to attain a production of 255,000 units in 1992. 
In the study it was considered that an initial production of 35,000 
hair dryers should also be considered whioh could then be raised to 
62,000 units within 5 year«. For the calaculation of inveatment coats, 
sales revenues,  production costs etc.  a counting unit "V.C." was assumed t 
1 V.C. % 1 Tunisian dinar'« 10 Algerian dinaro f 10 Morocco dirhams. 
Inveatment for initial production would be 684,405 U.C. and would rise 
to 772,605 U.C.  in the fifth year excluding working capital for initial 
production of 66,300 V.C and 110,781 in the 5th year. 

*•     Mfoosnondatlons 

•     To avoid tho danger of setting up a competitive production in a too 
ahort delay and the danger of having difficulties with creating a 
ooapetition if this eventuality is considered to be ncceusary,  a 
holding oompany could bo oreated with public capital of tho throe 
oountrica concerned. The financing of the naw enterprise should bo 
dons by local capital at a sufficient percentage to satisfy the law« 
of tho country where the new factory will bo established. The balance 
•houid be finanood with capital of above mentioned Maghreb holding 
oompany with the agreement that its participation will be guaranteed 
la all competitive enterpriaoB to be created. 

Possible locations of the factory have beon indicated taking into 
consideration the regional development plans of the throe coumrics, 
the industrial regions in tho Maghreb which have been or which are 
going to bo ostablished (electricity,  water, sewages,  transport) una 
talcing into consideration the actual location of aasorablinft induntnee 
of electrical household applianoes whioh will beoome the mo:;t important 
ouBtomers of the industry.  The following poaaiblo locationn arc 
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•mcgtittd t  in Algeria,  feikda or Satif| in Morocco, Pat or tftjda and in 
funi il a, Mensel Bourguiba or Sou«««. 

J.      rinunciai return» 

Annual «alea revenue« at full production Mould ba 920,000 U.C., annual 
production costs would be 652,419 ¥»C. in the fth y«ar and 533,050 in th« 10th 
yaar of production and annual profita would ba 267,581 V.C.  in the 5*« 
year of production and 366,950 U.C.   in th« 10th year. Th« annual rota of 
raturn on fixod capital would riaa from 5.6# in th« firat year to 47.5?» 
in the 10th year of production. The internal rata of return over 5 year« 
of production would be 17$, over 10 year« of production, thia rata would 

4«      Iconomical benefit« 

fa« project would create 16 ne*f employiawita at full production,  inducing 
thus an additional  income of 94,006 *\C.  par y«ar. 

fh« net cumulated eaving« on foreign currende« in th« firat fiva 
year« of production would have  a positive effect on the balance of 
payaenta of th« Maghreb countri.ee of 1,266,000 V.C. 

5.     ft»0* IP FH<* 
- Meno A. de Feria/Kant dated 14-3-1975 » »***/ favourably evaiuated. 

Volume II dealing with technical Hp«rtoire will b« of great uae to 
th« potential mere of th« study* 

- Reno Maneck/Becker-Boost   Jated 21-10-1975  » Copy of the report «ent - 
ta« project ehould be considerad for investment follow up action. 

- Io other relavant follow up action in Registry file. 
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¿went(«y of Feasibility a»n** ~, 

003^11 
County ,   He^al Africa (Mp) Countries of the ^ ^^  ^ 

Industri* Sectcr ,  Electrical ^^ Md 6iectrcriic ^^ 

Serial Number . 46 

Cioncati.: TyM/oVM^U^C/P/Co^or group, for ^^ 

»tie of study,  Study on electrical household applies in th. M ,*    K 
Volume VI « Tcchno-economical studv^nr *í    thVIaßhrcb 

compressor rrouns f«». J*£*        1 ^ for the production of v «Dor groups for refrigerators (VP/mi/66/Vf2) 
Date of study »  1974 

Author of .tudy , Borehi . Baido in«*. S.,.fc ,  mimf Italy 

Sponsoring agency :  UNIDO 

1»     Description 

^Tap^^^ «** «tet of electrical 
keen found out that the ^o^^ïïrSlaîJS'J^Î ^ 1902' Xt h" 
develop at an important rate   if±TÎU   ?ï?JOT hou«el»old use will 
•bove refrigerator. SÌ1Z2&& ÏÏ^iAS* ^í*** dem"nda fo' 
»• demand »ill be 0oVored to a ^WW íí7? *"? 42°,,°00 uait" in 19Ö2. 
certain number of components auch !rJÏÎ     . y loCal Produc*ion but a 
joint, have still to ¿Tim^d   í¡ f^T"0"»  therR108ta^. magnetic 
which represent a e«rtd«E.t-ri"aJ

-^,
0^Jp~f"or W **« concerned 

(«bout 20SC),  the demand would ¿îsUfv« L+?\ Pri°! °f the re^ff«rator 
unit« in 1978 rising to 42^000 unitï ^ 1     í* produoti<* of 260,000 
of investment co.taf sales revint V S*"!!* ln 1982* Por tho calculation 
y.C- *as assumed !  ^TÏÏSJTASï ïo^ ^ * C0Unti<* •" 

.ear of production ^^^^^^^^^t^yw. 
2«     Rocommonda-tiAna 

«.or ¿'.raí of ^"lÜS-Sl*,?; •-»«•"«• STOW ut*•, 
«h. conditions of tSTLsrs t*Äucraot,d *• n,cottat° 

ï^liv ¿"Sì 2ÄVV ,?!,tlU" •"•°te"«' »» • too 

oompony could be created Sí puoíicwS J'tS ST*""7'.*-h0l,iln'~ ooncerned. The financia nf +u~ °apixai  oí   the throe countries 
capital aí amOnS^^^Í new

+
ente^^ should be done by local 

where the new factor^ liiï^lïïbïi*   "? *ï* l°"a °f the ««»"*. financed with cam+IÍ    r \.     eBtûbli8hû<i. The balance ohould be 

aa=^ as*»»» «s- - 
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induct ri ea of electrical household appliances which will become the most 
important customers of the new industry.  The following possiblo locationo 
•re suggested i In Algeria : Skikda or Setifj in Morocco, Pez or Oajda and 
in Tunisia,  Menzel Bourguiba or Sousse. 

3»      Financial returns 

Annual sales revenues at full production would be 5,040,000 U.C., annual 
production costo would be 3,834,050 UC in the 5th year and 3,276,450 VC 
in the 10th year of production and annual profits would   be 1,205,950 VC 
in the 5th year and 1,763,550 MC in the 10th year of production. The annual 
rate of return on fixed capital would rise from 4.8^ in the first year to 
48.1$ in the 10th year of production. The internal rate of return over fire 
years of production would be 14$» over 10 years of production thi3 rate 
would be 26$. 

4«      Economical benefits 

The project would create 195 new employments, inducing thus an 
additional income of 270,000 UC per year. 

The net cumulated savings on foreign currencies in the first five 
years of production would have a positive effect on the balance 
of payments of the Maghreb countries of 4,050,000 U.C. 

Follow up action 

- Memo A. de Faria/llant dated 14-3-1975 » Study favourably evaluated. 
Volume II dealing with technical répertoire will be of great us« to 
potential users of the study. 

- Memo Maneck/Becker-Doost dated 21-10-1975 » copy of the report sent 
the project should be considered for investment follow up action. 

- Ko other relevant follow up action in Registry file. 
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Invontory of Feasibility Studien 0«3^ÒC 

Country j Regional Africa (RAF) Countrios of tho Maghreb, Algeria. Morocoo. 
Tunisia. 

Industrial Sector i Eleotrical machinery and electronic equipmont (31.9.C) 

Serial Number t 47 

Classification» 77/47/oi/RAF/31.9.C/P/Electrlc motors 

Title of study» Study on electrical household appliances in the Maghreb, 
Volume VII  t  Techno-economical study for the production 
of electric motors (LP/HEM/66/072) 

Bate of study t  1974 

Author of study t Borghi e Baldo ingg,  s.p.a. Milan,  Italy 

Sponsoring Agency 1 UNIDO 

1.     Description 

In a first phase of the study (vol. I) the Maghreb market of electrical 
household applianoes and its demand has been analysed until 1982. It has been 
found out that the sector of certain models of small eleotrical household 
appliances will develop at an important rate. These household applianoes 
will use electric motors with a power ranging from 1/8 to l/2 H.P.  These 
engines can be uBed for air conditioners, small ventilators, compressor 
groups for refrigerators, hoàr dryers and washing machines. It is estimated 
that the market demand for these electric motors could rise from 550,000 
units in 1978 to 650,000 units in 1932. Similar quantities could be produoed 
in the Haghreb in a competitive way. therefore 550,000 electric motors 
should be produced in 1978 and production should be gradually increased to 
650,000 units in 1982. Production equipment foreseen for the first year of 
production permits to reach the 1982 production level without any modifications. 
Investment costs of the project would be 2,025,950 U.C. (1 VC •   1  counting 
unit » 1 Tunisian dinhar« 10 Algerian dinhars-» 10 Morocco dinhars). 248,950 
U.C. of working ospitai would be needed in addition. 

2*     Recommendations 

To avoid the danger of setting up a competitive production in a too short 
daisy and the danger of having difficulties with creatine a compétition 
if this eventuality is considered to be necessary,  a holding company 
oould be oreated with public capital of the three countries concerned. 
The financing of the new enterprise should be done by local capital at 
a sufficient percentage to satisfy the laws of the country, whero tho new 
factory will bo established. The balance should be financed with 0 api tal 
of above mentioned Maghreb holding company with the agreement that ito 
participation will be guaranteed in all competitive enterprises to be 
oreated. 

-     Possible locations of the factory have been indicated taking into 
consideration tho regional development piano of the three countries, the 
industrial regions in the Maghreb   which hove been or which aro goinß to 
be established   (electricity, water,   sewagos, transport) and taking into 
consideration the actual location of aosombling inductrice of electrical 
household applianoes which will become tho most important customers of tho 
new industry. The following possible locations are suggested s  in Algeria, 
Skikda or Setif, in Morocco, Fez or Oujda and in Tunisia, Monaci Bourguiba 
or Sousse. 
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3»      Financial Return» 

Annual sales revenues at full production would be \95QD00 VC, annual 
production costs would be 1t)15,105 V.C. in the 5th year and 1,222,625 U.C. 
in the 10th year of production and annual profits would be 434|395 V.C. in the 
5th year and 727,175 W.C. in the 10th year of production. The annual rate of 
return on fixed capital would rise from 3»4> in the first year to 35.0$ in 
the 10th year of production. The internal rate of return over 5 yours of 
production would be 145«,  over 10 year of production this rate would be 24*5$. 

4*      loonomical benefits 

- The project would create 138 new employments, inducing thus an additional 
inoome of 192,000 V.C. per year. 

- The net cumulated savings on foreign ourronoieo in the first five years 
of production would have a positive of feet on the balance of payments of 
the Maghreb countries of 4,3451000 V.C. 

5»      Follow UP action 

•     Homo A. de Pari a/Man t dated 14-3-1975 t Study favourably evaluated. Volume II 
dealing with technical repertoire will be of great use to potential users 
of the study. 

- nemo Naneck/Becker-Boost dated 21-10-1975 « eopy of the report •ant. UM 
project should be considered for investment follow up action. 

- Io other relevant follow up action in Registry file. 
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Inventory of Feasibility Studie» 

Country   i  Sudan (SUB) 

ïndustx-ial Sector :  Wood Processing and Wood Product« Industry (31.7.A) 

Serial Number :  43 

Classification:  7Y/48/Ol/SUD/31.7.A/p/Plywood 

Title  of study:   Techno-economic feasibility study for the establishment 
of a plywood mill in the Sudan (VC/SUD/74/l29) 

Date  of study : January  197 6 

Author of study :  Forest Research Institute in Zvolem and Poly Techna, 
Foreign Trade Corporation  Prague,  CSSR 

Sponsoring Agency :   UNIDO,  Government 

1.      Description 

The study analyzes techno-economic conditions for establishing a plywood 
plant in the South  of  the country.   The market analysis confirms the actual 
need of plywood on the home market  and examines also the possibilities of 
exporting. Local  consumption..was evaluated to be 25OC m    of plywood in  1975t 
65OO nH  in 1985 and 10,400 m   in 1990. The possible exports for above years 
was expected to be 1000 H¿,  350C nß-^a 4600 m   respectively. Therefore a 
plywood plant producing 50OO nr in  1976-I98O was found to be feasible.  A 
second plant of equal  capacity could be added for 1931-1985 and a third on« 
for 1986-1990. Haw materials availability have been checked and five sites 
f ( r the  establishment   of the plywood mill were evaluated : Katire,  Nzara, 
Wav, 3>uba and Khartoum.  Furthermore export possibilities of plywood to 
neighbouring countries through the ports of Port Sudan and Mombasa were 
examined.  Tho region  of Wav is the most suitable site for the first plywood 
plant from the point  of view of suitable raw materials and transportation. 
In addition a warehouse is to be established in Khartoum. 

..io  juiivoi.J..r.o costs  of a plywood factory producing 5COO m    per year would 
Le :. 3.    1, M", V.     of  -¡neh ¿IS.  538,310  would be needed in foreign currency. i 1 ', _-..--.._-,_ 

A, c/..   •-.<-lu,.es working capital of £S.   134»oOO of which £S,?3,400 in foreign 
: jrcnciti. The break even point of the factory would be at 44.2% of full 
t...p, icily. 

¿íecommjn dations 

The respective authorities of the Sudan should :  consider,  evaluate and 
confirm the viability of the. proposed investment,   make available the 
financial  resources needed and entrust an organisation with further work 
a-iming at establishing the plywood plant. 

: ,:v selecting and purchasing machinery and equipment the procedure 
ah .-aid be followed a3 specified in the UHI DO paper issued under ID/WG.I51/6 
c:*  1? ¡.arch  1973     "General selection guide lines for wood workingmachinoij", 

i. 

r i 

n  the frame of the contract with the selected deliverer of machinery, 
'i:;ions si .oul'd be included for sending two designated technicians to 

--.  running plywood mill of a similar capacity for a period of 3-6 months 
u.  order to get  acquainted with the production flow as a whole,   especially 
with running and maintaining the  peolcr,   the dryer and the prosa. 
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The development of infrastructure in the Wav region should receive high 
priority. 

- A forent inventory and logging plan for the influx area of the plant 
eh oui d be prepared without delay. 

In order to increase consumption of plywood at reasonable cost,  direct ; 
retailing should be organized by setting up marketing channels both ¡ , 
in Wav and in Khartoum. 

In view to the promising prospects for sliced veneers,  consideration 
should be given to possibilities fsx of extending the production facilities 
and programme in this respect. (Proposed output :   2000,000 m   per year, 
additional investment costs £S. 237,500    including £S.33500 for working 
capital,   saleo revenues £S.266,000;  net profit £S.33f260). 

3«        Financial  returns; 

Annual sales revenues at full production will be £S. 850,100. Annual 
production costs will fall  from £S.600,791  in the 6th year to 561,202 in 
the 15th year of production. Het annual  profits will rise from £S. 99|724 
in the 6th year to £S.   115,559 in the 15th year of production. The ratio - 
profit before tax plus depreciation divided by investment costs will be | 
25.4$ for the average year;   this ratio will be 28.9^ for the 8th year.  The 
ratio - profit after tax and before depreciation divided by investment costs 
will be 16.6;Í for the average year} this ratio will be 16.1% for the 8th 
year. 

The   internal rate of return of the project is 23.2$. The sensitivity analysis 
shows that seeling prices exercise the greatest influence on the return on 
investment    *    increase  of sales revenues    by 9«7# would be sufficient 
enough to compensate    aggregate increases both of investment and operating 
costs by 10%. 

4*        Economical benefits 

- The project would create I65 new employment possibilities inducing thus 
an additional income  of £S. 66,760 per year. 

The annual value added would be about £3. 500,000. 

- Th<j importe of plywood could be stopped immediately and replaced by much 
less important imports of adhesives,   spares and technical materials}   the 
yearly net savings of foreign currency,  both from substitution of import 
and potential exports would reach up to the amount  of approximately 
USÎ 750,000 annually.  Cumulative savings on foreign currencies over 15 
years would be US$  11,262,823. 

- In the social cost-benefit analysis the calculated social rate of discount 
of 8.4% showB the very high level  of national economic profitability. 

5.        Follow up action 

- M;mo A.V. Bassili/Veliky dated 17-3-1^,76 :  Study is positive but following 
ass;stance, which could be financed by OPEC and given by UNIDO chould bo 
considered : expanded market survey,   forest inventory,   preparation of 
oall for tenders,  technical evaluation of tenders to supply the equipment 
and fcr-i ateneo in running and otarting the plant.  This total UHI DO assistance 
to be financed by OPEC would amount to 3 598,500. 
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Letter Veliky/lìes.Rep. dated 11-3-1977 i Edited version of the report 
sent. UBI DO would be grateful if informed of any comment« of the 
Sudanese authorities concerning the report and whether any of the 
recommendations made by the consultants have bean implemented. 

Note for the file from Mr. Bussili dated 25-3-1977 t Meeting with 
Mr. Idrxs Ali Ahmed, official of the Ministry of Industry of tho Sudan i 
Mr. Basslli mentioned that the Sudan might wish UNIDO's assistane« in 
the evaluation of bids for the proposed plant as the study contain« 
detailed enough technical specifications for the equipment to enable 
the Ministry of Industry to prepare the call for tendors. The assistance 
would only be needed for the technical evaluation of the of fors ,-th« 
suppliers of equipment will make. UNIDO would sub-contract ouch a task to 
a specialized firm of consulting engineer«. 

Discussion with Mr. Bassili dated 16-12-1977 i No other follow up action 
since. Before setting up the plant, a thorough forest inventory would 
be needed. 
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Inventory of Feasibility Studie« 00335¿ 

Country : United Republic of Tanzania (URT) 

Industrial Sector i Heavy clay, ceramici, glass and allisd products industry 
(32.1.B) 

Strial Murober : 49 

Classification: 77/49/01/URT/32.1.B/P/Sheet Glass 

Title of study: Glass project - Tanzania - Manufacture of sheet glass - 
Feasibility Study (l)P/URT/74/0l8 ) 

Bats of study i 1975 

Author of study : The national Industrial Development Corporation Ltd* 
(NIDC), New Delhi,   India 

Sponsoring Agency : UNIDO, Government (National Development Corporation) 

1*        Description 

The various categories of glasses covered under the scope of the present 
study include the following : (l) container glass including article like 
flass bottles (2) table ware including mainly glass tumblers used in 
households,  restaurants, hotels, etc*  (3) sheet glass of a thickness of 
2 mm to 6 mm used for micro slides,   clock covers,  photo framing, windows, 
doors,  partitions, furnitures and commercial buildings. The study retains 
only the production of sheet glass the demand of which is expected to be 
»round 3500 tons in Tanzania by 1978-79« As there is no plant for the 
manufacture of sheet glass in the whole of East African Community,Zambia, 
Malawi, Burundi etc.,   ample export possibilities are foreseen. A plant 
with a production capacity of 65OO t/y of sheet gloss based on P.P.6. 
process is suggested;   it is expected that about 3000t/y of the total 
Sheet glass produced will be exported. Economics have been carried out 
based on the assumption that the plant will be located in Dar-es-Salaara. 
Host of the raw materials like silica sand,  quartz,  lime stone,  dolomite 
and feld-npar are locally available.  Soda ash is to be imported from 
Ken-'a :nc salt cake from India. 

The tot.J. investment  costs excluding working capital w: J.d be Shs.38,500,000 
fror.i which 24,110,000  shs. would be needed in foreign currencies. Working 
capital corresponding to full rated production are estimated to be 3(100,000 
Shs.    It    is as3umod that the plant would be able to achieve lOO^S utilization 
of its rated capacity  during the third year of operation.  Durine,1 years of 
cold repaii   (years 4|   7f   10) the production is expected to be 75/J of the 
ratedbapacity of the plant. The break even point occurs at nearly 57$ of 
full rated production,   taking the sixth year of plant operations as a basic 
of computations. 

2.      Kecommendati ons 

The study considers that a new facility for the production of containers 
and tabic ware is not advisable.  It is recommended that the Government 
of TV. ./,ania should analyse the  demand and supply position for glass 
jotticu ;aid tumblers in the year 1977-78 and if nood be, additional 
feci li ty could be planned at that stage. 

Keeping in view the sources of supply of the various raw materials and 
demand centres of the finished products, the plant could be located 
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near Dar-eo-Salaam, in the Ttnga region or in Bukoba. From above alternatives 
Dar-es-Salaam is considered to be the best site. However, a detailed location 
study ia suggested before plant location is finalized« 

It would be necessary to evolve training programme« for key personnel 
who may have to be sent abroad. 

- In the initial period, it is suggested to induct 20 expatriates to man 
the key managerial positions as also at maintenance and operational 
levels. 

- Technical know-how and production technology is proposed to be imported» 

3.     Financial returns 

Annual sales revenues will be Shs. 19,500,000 during tins full production 
and Shs.  15,040,000 during the years of cold repair. Annual production costs 
will fall from Shs.  15,843tOOO in third year to Shs.  10,095|000 in 10th> 
year of production. Net profit will vary between Shs.   1,126,000 and 
Shs. 5,054,000. The average annual gross return on fixed investment will be 
13.4$ and the internal rate of return on total investment by discounted 
cash flow analysis will be 10.4$. The sensitivity analysis shows that a 10% 
change in sales realization would cause a corresponding variation of around 
4.54$ on average annual gross return on fixed investment. Likewise,  a 10$ 
change in prices of raw materials would vary the average annual gross return 
on fixed investment by 0.4/*» 

4»      Economical benefits 

The proposed project will result in foreign exchange savings of about 
Shs.  10,000,000 after taking into account all elements of foreign 
exchange spent annually on imported raw materials and depreciation of 
imported equipment. In addition there will be foreign exchange earned 
of about Shs. 6,900,000 per year in the year of stabilized production 
due to the export of sheet glass. 

- The plant shall generate employment level of 234 personnel and this 
induce additional income of Shs.2,300,000 per year. The average wage 
rate would be approximately Shs. 830 per month against prevalent rate 
of agricultural labour of Shs, 350   -per month, which io representative 
of wage rate  of Tanaanian labour. The differential will generate additional 
savings and direct and ixjutx indirect taxes. 

Taking a mobility rate of 10$ for labour, about 23 persons shall bo 
trained mostly for high skill jobs.  These people in turn are likely to 
act as trainers resulting in multiplication of skills. 

The plant shall give technological base to the country. 

Above all, the plant shall ensure supplies to the various consumers 
which will give a boost to the economy. 

5,      follow up action 

- Letter S.I. Husain, NIC/Rothblum dated 10-2-1976 t Feasibility Study 
on sheet glass prepared Bor the NIC sent to UNICO. 

- Nemo Verghese/Hernried dated 15-3-1976 t Study represents a thorough 
and qualified piece of work. In case of IDC deciding to proceed with 
the project, it would be able to profit considerably fro« the services 
of an experienced   oheet glass expert. 
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Lrtter S.I. Husain, NDC/Res.Rep. UNDP datod 2-6-1976 t NBC it 
carrying out negotiation» with Belgium for getting funda and proposals 
for machinery,  technical know-how and management »enrice». The 
•enrice» of sheet gla»« expert will be required by NDC after about 
6 month». 

Letter S.I.Husain, NDC/Hernried dated 17-8-1976 I Belgium Government 
made a grant loan of about 20 million Tanzanian shilling» for the 
glass project. When Belgium firma were asked for bids, the quotations 
came to about 80 million Tanzanian »hilling». Therefore the Government 
of Tanzania has to look for other resource» . from Belgium or 
from other countries and a delay in the project implementation is 
expected. A UN expert would be useful in the early 1977. This, expert 
should visit the country periodically and bring the project up-to-date 
while funding is being arranged. 

Project Sl/URT/77/802, 4 «/» for an expert in sheet glaaa approved 
in January 1977. 

October 1977 1 UNIDO expert in sheet glass, Mr. Mat helot,  sent to 
Tansania. 

Letter Mathelot/Biering dated 16-11-1977 « First phase of mission 
accomplished. Tender document (based on Fourcault production process) 
has been sent to about 15 companies and propositions of these 
oompanie» will be evaluated in second part of the mission. 

Utter Biering/Res.Rep. dated 6-12-1977 » Mr. Hathelot's next 
sassi on should be timed when bids have been received (dead line 
15-2-1978)• The second mission should therefore start around 1 March 
1978. A follow up projeot should include training abroad of the key 
personnel of the plant as well aa some expert assistance in the form 
of a series of short missions during the erection and 
initial production phases for a total duration of 24 Wn (• 147f0O0). 
For this follow up assistance a reasonable amount of the IPF could be 
earmarked for this purpose. 
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Inventory of Feasibility Studies 

Country : United Republic of Tanzania (URT) ww*üd5 

Industrial Sector: Pulp and Paper (32.1.E) 

Serial Number : 5° 

Classification: 77/50/OI/URT/32.1.E/F/ 

Title of study: New Investment recommendation - Proposal to establish 
an integrated pulp and paper mill in Mufindi 
(DB/URT/74/018) 

Sate of study : May 1977 

Author of study » National Development Corporation (NEC), Tansania 

Sponsoring agency: UNIDO, National Development Corporation (NDC) 

1.      Description 
Tanzania is spending considerable amounts of foreign exchange on import 
of paper,  despite the fact that raw materials suitable for producing 
fine, quality paper is available within the country. Therefore the 
establishment of an integrated Pulp and Paper Mill has great priority 
in the country's industrial development strategy and the Economic 
Committee of the Cabinet has already approved this project. The demand 
estimation for Tanzania worked out by consultants and accepted by the 
World Bank indicate that local market will absorb 31f300 tons in 1976, 
60,000 tons in I985 and 85,000 tons xtai in 1990. The project envisages 
the installation of an integrated pulp and paper mill with a capacity 
of 60,000 tons per year with a products-tax of 8,200 t/y of newsprint, 
12,000 t/y of printing and writing paper,   11,700 t/y of kraft liner 
board and 28,100 t/y of Kraft paper. Por the grades to be produced by 
the mill,demand will be 30,800 t/y in 1980,  44,500 t/y in 1985 and 
64,700 t/y in 1990. The surplus production between 1985, when the factery 
is producing full capacity and 1990 could be easily exported to Zambia, 
Mozambi fuû,  Burundi and Rwanda. The mill is designed for later expansion 
t, a total capacity oí 75|000 */yi  8 to 10 yoars after start up*  The 

nivestmen-t/costs of the project including working capital -..-ill be 
TihB.  I583.7 million of which Tshs.  1,201.5 million ..ill be needed 
iu foreign currency.  Working capital requirements will amount to 
Tshs. 32.9 million of which Tshs.  14 million in foreign currency. The 
break even analyses for the year 198I  shows that the break even is 
reached at a capacity utilization of 81/J. 

2.       Rocommcndati ons 

The mill will be located down the Mufindi escarpment.  This aite has 
the advantage of excellent transportation links with the root of the 
country,  availability of sufficient wator, good basis for effluent 
disposal and availability of pulpwood at a very close distance 

-     A number of expatriates in key positions will be needed, becauso there 
is no domestic experience available in pulp and paper sail operation. 
The number of expatriates will bo reduced as soon as the local staff 
is well trained. 

To be able to start up the pulp and paper mill in 198I1 the following 
steps are to be taken during the implementation pciodi 
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(a) The railway to the mill site should bo completed in good time to 
facilitate transport of materials and equipment; 

(b) A coal mine should be in operation in good time before trial 
runs of the mill; 

(c) The township should be ready for the employees) 

(d) The chlorine and caustic soda plants should be ready before the 
start of the bleach plant; 

(e) The escarpment road should be ready for wood transport. 

Financial return 

Annual Bal o s revenues will increase from Tshs.  134*6 million in 198I to 
Tshs.  279.O million in 1985 and to Tshs.299.4 million in 199O. Annual 
production costs will amount to Tshs. 221.0 million in 1981, to Tehs.242.8 
million in 1985 and to 209.3 million in 1990. Annual profit (net income) 
will        rise from Tshs.  minus 86.4 million 198I  to Tshs.  36.2 million in 
1985 and to Tshs. 90.I million in 1990. The financial raJ„e of return 
would be 9»7$ based on World Bank spending pattern and 10.8$ based on the 
spending pattern established in the study. The sensitivity analysis based 
on the above rate of return of 9*7$ shows that a 10$ decrease of revenues 
would result in a return of 7*8$ while a 10$ increase in revenues would 
raise the return to 11.6$. Increastia manufacturing costs   affect the 
return to a much lesser extent. A six month delay in project implementation! 
oonbined with a 10$ capital cost overrun, would reduce the return to 8$. 
If f.o.b. export price of the project's exportable output has to carry a 30Ç» 
instead of 15$ discount so that it can be effectively exported, the financial 
rate of return would decrease to 9»4/«. 

Economical benefits 

The project vail create 799 new jobs including 73 expatriates in the 
beginning of operations, thus creating considerable additional income 
(4.4 millions Tshs. for 635 men employed in the production process). 

Based on the economic projections of costs and benefits, the economic 
rate of return equals 12$. The economic return is sensitive to changes 
in revenues; it would decrease to 9.0$ if world paper price3 dropped 
by 10$. A more likely outcome is a real 10$ increpe in world paper 
prices which would raise the economic rate of return to 14$» The 
project return is less sensitive to investment and manufacturing costs: 
it would drop to 9.2$ if the project cost increased by 10$ and at the 
same time suffered a 6 month delay in implementation. 

In above calculation of the economic return of the projoct,  extornal 
and secondary effects of the projects have not beon taken into account. 
But it is evident that there will be external benefits and development 
impulses initiated by the project which will be of considerable 
importance for the economy. 

The foreign exchange surplus increases from Tshs.  10.3 million in 198I 
to Ti;hs 16 million in 1984 and to Tshs 19.3 million in 19^7 and onwarda. 
Prom the implementation start to the fifth year of operation, when 10!.)$ 
capacity utilization is achieved, the accumulated foreign exchange curplua 
amounts to Tcha. 85.1 million and including the 10th year of operation 
to Tshs I84.6 million. These figures express the rolief the projoct vail 
provide to the strained foreign exchange position in Tanzania. 
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5»   fffUW W ff*1*" 
- A detailed feasibility study hM been o arri ad out by Jaskko P6>ri 

and Company, Holsinki in 1976 for ffBC titled "Palp and Paper Hill 
Feasibility Study" and established the viability of the project. 
Based on this study,  the World Bank pro-appraised the project in 1976. 

- Semi-annual project progress report - URT/74/OI8 (1-2-77 to 31-7-77) t 
National priority has been assigned to the projeot and completion is 
expected in 1981. The project has also been approved by the NBC Board 
of Directors on 21-6-1977. Tno World Bank is sending a Mission to finally 
appraise the project in September 1977. KFW (PRO) and SI uà ( Sweden) 
will also join this appraisal as they are also keen about this projeot. 
US$ 140 million out of US$ 191 million total investment costs have 
already been committed jointly by IBRD, SIB* and KFW. Tas implementation 
schedule will be as follows 1  Design and preparation by Project Manager t 
October 1977} request for tender t December 19771 machinery ordering I 
February 19785 civil construction start t Septesbor 1976 and conasreial 
production t January 198I. 
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Inventory   'f Keivaibility Studiai lkl.,. , f . 

Country s United Republic of Tansania (URT) 

Industrial Sector t Pood Industry (31.7.C) 

••rial Number t  51 

Ciaaeifi cationi  78/5l/0l/URT/31.7.C/F/Bear 

Title of studyt  Feasibility study "Mwanta - Br»wsry» 
Mvant a/Tanzania (DP/URT/T4/018) 

Data of study î April   1975 

Author of otudy t Henninger International, Prankfurt/lUin, PRO 

nponsoring Agency t  UNIDO, National Development Corporation (HIE) 

1.     Ptacription 

At present beer is being produced in Tansania by Tansania Breweries Ltd. 
with the total capacity being approx. 750,000 his per year. A total market 
volume of 1.3 million his per year is expected by 1977* Therefore the 
Government of Tanzania is intending to réalisa at Mwania a brewery project 
•aliad "Mwanra tírewery"  to produce beer for the local market. 

I« conformty with market potential, the brewery is designed for an initial 
capacity of 350,000 his boor and 150,000 his soft drinks per year with total 
investment coats of Tahs. 175 salii on including Tens.  18,265,000 for working 
ospitai. A firat extension phase with up to 700,000 his beer per year haa 
been taken into account when planning the la/out of the brewery,  so that 
the relevant addito-nal investment coats would be a« low as possible.    Break 
•ven point is at a production of 190,000 his beer and 50,000 his soft 
drinks per year, which is only approx. !>0> of the capacity. 

2t      Rao omwendations 

The project is highly profitable due to the recent increase in salea 
prices. 

- Mwania Brewery should concentrate on direct dis-ri but i on,  in order to 
make itu prouuets always available and achieve high market shares in 
•pacific market areas. 

Honninger International will  provide the necessary know-how by concluding 
a Technical Management and Licence Contract serving aa a guarantee for 
the Government of Tansania,   the banks and all investors,  that the 
oompany will be run successfully and that a premium beer of high quality 
will be produced. 

- The brewery can be managed with seven highly qualified expatriates. 
The delegation of this personnel will be part of the Technical Management 
and Licence Contract and the relevant uosts involved will be borne by 
Henninger International. 

3.      Financial  return 

Sales revanues at full production i.e. from the third year    of production 
onwards will be Tshs.  351,450,000,«anual production eoats from tìth year 
onwards will be Tahs.  319,1o0,OOO and annual not profit after tax from the 
Sthe year onwards will be Tahs.   17,788,000. 
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Aocordixv* to the calculations, the company trill be able to distribute 
dividends from 5$ in the third year of operation upto 25$ 
in the seventh year. 

4*     Economical benefits 

The project would create about 500 new labour employment possibilities 
creating thus an additional income of about Tshs.  2.6 million. 

Production of beer to satisfy local demand would have an import 
substituting effect and would thus hav a positive impact on the 
country's balance of payments. 

5»    follow up action 

The semi-annual progress report  1-2-1977 - 31-7-1977 of Project 
DP/UBT/74/018 - Assistance to National Development Corporation, 
page 10, states that NDC has received technical offers from five 

agencies which are being evaluated and that arrangements for 
funding are also being negotiated with various institutions. 

Io other relevant information in the Registry file* 

Discussion with Mr. Sepie dated 9-1-1973 1 Mr. Sepio has no 
information on the subject projeot. 
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Inventory of Feasibility Studies 

••3357 Country : United Republic of Tansania (URT) 

Industrial Sectors  Metal Products (31.9.A) 

Serial Number :  52 

Classification: 78/i2/'0l/URT/31.?.A/p/Dx^ma 

Title of study:   Feasibility study for drum malting plant (DP/URT/74/018) 

Date of study :  January 1977 

Author of study Research and Development Department of National 
Development Corporation, Tanzania    (NDC) 

Sponsoring agency:  UNIDO, National Development Corporation (NDC) 

1,    Description 

At present, bitumen,  lubricating oil and the steel  drums in which those ars 
contained,  are all imported mainly from Kenya and the estimated cost of the 
drums alone exceeds Tshs.  15.I million in foreign exchange annually.  Imple- 
mentation of a Bitumen and Lubricating Oil project  are foreseen at the 
Tipper Refinery at Kigamboni.  These projects vail create a large demand for 
drums and unless this demand is satisfied by implementing the Drum Making 
Plant simultaneously with these projects,  it will have to be met by import» 
of empty drums,   which is not an economically acceptable solution. Therefore 
a drum making plant producing 200,000 lubricating Oil Drums and 300,000 
Bitumen Drums at  full capacity (3rd year of production) is advisable to 
satisfy the demand for drums of the two above projects. Investment costs 
excluding working capital would be Tshs.  25.5 million of which Tshs.   13.25 
million would be needed in foreign currency. Initial working capital would 
be Tshs. 8.7 million,   out of which Tshs.  5.45 in foreign currency, 
from the third year of production onwards. Tshs.   13.7 million per year out 
of which Tshs.  8.6 million would be needed in foreign currency. SgXB The 
break even point would be at about 2Yf<> of capacity.  The implementation period 
would be 24 months from the date of Board decision and the project's life 
tilia i J assu;..3d to be 10 years. 

2»    Recommendations 

- The project is commercially viable and it should be implernanted together 
with the lubricating oil and with the Bitumen projects. 

- The plant should be located adjoining the Tipper Refinery as otherwise 
the transport  of the empty drums would be a major problem. It is proposed 
to transport the drums by a conveyor belt into the refinery. 

3»    Financial return 

Annual calos revenues at full capacity (3rd yoar) would bo Tshs.  53.5 million, 
annual production costs would be about Tshs. 40.2 million from the 3rd year 
onwards. Net profit after tax would        riso from Tshs. 5»7 million in the 
3rd year to Tnh3.  7.2 million in the 9th year of production. The discount cd 
return on investment  (DCFrate)would be  15»5/£« 

Raw material cost,   particularly the cost  of imported steel sheets accounting 
for about 7Ó/J of the operating cost,  changes in steel prices were considered 
for a sensitivity analysis. An increase of steel prices by 10/S would decrease 
profits by 33>»   a 20> increase in stool prices would decrease profits by 'jg'j. 
An increase of about 34> in steel prices would bring the profit to nil. 
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4»    Economical benefit» 

The project will create 80 new employment possibilities of which 16 
will be administrative and clerical workers and 64 production workers. 
This would create additional income of about 1 million Tshs. 

Import substitution would have an annual net positive effect of 
Tshs. 9.45 million from year three to five of production and of 
Tshs. 9.49 from year six to ten on the balance of payments. Accumulated 
net savings of foreign exchange during the 10 years lifo time of the 
project would amount to Tshs. 63.6 million. 

5»    Follow up action 

Letter S.I. Husain,  Director,  Development Department, NDC/De Andrea 
dated 17-1-1977 s  "Feasibility Study for Drum making Plant" enclosed. 
The study is an in-house study carried out by the Development Department. 
NDC. 

Letter S.IIable-Sclassie/S. Husain dated 2-2-1977 i  Calculations indicate 
commercial viability but this appears to be marginal. 

(a) price of imported drums,  especially for lubricating oil la 
substantially lower than the assumed sales price. 

(b) Rate of discount used for calculating present value appears also 
to be low     which affects profitability. 

(0) Project is strongly depending on imports of steel sheets and has 
therefore a very low level of value added. 

(d) The unit investment generates less than 80$ of savings in foreign 
exchange. The question could be raised as to whether investment 
elsewhere would not generate a higher rate of foreign exchange 
saving. 

Letter S.I. Husain/S.Hable-Selassie dated 22-2-1977 t The Bitumen and 
lubricating oil projects are still in an infant stage and therefore 
project will not be implemented in the near future.  Despite tho marginal 
conmercial viability and the low return on foreign exchange employed, 
tho project is imperative as        importing ready built empty drums, 
transportation in bulk would be expensive and a major problem. 

No other relevant information in the Registry Pile. 
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Inventory of Feasibility Studies 

Country:   SOMALIA  (SOM) f§3'.'<*> o 

Industrial   Sector : Pood Industry (31.7»C) 

Serial Number : 53 

Classification: 78/53/Ol/SOM/31.7.C/P/Milk Producta 

Title of study:  Pre-feasibility atudy on the establishment of Milk 
processing Plants in Somalia (DP/SCIl/72/007) 

Date of study : July 1976 

Author of Study :  S. Shafgat Ali 

Sponsoring Agency : Government,  UNIDO 

1,    Description 

The study  analyses the possibilities of setting up two milk production areas, 
one in the  Snaag region and one in the Lower Juba region. Each of the milk 
production  areas will comprise 25 collection centres including facilities 
for cattle  feed for improving milk yield,  artificial insemination and 
veterinary facilities. In each of the milk production areas,   a milk processing 
plant will  be established;  both plants will together process 73|0OO tons of 
milk per year at full capacity which will be arrived at in the fifth production 
year,  and produce milk powder 2#75 tons,  evaporated milk 13f870 tons, 
condensed milk 2,774 tons,   cheese 694 tons and butter 1,363 tons. Conceived as 
s Regional   project, the  two plants will export 90/¿ of their products to countries 
of the region, namely Saudi Arabia, Oman, Egypt,  Qatar, liorth and South ïemen, 
Libya, Iraq  and Kuwait.   The project will also  produce butter oil for local 
sale to eliminate the import of edible oil.  Of  the two projects proposed,   one 
is based on cow milk and the other on sheep and goat milk. 

The total  investment costs for the two areas will be So.Shilling II4 million. 
One of the  plant with its milR production area will cost So.Sh. 57.06 million; 

So.Sh. 24.2 million will be needed in foreign currency.  These investment 
costf! include So.Sh.  I4.08 million of working  capital out of which So.Sh.  4.2 
tallica in   ^crci -n currency. Break even point  was found out to be  at 42.21^J 

of capacity utilisation. 

2»    PiOCommendat i ons 

- It is considered more  feasible to start by implementing one of the two 
projects.  In this case  the Lower Juba project should be given preference. 

- A team of 3 short term experts, one each on livestock ranching for milk 
production,  dairy technology and marketing  of milk products should be  v,< nt 
to Somalia to work with, the industrial economist of project DP/S011/72/^'7 
on a detailed feasibility study and to formulate specifications,   tender 
documente,  project implementation schedule,   export marketing programme oto. 
The other alternative  in to use a consulting firm for this purpose» UüIIX) 
could moot the costs  of proposed Btudy. 

- The countries of the  region should bo invited to participate in the 
financing of thia project and should enter into long-term agreements for 
buying the products of this project. 

- To establish the project,  an incorporated body or a corporation may bo 
promoted and set up. 

( 
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- It will be necessary to teck and acquire technical collaboration of 
an international company engaged in  tho production and marketing of 
r      ^c?UCtB*   •e °thGr altemtive iB tc seek technical  assistance 
indust       °r lÍOllaná WhlCh have e-aiuod considerable experience in than 

- J certain built in flexibility of the plants ahould enable  adjustments 
in the production programe possible  to add now producta like  okim milk 
powder,  cream powder,  ice cream powder. 

3*    Financial return 

Annual sales revenues per plant at full  production will be So.Sh.  98.404 
•illion,  annual   operating costs will be So.Sh. 83.748 million    and^nnual 

ÍT2Í rfrT *** "íí be S0'3V  14-656 million« *• Mt*ra « investment in the fifth year will  be 25.7</0. Both planto working at full  capacity. 
•bove figures will  be  double. ^»pacxiy, 

4»    Economical benefits 

- By implementing the two plants,  672 new employment possibilities would bo 
created,  creating thus additional income of So.Sh. 5,511,600. 

"   %\%f°Bl I^Uf added Per Plant would b* So*Sh* 22'384 million which i. /O.(j/a of total  operating costs. 

- At main purpose of the project ia to «am foreign currency.  However, the 
project as a whole would also replace annual imports and save forai• 
currency of So.Sh.  18.1.million.  The earnings in foreign currency of the 
two plants would be So,sh. 177.128 million from the fifth year onwards 
and thus the net balance of payment  effect would be So.Sh, 134 million - 
a figure equivalent to 34^ of the total foreign exchange earnings of Somalia. 
It would be possible to recover the  entire investment in foreign currency 
during the first year of export. ' 

5«    Fallow up action 

The study has been made by the economi at  of the project DP/SOIí/7 2/007 - 
THrengthening the Ministry of Industry, and submitted to the Ministry of 
Industry of Somalia on 22-7-1976. Apparently there was no reaction from 
tho Govmraent.   !n the Progress Report   of the project    April   1977   to September 
197/ under «Major Problems'- part  (ni)   on page 1, the follrwing xe  stated j 
Although ten copxes oí   every report  are  sent to Government,   feedback from 

the Ministry or other agencies is virtually non-existent". 
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